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from the editor’s desk

Red Tide Rising
by Charles R. Kesler

Republicans are ready to party like it’s 1929. 
In the House of Representatives, they will hold a majority 

nearly 250 seats strong, their largest showing since Herbert 
Hoover won the presidency in 1928. Though final numbers are not 
in, the GOP now controls both houses of the state legislatures of 29 
states, its highest number since 1920. In all likelihood, Republicans 
will exceed their historic high for state legislative seats, set in 1928. 
And they took back the U.S. Senate, by margins comparable to what 
they enjoyed in the splendid Republican decade of the 1920s.

No wonder that Representative Greg Walden, the chairman of 
the National Republican Campaign Committee, let slip that his 
party’s House majority “may be a hundred-year majority.” He meant 
it was “as big as any of us have seen in our lifetimes,” not that it was 
going to endure for a hundred years. American politics doesn’t have 
century-long majorities, though before the Civil War the Democrats, 
and after it the Republicans, managed to dominate national politics 
for several generations. 

The GOP’s tenure as the dominant national party came to an 
inglorious end, of course, with Hoover’s presidency and the Great 
Depression, both commencing in 1929. That milestone’s recurrence 
ought to give conservatives a little pause amid our rejoicing over the 
midterm election results. Republicans have a long way to climb to 
regain their status as the party trusted by a majority of Americans 
most of the time. The New Deal left the GOP’s reputation as the par-
ty “that identifies with people like me” in tatters. How to handle the 
New Deal is no longer a living political problem, but how to handle 
its legacy—the social welfare state’s unfunded entitlements, the ad-
ministrative state’s unconstitutional powers, the Democratic Party’s 
cloying claim to be the people’s tribune—is still very much with us.

In his press conference, President Obama tried not to appear too 
sour. What do you call a double shellacking? He avoided the ques-
tion, but had the varnish to say, “to everyone who voted, I want you 
to know that I hear you. To the two thirds of voters who chose not to 
participate in the process yesterday, I hear you, too.” 

Obama is most interesting when he is most defiant, as in those 
sentences. Slyly, he meant to delegitimize the election results: what 
do you expect from older, white voters? The two thirds of voters who 

couldn’t be bothered to vote “chose not to participate” because they 
had been disillusioned by “the process.” The people “want us to get 
the job done,” he emphasized, like “delivering basic services the gov-
ernment provides to the American people.” When there is partisan 
gridlock and stuff doesn’t get done, the majority naturally can grow 
cynical and frustrated; and when, he said in effect, Obama—the one 
leader who transcends Washington politics-as-usual—is not on the 
ballot, well, people get hopeless. He understands. And, he implies, 
the uncast ballots, or most of them, would have been his for the taking. 

His theory of elections is of a piece with his pecu-
liar theory of executive power. If Congress can’t or won’t 
do something, something which to Obama is manifestly on 

the right side of history—like immigration reform—then the presi-
dent has the right to do it on his own. What “I’m not going to do is 
just wait,” he said to reporters. He thinks he ought to have the right 
to go it alone, presumably on behalf of non-voters now and in the 
future. But Obama’s version of moderation is to admit that there are 
some things even he could not do on his own authority—and then 
to regret those limits, which after all were imposed long ago by the 
older white males (naturally) who wrote the Constitution. 

Yet it is all justified on modest, pragmatic grounds: “I just want to 
see what works,” he told the post-election audience. He may get his 
wish. 

Delightful as the 2014 House and Senate results were, the guber-
natorial and state legislative elections may have been more revealing. 
It is in the states where conservative reforms, some of them deeply 
controversial, championed by Republican governors (Scott Walker, 
most bravely) and legislators, are needed, are being implemented, and 
are beginning to work to the electorate’s evident satisfaction. Con-
trast these results with the federal government’s apparently habitual 
incompetence: the botched rollout of healthcare.gov, politics at the 
IRS, malpractice at Veterans Affairs, ineptitude in the Secret Ser-
vice, our feckless foreign policy. 

It may be that the Republican Party’s most important new ally in 
its struggle to reestablish itself is: what works. That would be a nice 
contrast with 1929.
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C O R R E S P O N D E N C E

Defending the 
Constitution

We are grateful that Profes-
sor Edward Erler took the time 
to review our book, Originalism 
and the Good Constitution (“Orig-
inalist Sin,” Summer 2014). Un-
fortunately, he mischaracterizes 
our position and disregards an 
important aspect of the Consti-
tution in the service of his own 
political philosophy. Erler treats 
us as if we believe that whatever 
a supermajority of the nation en-
acts, based on its own preferences, 
is a good constitution. This is not 
true. We make clear that we be-
lieve that a good constitution in-
corporates the core principles of 
the liberal tradition. 

We do believe part of what 
makes a constitution good is that 
it promotes a polity that furthers 
the preferences of the people. But 
our argument for the superma-
joritarian process also looks be-
yond preferences to the judgments 
of the people. We thus develop at 
some length an argument to show 
that supermajoritarian processes 
are the most likely method for a 
polity to entrench provisions that 
are in the public interest. 

Erler appears to believe that 
the Constitution articulated cer-
tain principles that should not 
be changed by future genera-
tions. But the Constitution itself 
reflects the framers’ understand-
ing that each generation could 
contribute to making our fun-
damental law. The amendment 
provision in Article V is general 
in scope, permanently excluding 
only equal representation in the 
Senate from legal transforma-
tion. Although the Constitution 
certainly treats the results of the 
founding moment of 1789 as im-
portant, by the terms of the docu-
ment the founding cannot be re-
garded as sacrosanct for all time. 
Thus, Erler’s major complaint 
about our theory of the Constitu-

tion—that our theory recognizes 
the Constitution’s adaptability—
is really an argument against the 
nature of the actual Constitution. 

The Constitution would not 
have been ratified if the Federal-
ists had not agreed during the 
ratification contest to propose 
a Bill of Rights in the form of 
amendments. Later, the Recon-
struction amendments removed 
the blemish of slavery from the 
nation. While Erler attempts to 
view these amendments as a con-
tinuation of the founding, this is 
clearly not the case. The original 
Constitution permitted slavery 
and the ending of slavery reflect-
ed the views of a different genera-
tion, transformed by the experi-
ence of the Civil War. Finally, the 
amendments of the Progressive 
Era, such as the income tax and 
the direct election of senators, 
reflected the views of that time 
period and significantly modified 
the Constitution. 

Erler compares us to Bruce 
Ackerman, who believes that the 
Constitution can be modified 
without following the rules es-
tablished in Article V. While we 
do believe that the Constitution 
can be changed, changes in fun-
damental law should occur only 
through the beneficial process 
provided in the Constitution—
a process that treats each gen-
eration equally and prevents one 
generation from modifying the 
Constitution without a sufficient 
consensus. 

Although we differ with Prof. 
Erler, here are two attempts to 
find some common ground be-
tween his and our views. First, 
the amendment process can be 
seen as one that is well designed 
to capture the application of en-
during natural law principles in a 
changing material world. Surely, 
Erler cannot think that politi-
cal institutions and norms might 
not have to be changed in light 
of new knowledge and technol-
ogy. Without the supermajori-

tarian process, we must rely for 
these new institutions and norms 
either on judges or on mere ma-
jorities. We show why these are 
inferior solutions. And we believe 
that Erler could have modified 
our arguments to show why these 
are also inferior to a supermajori-
tarian process even if one views 
constitutions as discovering and 
tracking natural law principles. 

Second, we argue that origi-
nalism should employ the legal 
interpretive rules at the time of a 
constitutional provision’s enact-
ment in order to resolve any am-
biguity or vagueness in the Con-
stitution. We did not have space 
in the book to provide a complete 
catalogue of these principles, but 
there is some evidence that one of 
these interpretative rules would 
construe constitutional provi-
sions as not violating natural 
law unless they were clearly in-
tended to do so. If there was suf-
ficient evidence to support such 
an interpretive rule, that would 
be a significant result. It would 
mean that natural law would be 
reflected in constitutional provi-
sions, even when they did not ex-
pressly reference natural law con-
cepts. Such an argument would 
help Prof. Erler find the natural 
law foundation he desires in the 
Constitution. 

John O. McGinnis
Northwestern University

School of Law
Evanston, IL

Michael B. Rappaport
University of San Diego

San Diego, CA

Edward J. Erler replies:

Nothing in John McGin-
nis and Michael Rappaport’s re-
sponse has inclined me to change 
my view that Originalism and the 
Good Constitution has nothing to 
do with originalism or the good 
constitution. According to the 

authors, the only valuable feature 
of the Constitution is Article V, 
which allows amendments by su-
permajorities. The only perma-
nent value of the Constitution, 
therefore, is that it provides a 
process for change—but even the 
supermajoritarian amendment 
process can be amended, so there 
is actually nothing of permanent 
value in the Constitution. 

McGinnis and Rappaport—
like most present-day original-
ists—believe that the ideas of one 
historical epoch are merely the 
expression of the regnant opin-
ions and ideology of the time, and 
have no application to circum-
stances of any other historical era. 
In this view, the “laws of nature 
and of nature’s God,” and the 
other elements of 18th-century 

“ideology,” have been rendered 
obsolete by the progress of his-
tory. One wonders, however, how 
an idea that was created dur-
ing a particular historical epoch, 
claiming that all thought is valid 
only for the historical epoch that 
produced it, can claim universal 
validity. 

For the authors, Article V 
demonstrates that the framers 
believed that each generation 
should be allowed to contribute 
to the making of fundamental law 
by introducing its own values and 
preferences into the Constitution. 
In this way, no generation will be 
ruled by what Thomas Jefferson 
called the “dead hand of the past.” 
But the founders did not speak in 
terms of “values.” The principles 
announced in the Declaration 
and animating the Constitution 
were derived from reason and na-
ture, and hence were permanent 
and ought not to be changed.

The Constitution was de-
signed to put the principles of 
the Declaration into practice. Yes, 
the Constitution would need an 
amendment from time to time 
as circumstances changed and 
imperfections were discovered. 
The principles would remain the 
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same, but changing circumstances 
would demand different applica-
tions, and here prudence would 
be the guide. Some constitutional 
imperfections were known from 
the beginning, and others would 
reveal themselves with experience.

The protections for slavery in 
the Constitution were necessary 
to purchase the support of the 
slave-holding states for a strong 
national government. And as the 
most perceptive founders under-
stood, without a strong national 
government the prospect of ever 
being able to end slavery was re-
mote. The clauses in the Consti-
tution dealing with slavery are 
compromises, not principles. It is 
possible to distinguish the princi-
ples of the Constitution from its 
compromises only by reference to 
the Declaration.

McGinnis and Rappaport 
believe that it “is clearly not the 
case” that the Reconstruction 
amendments were an attempt 
to complete the regime of the 
founding by extending the reach 
of the principles of the Declara-
tion. But consider the words of 
Thaddeus Stevens, a prominent 
member of the Joint Committee 
on Reconstruction:

It cannot be denied that 
this terrible struggle sprang 
from the vicious principles 
incorporated into the insti-
tutions of our country. Our 
fathers had been compelled 
to postpone the principles 
of their great Declaration, 
and wait for their full es-
tablishment till a more 
propitious time. That time 
ought to be present now.

Similar statements could be 
multiplied a hundredfold from 
the time of the Reconstruction 
debates.

In explaining why the words 
“slave” and “slavery” were never 
used in the Constitution, Fred-
erick Douglass, the great aboli-
tionist leader and former slave, 
explained that the compromises 
dealing with slavery in the Con-
stitution were like scaffolding 

used to prop up a building during 
construction. Once the building 
was complete, Douglass said, the 
scaffolding was torn down and 
no one ever remembered that the 
building needed support during 
construction. The Constitution 
was completed, Douglass argued, 
with the Reconstruction amend-
ments, when it came into formal 
harmony with the principles of 
the Declaration. The scaffold-
ing—those compromises in the 
Constitution protecting slavery—
were now gone. And since the 
words “slave” and “slavery” never 
appeared in the Constitution, 
there is no reminder that that af-
front to the principles of human 
nature was ever there. The fram-
ers knew slavery was destined to 
disappear and they wanted no 
trace of it to remain. The Re-
construction amendments were 
passed—indeed a Civil War was 
fought!—not to reflect the chang-
ing values and preferences of a 
new generation but to fulfill the 
moral imperative set in place by 
the founding generation.

For the complete discussion of the 
CRB’s review of Originalism and 
the Good Constitution, visit 
our online feature Upon Further      
Review at www.claremont.org/ufr.

Judicial
Engagement

I appreciate Jeremy Rabkin’s 
review of my book, Terms of En-
gagement, and I agree with him 
that we will not “arrive at a lib-
ertarian paradise through ‘ judi-
cial engagement’” (“A Broadside 
for Liberty,” Summer 2014). Of 
course, that is not the goal. It is 
consistent, conscientious enforce-
ment of constitutional limits on 
government power. 

Most conservatives and 
libertarians recognize that we 
have nothing of the sort today, 
but they may assume, as it 
appears Rabkin does, that the 
obstacles are mainly theoretical: 
should “standards of justification 

in federal administrative law” be 
tightened; “would we actually get 
more liberty by imposing more 
constraints on federal power”; 
and what if anything does the 
Constitution say about abortion 
and same-sex marriage?

Those are weighty questions, to 
be sure, and deserving of careful 
attention. But it is important 
to realize how much progress 
can be made without breaking 
the ideological stalemates that 
surround them. 

For example, as Rabkin notes, 
the Supreme Court has held that 
the Constitution protects certain 
forms of economic liberty, includ-
ing the right to earn a living free 
from unreasonable government 
interference. But that right has 
been rendered functionally mean-
ingless because courts will accept 
virtually any explanation for in-
fringing on it, no matter how 
disingenuous or absurd. Thus, in 
upholding an occupational licens-
ing law for florists in Louisiana, a 
federal judge actually cited mis-
placed corsage pins and infected 
dirt as possible justifications!

As I explain in my book, while 
this cavalier approach represents 
the default setting in modern 
constitutional litigation, we know 
that judges are capable of providing 
genuine judgment—or “ judicial 
engagement”—because they do so 
in cases involving the small handful 
of rights the Supreme Court 
deems sufficiently “fundamental” 
to receive meaningful judicial 
protection. 

For example, if Louisiana had 
tried to restrict the advertisement 
of floral arrangements instead of 
their sale, that would have been a 
free-speech case, and the judge’s 
approach would have been com-
pletely different. Instead of in-
viting the government to invent 

“hypothetical” (read: fraudulent) 
justifications and accepting fac-
tual assertions for which it had 
no evidence, the judge would 
have insisted upon an honest 
explanation for the advertising 
restriction and a reasonable fit 
between the government’s ends 
and the means chosen to advance 

them. Moreover, the govern-
ment’s assertions would have had 
to be supported by admissible ev-
idence rather than mere “specula-
tion and conjecture.”

Notably, this is what much of 
constitutional litigation comes 
down to: whether courts will 
insist that the government actu-
ally have a constitutionally per-
missible reason for restricting 
people’s freedom or will instead 
simply presume that it does. Usu-
ally it’s the latter, and that has 
played havoc with the Constitu-
tion’s plan for constitutionally 
limited government.

Though maligned by pundits 
on the Left and the Right as a 
libertarian euphemism for judicial 
activism, judicial engagement 
simply calls for consistency 
and candor in constitutional 
adjudication. If the government 
must have a valid reason for 
restricting people’s liberty in 
some cases, it should have a valid 
reason in all cases. If facts matter 
in some cases, then they should 
matter in all cases. Simply put, 
there is no such thing as a second-
class constitutional right, no 
matter what the Supreme Court 
might say.

It is true that judicial 
engagement does not provide 
answers to all of the hard 
constitutional questions. It doesn’t 
tell us whether abortion is mostly 
about a woman’s right to privacy, 
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an unborn child’s right to live, or 
the government’s obligation to 
provide equal protection to all 

“persons” within its jurisdiction. 
Nor does judicial engagement 
provide definitive answers about 
same-sex marriage, the legitimacy 
of the administrative state, or the 
precise scope of federal power. But 
it is still an incredibly powerful 
tool of constitutional adjudication 
because it insists upon one 
thing that modern courts rarely 
do: an honest explanation for 
government regulation.

Clark M. Neilly, III
Institute for Justice

Arlington, VA

Presidents vs.
Parliaments

In reviewing my book, The 
Once and Future King, my friend 
John Yoo complains that I misun-
derstand the American presiden-
cy, especially its ability to supply 
energy in wartime: “Executives 
could rise to the challenges of for-
eign affairs, national security, and 
war, which would paralyze slow, 
deliberative legislatures” (“Seeds 
of Monarchy?” Summer 2014).

Well, John Yoo would say that, 
wouldn’t he? Still, he does have 
a point. Two years ago, people 
in Washington expected Barack 
Obama to attack Syria, until the 
British Parliament voted not to 
go to war. Yoo mightn’t have liked 
that, but then he might recollect 
that my native Canada never 
fought a foolish or ignoble war, or 
lost one either.

Yoo also takes issue with my 
conclusion that presidential re-
gimes are bad for liberty. As an 
empirical matter I don’t think 
that’s debatable, but that’s not to 
say that America is unfree. Rath-
er, its Constitution was not made 
for export, unlike the post-1832 
British constitution. If America is 
free, then, it’s in spite of its Con-
stitution and not because of it. 

Professor Yoo correctly notes 
that there’s more stability under 

the Constitution’s separation of 
powers. That’s merely another 
way of describing gridlock, how-
ever. There was a time, in the dis-
tant past, when this might have 
prevented inefficient, encroaching 
laws from being passed, but since 
then America has sadly played 
catch-up, with the 1965 Immigra-
tion Act, Sarbanes-Oxley, Dodd-
Frank, Obamacare, and a host of 
others—a one-way ratchet of ill-
advised laws. That’s why, at this 
point in history, what matters 
is the ability to reverse bad laws, 
and there parliamentary regimes 
trump presidential ones. 

We are all patriots first and 
philosophers second, and that’s 
just as it should be. Still, there’s 
a dark side to patriotism when it 
amounts to an “I’m all right, Jack” 
complacency. At a time when 
America is dropping like a stone 
in measures of economic freedom, 
when it imprisons more people 
than any other country, when its 
people are less wealthy and its 
government more corrupt than 
many of its First World competi-
tors, when its tort law regime re-
sembles a demented slot machine 
of judicially sanctioned theft, 
when its public debt has ascended 
to alarming levels, when its presi-
dent makes laws by diktat and 
refuses to enforce laws he dislikes, 
John Yoo’s blithe conclusion that 
we live under the best of all pos-
sible constitutions seems a little 
tendentious.

F.H. Buckley
George Mason University

School of Law
Arlington, VA

John Yoo replies:

I am pleased that my friend 
Frank Buckley has chosen to re-
spond to my review of his book, 
and I am grateful to the CRB for 
the opportunity to comment on 
several of the provocative points 
that he makes.

First, Buckley observes that 
the British Parliament acted be-
fore President Obama on whether 
to use force in Syria. But Britain’s 

quick action does not condemn 
the Constitution’s original design, 
because our current president re-
jects the very role that the Consti-
tution created for him. In foreign 
affairs, Obama often embraces 
the parliamentary model favored 
by Professor Buckley. Our nation 
and world are now experiencing 
the heavy costs of presidential 
passivity.

Second, Buckley suggests 
that parliamentary systems 
keep nations out of disastrous 
wars. Though it may be true that 
Canada has never fought or lost 
a foolish or ignoble war, that is 
only because Canada has never 
had to defend itself: its security 
has relied first on the British 
Empire and now on the United 
States. Parliamentary democra-
cies may be biased against moving 
to war, but that may prove a mis-
take when war becomes necessary. 
France and Great Britain sat idly 
as the gathering storm of fascism 
loomed on the horizon.

Third, Buckley asserts that 
“[a]s an empirical matter I don’t 
think that’s debatable…that pres-
idential regimes are bad for lib-
erty.” But in social science, almost 
all empirics are debatable, and 
one can get a regression model to 
confirm any outcome one wants if 
one puts in the “right” data. 

Fourth, Buckley’s response 
conflates one of the causes of sta-
bility—gridlock—with a harm-
ful counterfeit of stability. But 
stability is stability, and one of 
the ways to achieve it, as intended 
by the framers, was to slow down 
the process, to pit faction against 
faction, and to allow only those 
laws that achieved a broad con-
sensus from the popular House, 
the state-representing Senate, 
and the nationally elected presi-
dent. There is no doubt that the 
American system has passed poor 
laws in the past 50 years. That is 
the fault not of our original Con-
stitution but of the delegation of 
legislative power to the modern 
administrative state—an evasion 
of the separation of powers that 
is far worse in European parlia-
mentary systems than here. It 
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is the administrative state that 
harms American prosperity and 
freedom; without a president to 
oversee them, the agencies might 
become wholly independent of 
popular accountability. The presi-
dency is not perfect, nor necessar-
ily without the need for tweaks 
here and there, but I’ll take it over 
the alternatives any day.

In Praise of
Moderation

Although Aristotle, Cicero, 
Montaigne, Pascal, Montesquieu, 
Hume, John Adams, and 
Tocqueville lived in different 
times and their works addressed 
different challenges, they all 
shared at least one thing, apart 
from being great minds: they all 
believed in…moderation. The 
virtue of moderation presupposes 
reasoning and deliberation, but it 
also demands intuition, foresight, 
and flexibility for which there is 
no simple or universal formula. 

Given the weight carried by 
all these august figures, it would 
seem both imprudent and unwise 
to ignore or dismiss the virtue of 
moderation. But this is exactly 
what Steven Hayward does in 
a courageous reconsideration of 
Barry Goldwater’s 1964 presiden-
tial run (“Extremism and Moder-
ation,” Summer 2014). Mr. Hay-
ward does a fine job at reminding 
us that Goldwater was a patriot 
who courageously fought for lib-
erty in dark times. Hayward also 
repeats all the usual objections 
that have been raised over time 
against moderation and reminds 
us why it is difficult to be passion-
ate about this complex, difficult 
virtue. In the end, he suggests 
that moderation is flawed when 
it comes to opposing the growth 
of the state, and he ends his essay 
with a dismissive remark about 
political moderates in the Repub-
lican Party whom he sees as los-
ers who deserved their defeat pre-
cisely because of their modera-
tion. Although I am not an expert 
on American politics and history, 

I think Goldwater’s massive elec-
toral loss in 1964 (unfortunately) 
speaks for itself. 

One paradox about modera-
tion is that it is not a virtue for 
all seasons and here I echo some 
of Hayward’s concerns about 
this virtue. What is moderate in 
one context and period may sig-
nificantly differ in another, and 
sometimes it is not wise or recom-
mended to be moderate, period. 
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn would 
probably not have been successful 
in challenging the Soviet Com-
munist system had he adopted a 
more moderate approach. Some-
times, only immoderate voices 
like his can successfully oppose 
tyranny. But this caveat applies 
mainly to the fight against totali-
tarianism, while Hayward seems 
to believe that opposing the 
growth of the liberal state, too, 
requires an extreme and uncom-
promising disposition today.

Having lived under a real to-
talitarian regime (in Communist 
Romania), I deeply sympathize 
with Hayward’s appreciation for 
liberty. Still, I invite him to join 
the distinguished company of 
spirits mentioned at the outset 
of my letter in their nuanced but 
firm appreciation of moderation.

Aurelian Craiutu
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 

Steven F. Hayward replies:

Aurelian Craiutu’s challenging 
letter compels a consideration of 
prudence, which comprises ex-
tremism and moderation rightly 
understood. I enthusiastically 
join Craiutu in celebrating mod-
eration as it is understood by 
Aristotle, et al. I thought I was 
clear enough in the article that 
Goldwater’s rhetorical embrace 
of “extremism” was politically im-
prudent, and therefore immoder-
ate. As such Craiutu’s criticism 
here is partly just. However, we’ll 
have to agree to disagree that an 

“extremist” disposition isn’t called 
for in the context of galloping lib-
eralism in 1964 and rampaging 

liberalism today. I disagree that 
extremism however understood 
is applicable only to openly totali-
tarian situations. The consequent 
logic of contemporary liberalism 
is highly totalitarian in many ar-
eas; in such a context the “extrem-
ist” is the true moderate. I don’t 
think the moderation of the con-
temporary Republicans I men-
tion (Dole, McCain, Romney) is 
derived from any deep prudence, 
but from simple (and simple-
minded) political calculation.

Adams, Burke, & 
Conservatism

I commend Richard Samu-
elson for holding up John Ad-
ams as an example to American 
conservatives (“John Adams vs. 
Edmund Burke,” Summer 2014) 
and, by doing so, following in the 
footsteps of earlier commenta-
tors, notably Russell Kirk, who 
devoted a lengthy chapter to Ad-
ams in his book The Conservative 
Mind. Perhaps it is not surprising, 
though, that Samuelson should 
feel a need also to contrast John 
Adams with Edmund Burke inas-
much as doing so might enhance 
his credibility with readers of the 
Claremont Review of Books. Burke 
is, after all, a sharp critic of ideol-
ogy based on abstract, ahistorical 

“principles.” It is unfortunate that 
Samuelson should argue for treat-
ing Adams as a model for political 
conservatism by trying to make 
him look different from Burke in 
that respect. It only weakens his 
case for Adams. Samuelson con-
tends that while Burke defends 

“tradition,” Adams is more con-
cerned to defend “human nature” 
and “self-evident truths.” Adams 
is more attracted to—surprise!—

“the laws of nature and of nature’s 
God,” which, presumably, makes 
him look more like Harry V. Jaffa. 

Samuelson’s way of arguing 
for Adams’s superiority to Burke 
exemplifies a philosophical weak-
ness that seems ubiquitous and 
unavoidable in Claremont Insti-
tute circles: the assumption that 

moral universality or right must 
be ahistorical and abstract and 
different from, or in conflict with, 
a belief in the importance of tra-
dition. In other words, moral uni-
versality and history cannot have 
any intimate, integral connection; 
natural right must be wholly apart 
from history. This view involves 
reification of human phenomena, 
conceiving of living reality as if 
it consisted of “things,” so that 
moral universality becomes one 
thing, A, and history another, B. 
Leo Strauss famously contended 
that to regard tradition, conven-
tion, the ancestral, or the like as 
being in any sense authoritative is 
to abjure reason and to become a 

“historicist.” Strauss constructed 
a gap between natural right and 
tradition that is so deep and cat-
egorical that it seems to emanate 
less from philosophical reasoning 
than from psychological need.

That history is full of shod-
diness, cruelty, mediocrity, and 
baseness goes without saying. 
Dark forces are forever threaten-
ing the higher life of humanity. 
Nothing could be more obvious 
to Edmund Burke. It is evident, 
therefore, that sound tradition 
assumes some standard of dis-
crimination and selection. It does 
not follow that this standard 
must be ahistorical, merely ab-
stract. History contains countless 
examples of the potentiality of 
union between universality and 
particularity. Wherever the good, 
the true, and the beautiful have 
been realized—where they have 
come alive in concrete instances—
there an experiential basis exists 
for sound tradition. Sound tradi-
tion, then, is not understood as an 
alternative to universality, but as a 
partial expression of and a guide to 
universal values.

As is typical of people in the 
Claremont circle, Samuelson at-
tributes great significance in a 
discussion of moral universality 
to certain phrases—“the laws of 
nature and of nature’s God” be-
ing one—as if the reality to which 
they refer were simple and fully 
transparent and not almost in-
finitely complex. Out of context, 
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terms that are assumed to express 
“universal principles” can in fact 
mean anything at all. “The laws of 
nature,” for example, could be un-
derstood as something like natural 
law and have historical resonances, 
or it could refer to natural rights of 
a socially atomistic Lockean type, 
or stand for the rights of man cel-
ebrated by Jacobins. To demon-
strate that Adams is more “Ameri-
can” than Burke—a not implausi-
ble hypothesis—Samuelson notes 
Adams’s use of certain phrases that 
seem to him to indicate a fondness 
for abstract right. But, again, the 
meaning of phrases has to be de-
termined in context. Burke is as 
strongly committed to defending 

“human nature” and moral univer-
sality as is Adams. There are nu-
merous phrases in Burke that in-
dicate as much. What Samuelson 
does not understand is that having 
such concerns is perfectly compat-
ible with—indeed, an aspect of—
defending tradition.

Samuelson makes his case for 
Adams as a genuinely American 
conservative by citing a number of 
Adams’s core beliefs. He doesn’t 
seem to realize that the more he 
says about Adams, the more he 
undermines the notion that Ad-
ams was attracted to ahistorical 
principles, and the more Adams 
looks like…Burke.

Do I conclude that Burke was 
as much an American as Adams? 
Of course not. I am only suggest-
ing that if Samuelson were to give 
up the artificial contrast between 
moral universality and tradition, 
which is based on simplistic rei-
fication, he would be able to see 
that the two men are American 
and British versions of much the 
same outlook on life and politics.

Claes Ryn
The Catholic University

of America
Washington, D.C.

Richard Samuelson replies:

What does it mean to reason 
ahistorically? John Adams, as I 
noted in my essay, held that “the 
same causes produce the same ef-

fects” among men. That view con-
trasts with the belief, which was 
growing in his day, that history is a 
process, what many today call “the 
historical process,” that moves ever 
onward. In the late 1780s, Adams 
was already suggesting that the de-
nouement of the French Revolu-
tion would be the rise of a dictator 
such as Napoleon. Why? Human 
nature being constant, the likely 
course of events is often predict-
able, if one is wise enough to know 
where to look.

Claes Ryn allows that the 
argument that “Adams is more 
‘American’ than Burke” is a “not 
implausible hypothesis,” and he 
agrees that Adams is “an example 
to American conservatives.” Sim-
ilarly, he holds that “It is evident, 
therefore, that sound tradition 
assumes some standard of dis-
crimination and selection.” The 
question, then, is how to under-
stand that standard, and what to 
label it. Recall the lines attributed 
to Charles Napier in India:

This burning of widows 
is your custom; prepare 
the funeral pyre. But my 
nation has also a custom. 
When men burn women 
alive we hang them…. Let 
us all act according to na-
tional customs.

What, other than some stan-
dard beyond the two particular 
traditions, can inform us which 
custom is more reasonable? Is 
it unreasonable, particularly in 
the American context, to call the 
standard one uses to assess the 
soundness of a given tradition 

“the laws of nature and of nature’s 
God”? Will there ever be univer-
sal agreement about the nature of 
that standard? Unlikely. 

Professor Ryn writes that “Ad-
ams's use of certain phrases”—es-
pecially those that might “seem…
to indicate a fondness for abstract 
right”—“has to be determined in 
context.” He goes on to suggest 
that “the more [I say] about Ad-
ams, the more [I undermine] the 
notion that Adams was attracted 
to ahistorical principles.” Un-

fortunately, Ryn doesn’t specify 
what evidence or examples he has 
in mind, or say what, exactly, I 
am misunderstanding. Perhaps I 
misread my own evidence. I sus-
pect, however, that the examples 
Ryn has in mind are those which 
describe how Adams understood 
how to apply the rights of men to 
particular situations. In Adams’s 
view, principles were not categori-
cal imperatives. They were goods 
to be secured as best as possible 
in a given time and place. In other 
words, “abstract ahistorical ‘prin-
ciples’” have played an important 
role in American politics since 
the founding. The rights of men 
and the laws of nature and of na-
ture’s God are too important, and 
too central to the American tra-
dition, to be left to the Jacobins 
and their descendants.

Finally, Ryn uses the term 
“ideology” to describe the idea 
he’s criticizing, although the 
term and the concept of “ideol-
ogy” were invented after 1776. 
Adams thought “ideology” was 
the best term to describe the lu-
nacy the French Revolutionaries 
mistakenly called reason: “It is 
presumed its proper definition is 
the science of Idiocy.” Unless Prof. 
Ryn wishes to claim that “ideolo-
gy” is itself an ahistorical concept, 
applicable to a particular way of 
thought applicable in all times 
and places, the term cannot, by 
definition, apply to the terms and 
concepts of 1776. To understand 
America, we must do our best 
to understand the principles of 
the American Revolution as the 
founders themselves understood 
them. 

For more discussion of John Adams, 
Edmund Burke, and conservatism, 
visit our online feature Upon Fur-
ther Review at www.claremont.
org/ufr.

A Villainous
Shylock

I am a longstanding fan of 
the writing of Theodore Dal-
rymple, but I must contradict 

the interpretation he presents, in 
his review of Joseph Epstein’s es-
says, of Shylock’s Hath not a Jew 
eyes speech from Shakespeare’s 
Merchant of Venice (“Sense and 
Sensibility,” Summer 2014). The 
impact of the speech is indeed 
powerful. Nonetheless, though 
it is not anti-Semitic in the mod-
ern meaning of that term, it is far 
from “proclaiming…the meta-
physical unity of mankind,” and, 
in proclaiming only the physical 
unity of mankind, it reveals the 
speaker’s spritiual blindness.

After centuries of discussion 
about the rights of man and after 
the catastrophe of the Holocaust, 
it is understandable that Dalrym-
ple, like John Gross and many 
others, is moved to find in the 
pleading of Shakespeare’s Jew a 
cry for justice and equality. But 
to read the speech in this way is 
to lay over it a screen of modern 
sensibility that masks its actual 
meaning in the context of the 
play and of the time in which it 
was written.

Of course Shylock—
complaining of his negative 
treatment by Christians—
believes that treatment to be 
unjust. But in giving Shylock 
this eloquent attempt at self-
justification, Shakespeare is 
nonetheless showing his character 
to be a villain. For in this speech 
Shylock pleads for recognition of 
his humanity by appealing only 
to the lowest qualities shared by 
human beings. Look at his list: 
eyes, hands, organs, dimensions, 
senses, affections, passions, food, 
wounds, diseases, cold, heat, 
bleeding, laughing, dying. This 
list can succeed in persuading 
only those audiences living in 
a thoroughly materialistic age. 
Notice that there is no appeal 
to any higher ground: caring 
for friends, worship of God, 
kindness, mercy, love, sacrifice. 
Of these—the qualities that 
Antonio represents in the play—
Shylock knows nothing. He 
pleads for his common humanity 
on the grounds of man’s lowest 
nature, whose desires he 
embodies, while remaining blind 
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to the higher values that actually 
do bind men together in humane 
relations. 

More importantly, what does 
Shylock’s speech seek to justify 
as its conclusion? “Why revenge!” 
Apart from the complex case of 
Hamlet, every instance of desire 
for revenge in Shakespeare is an 
instance of comical or serious vil-
lainy. The one who seeks revenge 
is always in the wrong, from the 
as yet unregenerate Kate in Tam-
ing of the Shrew to the lying Cali-
ban in The Tempest. Hence Shy-
lock’s justification of revenge only 
confirms his villainy—that all 
men bleed is no justification for 
revenge.

Shylock is no less spiritually 
benighted for the realistic 
painting of his character. In 
demanding the letter of the law 
and the death of Antonio, in 
hating music, in wishing his 
daughter dead at his feet and the 
ducats in her ear, in claiming the 
right to revenge, Shylock does not 

remotely rise to the condition of 
a pleader for “the metaphysical 
unity of mankind.” What unifies 
mankind metaphysically in The 
Merchant of Venice is only that ev-
ery human being shares the free 
will to choose between good and 
evil. 

Gideon Rappaport
San Diego, CA 

Theodore Dalrymple replies:

I am grateful to Mr. Rappa-
port for his thoughtful letter. No 
interpretation of Shakespeare is 
final, of course, but I agree with 
him that Shylock is a villain. I 
think, however, that the matter 
is slightly more complex than he 
allows. 

When Shylock says

Fair sir, you spet on me on  
   Wednesday last;
You spurned me such a day;     
   another time

You called me ‘dog’—and  
   for these courtesies
I’ll lend you thus much  
   moneys?

is there anyone who would not 
think, “He has a point there,” all 
the more so because Antonio 
immediately confirms that he 
did, indeed, spit at him and call 
him dog, and promises to do so 
again?

I do not agree that justifying 
revenge by ill-treatment received 
is a manifestation of “man’s low-
est nature.” It is an appeal to our 
sense of justice, which is a higher 
faculty. 

It is instructive to compare 
Shylock’s undoubted malignity 
with Richard III’s. Richard says: 

And therefore, since I 
   cannot prove a lover,
To entertain these fair well- 
   spoken days,
I am determined to prove a  
   villain….

He ascribes his malignity to his 
deformity; but within a short 
time he has seduced the widow 
of the man he has just killed, 
which demonstrates that, not-
withstanding his opening speech, 
he can prove a lover. Therefore, 
his malignity is inherent, he is a 
sport of nature as it were, which 
Shylock most definitely is not. 
His villainy is explicable, and in 
part justified; he is therefore in 
the same moral universe as every-
one else, even if he does behave 
badly. 

There is a perennial human 
temptation (as we can see from 
the current activities of ISIS) to 
treat those of different politi-
cal or religious persuasions from 
ourselves as being not fully hu-
man and therefore not due any 
ethical consideration whatsoever. 
Shylock’s utterances are surely 
among the most potent protests 
in the English language, and pos-
sibly in any language, against this 
horrible attitude.
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Left, Right, and Human

Essay by William Voegeli

Claremont review of books
Volume XIV, Number 4 , Fall  2014

Left, right, and center: essays on 
Liberalism and Conservatism in the Unit-
ed States, was published in 1965. Its edi-

tor, Robert A. Goldwin, director of the Public 
Affairs Conference Center at the University 
of Chicago at the time, was later a scholar at 
the American Enterprise Institute. The book 
has long been out of print, but all seven essays, 
based on papers given at a conference, remain 
worth reading. (Contributors include Frank 
S. Meyer, Martin Diamond, Stephen C. Sha-
degg, and Samuel H. Beer.) “Conservatism 
and Liberalism” by Joseph Cropsey, a Univer-
sity of Chicago political scientist who died in 
2012, is especially valuable. Its insights, made 
at the height of liberals’ confidence about the 
Great Society and conservatives’ doubts fol-
lowing Barry Goldwater’s defeat in 1964, are 
so applicable to the political situation of 2014 
as to argue that Cropsey saw through the flux 
of transitory events to discern essences.

Consider, for starters, Cropsey’s obser-
vation that “liberalism envisions the natu-
ral fraternity of mankind and conservatism 
concedes no more than the ‘asocial social-
ity’ of man.” This single, deft brushstroke 
leads us directly to understand that the two 
political worldviews oppose one another, ul-
timately, because of a disagreement about 
human nature. James Madison, for example, 
observed in The Federalist that “government 

itself ” is “the greatest of all reflections on hu-
man nature.” Madison’s argument provided, 
in the sense of Cropsey’s characterization, a 
fundamentally conservative explication and 
defense of the proposed Constitution’s prin-
ciples. “Ambition must be made to counteract 
ambition,” Madison wrote. “The interest of 
the man, must be connected with the consti-
tutional rights of the place.” Or, in Cropsey’s 
words, conservatism’s premise leads to the 
conclusion that men should make the best of 
a bad situation by devising ways to deploy hu-
man asociality against itself rather than “as-
piring to transcend” it. 

“This policy of supplying, by opposite and 
rival interests, the defect of better motives,” 
Madison continued, “might be traced through 
the whole system of human affairs, private as 
well as public.” In private affairs, the nascent 
discipline of political economy was contend-
ing in the late 18th century that reliance on 
market competition, subsequently known 
as capitalism, offered a singular capacity to 

“transform selfish acts into socially beneficial 
ones,” as Cropsey describes it. And in public 
affairs, the Constitution’s architecture—com-
bining elements of federalism, the separation 
of powers, checks and balances, all in an “ex-
tended republic”—would serve as “devices…
to control the abuses of government,” in Mad-
ison’s phrase.

Understanding Human Nature

The defining characteristic of 
the modern American liberalism that 
developed in both theory and practice 

over the past century is its aversion to this un-
derstanding of human nature. What we need, 
in the liberal view, is not a policy that sup-
plies the defect of better motives. What we re-
ally need are…better motives. Cropsey argues 
that in the distinctively liberal understanding, 
human nature prepares us “to live uncoerced 
in society.” Liberalism envisions the simulta-
neous “cultivation of men’s idiosyncratic free-
dom and their coalescence into social com-
munity united by the intimate bonds of their 
natural brotherhood under the skin…. In 
that state men’s perfect integration into com-
munity would be indistinguishable from their 
perfect freedom to do as they please.”

We’ll never get those better motives by 
counteracting ambition with ambition, how-
ever, but only by curtailing, renouncing, and 
transcending ambition. Madison’s premise, in 
the liberal view, is self-validating: by relying 
on opposite and rival interests it legitimates 
and perpetuates the pursuit of such interests, 
impeding the emergence of laudable, selfless 
motives. As President Franklin Roosevelt 
said in 1935, “People have learned that they 
can carry their burdens effectively only by co-
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operation.” He called for “the collaboration of 
all of us to provide, at the least, security for 
all of us.” That collaboration, FDR continued, 
rested on the understanding that freedom and 
opportunity “do not mean a license to climb 
upwards by pushing other people down.”

Twenty-seven years later, the Port Huron 
Statement, the founding document of the Stu-
dents for a Democratic Society (SDS), took a 
similar stance. “We regard men as infinitely 
precious and possessed of unfulfilled capacities 
for reason, freedom, and love,” it said. Though 
SDS descended into violence and lunacy a few 
years later, it understood itself initially, dur-
ing John Kennedy’s New Frontier, to be the 
expression of young idealists calling liberalism 
to recover its best self and highest aspirations. 

“Men have unrealized potential for self-culti-
vation, self-direction, self-understanding, and 
creativity. It is this potential that we regard as 
crucial and to which we appeal, not to the hu-
man potentiality for violence, unreason, and 
submission to authority.” Accordingly, the 
Statement declared, “The goal of man and so-
ciety should be human independence,” which 
is very different from “egoistic individualism—
the object is not to have one’s way so much as it 
is to have a way that is one’s own.”

Because men are not angels, Madison wrote, 
and angels who could be trusted to wield pow-
er wisely and selflessly over men are nowhere 
to be found, the “great difficulty” is that “you 
must first enable the government to control 
the governed; and in the next place oblige it 
to control itself.” If, however, liberals are right 
about natural fraternity, making conservatives 
wrong about humans’ asociality, Madison’s 
difficulty turns out to be not so great after all. 
If we commit ourselves to cultivating better 
motives, rather than elaborating substitutes 
for them on the assumption they’re inherently 
and permanently unattainable, our progress in 
that quest will reduce the need to control the 
governed, since it will make more and more 
sense to trust that they will control themselves. 
And this progress, in turn, will make it in-
creasingly possible for government to encour-
age, guide, and nurture—but not coerce—the 
governed, whose intentions will prove steadily 
less competitive and more cooperative.

At the same time, a government pursuing 
such benign intentions will be steadily less 
obliged to control itself. Madison’s checks and 
balances can be discarded as the talent, pro-
fessionalism, and sense of mission that per-
vade, direct, and restrain modern government 
become a more reliable, more admirable check 
on the abuses of government than do counter-
acting ambitions. “Government now demands 
the best trained brains of every business and 
profession,” Roosevelt said. Thus, “We must 

be loyal not merely to persons or parties”—
that is, to the sort of opposite and rival inter-
ests that defined politics during the receding 
era of competition—“but we must be loyal 
also to the higher conceptions of ability and 
devotion that modern government requires.” 
In the better world liberals are building, Madi-
son’s devices to control the abuses of govern-
ment are no longer protections against tyranny, 
but impediments that must be removed so that 
government may act on its higher conceptions 
of ability and devotion.

The faith liberals invest in the cultivation 
of better motives is, to conservatives, wishful 
or even utopian thinking. Liberals, however, 
believe their optimism about human nature is 
more realistic than conservatives’ skepticism. 
Instead of the dangerous selfishness Madison 
ascribes to humans, liberals, following Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, see our moral shortcom-
ings as the result of the damage inflicted on 
our natures, which are harmless and guileless, 
by the traumatic, bungled transition from the 
state of nature to civil society. The goal, in 
liberals’ view, is not to make the best of the 
resulting deformations of humans’ innate 
goodness, in the mistaken belief that those 
deformations are truly natural and unalter-
able. It is, instead, to orient political and social 
life toward allowing our natural goodness, la-
tent but not irretrievably lost, to flourish. Our 
unrealized potential for self-cultivation, self-
direction, self-understanding, and creativity 
is authentic, in other words, while our amply 
demonstrated potential for violence, unrea-
son, and having everything our own way is 
spurious, something that has been acquired 
and can, with determination, be un-acquired. 
The great danger in the struggle to regain our 
lost innocence and decency is—in terminol-
ogy religious fundamentalists use for other 
purposes—backsliding. FDR said in 1937, 

“Selfishness is without doubt the greatest dan-
ger that confronts our beloved country today.”

Dependent Individualism

Liberalism’s deep, though seldom 
articulated or examined, commitment 
to understanding every political ques-

tion in terms of humans’ posited decency ex-
plains several of its characteristic dispositions. 
Consider, for example, the apparent contra-
diction between, on the one hand, liberals’ 
moral relativism, manifested in demands to 
be tolerant rather than judgmental about all 
lifestyle choices; and, on the other, their cen-
soriousness, manifested in political correct-
ness that anathematizes an ever-expanding 
list of expressions deemed harmful or hateful. 
Liberalism, Cropsey wrote, demands the “free 

expression of all powers, unbound by conven-
tions and unjudged by the confining criteria of 
truth or accomplishment.” Liberals are will-
fully oblivious to the evidence that “self-ex-
pression brings forth inanity or worse in the 
overwhelming majority of cases” because they 
are convinced that “it is healthier to be oneself 
than to be right, perhaps because being right 
has no meaning beyond being oneself.”

The philosophy professor John Rawls codi-
fied this impulse in his famous treatise, A The-
ory of Justice (1971). Rawls argued that a just, 
fair society was obligated to do everything in 
its power to help every member pursue his own 

“life plan,” even if, in an extreme case, that plan 
involved devoting the bulk of one’s time and 
energies to counting blades of grass in park 
squares or “well-trimmed lawns.” Guarantee-
ing the sort of material goods enumerated in 
FDR’s Second Bill of Rights, such as an ad-
equate diet, decent housing, and good medical 
care, was a necessary but not a sufficient con-
dition for Rawls. Justice also requires actively 
bolstering self-esteem: the grass-counter cannot 
pursue his life plan while doubting its worth or 
his own. Rawls takes for granted that humans 
are too psychologically fragile to maintain 
their self-esteem if rebuked by harsh criticism. 
Fairness, then, mandates protection against 
not only sticks and stones, but against names, 
dirty looks, inappropriate laughter, or “mans-
plaining.” (According to diverse political view-
points represented in the Urban Dictionary, 
mansplaining consists of either condescend-
ing explanations delivered by men who are 
sure they’re right because they’re men, or the 
transgression of “stating verifiable facts that 
are inconvenient to the feminist worldview.”) 
As Allan Bloom wrote in a scathing review of 
A Theory of Justice, Rawls demands societies to 
be laissez faire with respect to the ends people 
pursue, but beaucoup faire when it comes to 
guaranteeing them the means to those ends. 
Historian Fred Siegel’s term for the resulting 
ideology, which animated the War on Poverty, 
is “dependent individualism”—guaranteeing 
simultaneously an absolute right “to the life-
style of one’s choice (regardless of the social 
cost) with an equally fundamental right to be 
supported at state expense.”

Hierarchy of Victimhood

The liberal belief in humans’ innate 
decency and docility, which treats har-
mony within and peace between nations 

as the natural condition of mankind, interprets 
each of the many instances of invidious com-
petition or open conflict as an anomaly. Given 
this liberal premise, earnest appeals to all those 
engaged in contentious relationships with one 
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another to “do the right thing” should suffice to 
restore the natural concord. When sincere en-
treaties do not resolve conflicts, however, liber-
als must choose sides. The rule for choosing is, 
in the abstract, simple: the weaker party in any 
conflict is presumptively aggrieved and more 
deserving, while the stronger party is presump-
tively culpable and deserves to be condemned 
and, if necessary, forcibly opposed. The strong, 
by definition, are in a better position to make 
concessions than the weak. And to make sense 
of conflict—an aberrancy that according to 
liberalism’s optimistic view of human nature 
should never have existed in the first place—
one must assume that the conflict could have 
been avoided if the strong had made conces-
sions or renounced their unfair advantages at 
the outset. By the same logic, the persistence 
of any conflict not initially resolved is mostly 
the fault of the strong, who would always suffer 
less than the weak by splitting the difference.

The moral imperative to side with the un-
derdog, the “little guy,” and view the antagonist 
of the weak as an exploiter or oppressor, can be 
difficult to apply to concrete situations, how-
ever. Liberal coherence requires a clear hierar-
chy of victimhood, which is not always easily 
constructed. Liberals’ instincts were affirmed 
by the 1968 National Advisory Commission 
on Civil Disorders—the “Kerner Commis-

sion” (named for its chairman, Illinois Gov-
ernor Otto Kerner, Jr.)—which blamed the 

“destructive environment” of urban ghettos 
for the riots many cities endured in the 1960s. 

“What white Americans have never fully un-
derstood but what the Negro can never forget,” 
the report declared, “is that white society is 
deeply implicated in the ghetto. White insti-
tutions created it, white institutions maintain 
it, and white society condones it.”

1968 also saw the publication of a more furi-
ous indictment of white racism, Soul on Ice by 
the Black Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver; as 
well as the increasing political and social power 
of second-wave feminism. (It was the year the 
words “sexism” and “sexist” appeared in print for 
the first time.) Problematically, the most noto-
rious passage of Soul on Ice recounted Cleaver’s 
criminal history of raping white women: “Rape 
was an insurrectionary act. It delighted me that 
I was defying and trampling upon the white 
man’s law, upon his system of values, and that 
I was defiling his women.” A logical hierarchy 
of victimhood would seem to have required 
either: a) denouncing Cleaver, a position that 
would affirm feminist principles but have the 
unfortunate effect of lining up with whites and 
against aggrieved blacks; or b) overlooking, for 
the sake of racial justice, Cleaver’s violent acts 
against women, which had the unfortunate 

consequence of holding women and the most 
basic feminist principles in contempt.

A 1969 New York Times review of a sub-
sequent collection of Cleaver’s writings took 
the latter approach. Never alluding to the 
passages about rape, it praised Soul on Ice as 

“brilliant and revealing” and Cleaver himself 
as “remarkable,” “valuable,” and “responsible.” 

“Few men can equal the intellectual and moral 
growth” he has achieved. A less audacious 
though more intellectually dishonest attempt 
to reconcile black nationalism and feminism 
was “Rape: The All-American Crime,” writ-
ten by feminist Susan Griffin for Ramparts in 
1971, and subsequently reprinted in several 
anthologies. It is not necessary to rank vic-
tims, Griffin argued, if instead we confine our 
focus to their common victimizers. The key 
point is that “whenever a rape of a white wom-
an by a black man does take place, it is again 
the white man who benefits.” (Whatever else 

“again” conveys in that sentence, it signals re-
lief that a painful discussion has been safely 
relocated to a morally comfortable context.)

First, the act itself terrorizes the white 
woman and makes her more dependent on 
the white male for protection. Then, if the 
woman prosecutes her attacker, the white 
man is afforded legal opportunity to exercise 
overt racism.
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War Is Over

Cropsey’s essay is particularly 
clarifying in its discussion of how lib-
eral premises about fraternity, con-

flict, and victimization shape liberal think-
ing about international affairs. Given liberals’ 
belief in humanity’s underlying, retrievable 
fraternity, “the dividedness of men grouped 
according to their nations,” Cropsey wrote, 

“seems to be an arbitrary division very much 
to the detriment of peace.”

Liberalism certainly looks beyond the love 
of country to the love of mankind. Patriotism 
is unavoidably discriminatory, becoming akin 
to preferring one’s own as such and, in the vul-
gar extreme, degenerating into the simple dis-
like or hatred of foreigners. Repelled as much 
by the selfish and unreasoning love of self as by 
the ignorant and truculent hatred of the alien, 
liberalism aspires to the transcending of the 
nation, if only through the union of the nations.

It follows from this premise that conflict 
between peoples—indeed, between people—
is abnormal and unnecessary. Progress and 
enlightenment entail coming to understand 
that the reasonable, respectful, patient resolu-
tion of differences is the only decent, sane way 
to preserve or restore peace, which is man-
kind’s default setting—abundant historical 

and anthropological evidence to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Accordingly, Cropsey wrote, 
liberalism holds that “among nations, there 
are no genuine issues but only attitudes or 
states of mind which, if they are inconducive 
to peace, can be removed by the methods of 
conflict resolution, or exorcism of mass delu-
sion and neurosis.” He argued that faith in the 
power of appeals to better motives, and the 
aversion to conceding that such motives have 
had very little purchase on the world, is the 
thread connecting every liberal policy posi-
tion. “The liberal view is consistent with itself 
in applying to domestic as well as to foreign 
affairs the dictum that trust edifies and abso-
lute trust edifies absolutely.”

This proclivity renders liberals—in the new-
er and narrower sense of the term exemplified 
by John Rawls—unreliable defenders of liber-
alism in the older, broader sense we associate 
with John Locke. Liberals, including Barack 
Obama and Bill Clinton, are fond of quoting 
a 1944 speech by Judge Learned Hand, who 
declared “my own faith” that the “spirit of lib-
erty” is “not too sure that it is right” and “seeks 
to understand the minds of other men and 
women.” This diffidence, however, culminates 
in admitting or even insisting that good liber-
als cannot be too sure that liberal principles 
are right. Inalienable rights, the separation 

of church and state, freedom of conscience, 
respect for the dignity of the individual—we 
may be fond of these “values” but must eschew 
the arrogant assumption that everyone else 
is or should be. Our duty to understand the 
minds of others will lead us to comprehend 
the merit of alternatives to liberalism and, in 
that light, the ways liberal principles are con-
tingent on historical circumstances rather 
than transculturally valid. And the more ex-
otic those others we seek to understand, the 
more challenging but also the more rewarding 
will be the achievement of understanding.

The Proto-Liberal Presumption

Even as liberal diffidence under-
mines liberal principles, however, lib-
eral understanding culminates in liberal 

misunderstanding. On the basis of their belief 
in the fundamental decency of all people, and 
the natural consanguinity of all peoples, liber-
als who seek to understand the minds of oth-
ers who are non- or anti-liberal gravitate to 
the reassuring conclusion that these others 
are, deep down, in ways they may not admit 
or even realize, good liberals, too. Alexis de 
Tocqueville wrote that historians who live in 
democratic societies are prone to explain ev-
ery event in undemocratic societies as if it had 
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in fact taken place according to the logic and 
correlation of social forces that characterize 
a democracy. Democratic life is beguiling: so 
decent, reasonable, and agreeable as to make it 
hard to believe anyone could possibly reject its 
advantages. This temptation is applicable more 
broadly, and especially to modern liberalism.

Since 9/11, Paul Berman has devoted sev-
eral books and essays to reminding his fellow 
liberals of their complicity in sophistries that 
jeopardize liberalism, and America. In Ter-
ror and Liberalism (2003), he argued that nice, 
generous, accommodating liberals take pride 
in being sophisticated cosmopolitans who 
have worked free of the narrow prejudices that 
distort others’ thinking. Believing they com-
prehend the world around them, or are striv-
ing earnestly to comprehend it rather than set-
tle for lazy, disrespectful stereotypes, liberals 
treat the incomprehensible as a challenge. The 
most direct way to render the incomprehen-
sible comprehensible is to assume that people 
committed to even the most barbaric, nihilis-
tic ideas and practices are, deep down, also just 
nice, generous, accommodating liberals, or at 
worst proto-liberals. Considering not only the 
practice of suicide bombings by Palestinians 
against Israelis, but the glorification in several 
Arab nations of such acts of “random mass 
murder,” Berman wrote that “people around 
the world rushed to suggest ways in which the 
apparent mass pathologies were anything but 
pathologies, and terror was reasonable and 
explicable and perhaps even admirable. Some 
people convinced themselves that Islamist 
ideology was not Islamist ideology.” He com-
pares the sophisticated comprehenders of sui-
cide bombings to the French socialists of the 
1930s who were “eager,” even “desperate,” to 
find a way to account for Nazism “that did not 
point to a new war in the future.” “In their eyes, 
there was always a why,” and so the socialists 
who began “as defenders of liberal values and 
human rights…evolved into defenders of big-
otry, tyranny, superstition, and mass murder.”

More recently, Berman has written in the 
Tablet that while “the ancient poets…oper-
ated on the assumption that unbridled urges 
for slaughter and destruction are a human im-
pulse,” the modern instinct is to “look upon 
evil as a problem in social science.” Of this 
year’s ISIS beheading videos, for example, 
Berman writes, “The spectacle of black-uni-
formed holy warriors conducting human sac-
rifices gives us the chills, but it also makes us 
sigh. We tell ourselves: Here is what comes of 
failing to provide adequate social services to 
young men in blighted neighborhoods.”

The liberal impulse to keep examining the 
unthinkable until it reveals itself to be think-
able, justifiable, and even noble never runs out 

of threats to explain away. In 1979 Princeton 
political scientist Richard Falk took to the 
pages of the New York Times to assure its read-
ers that America had nothing to fear from the 
Iranian revolutionaries who had overthrown 
the shah in favor of the Ayatollah Khomeini. 
Before returning to Tehran from France, Kho-
meini gave “numerous assurances to non-Mos-
lem communities in Iran,” Falk wrote, and to 
suppose that he would be “dissembling seems 
almost beyond belief.” The

depiction of him as fanatical, reaction-
ary and the bearer of crude prejudices 
seems certainly and happily false. What 
is also encouraging is that his entourage 
of close advisors is uniformly composed 
of moderate, progressive individuals. 

Noting the Shiite tradition’s “distinctive” 
emphasis on “resisting oppression and pro-
moting social justice,” Falk anticipated that 
other nations would benefit from Iran’s exam-
ple. “Having created a new model of popular 
revolution based, for the most part, on non-
violent tactics, Iran may yet provide us with 
a desperately needed model of humane gover-
nance for a third-world country.”

The “highest good known to liberalism is 
not truth or even liberty itself,” wrote Crop-
sey, but “peace, or self-preservation.” As a re-
sult, the task of constructing a hierarchy of 
victimhood always yields to, or is absorbed by, 
imperatives derived from threat assessment. 
The highest good of peace impels liberals to 
understand the victimization of those who 
pose the greatest threat to peace, and to be es-
pecially concerned about rectifying their griev-
ances. The French socialists of the 1930s “grew 
thoughtful” about Nazism, Berman writes. 
The Treaty of Versailles was harsh on Germany. 
Germans beyond Germany’s borders were suf-
fering, as were those inside the country. “Why 
not recognize that some of Hitler’s points were 
well taken?” Berman has the socialists asking. 

“Why not look for ways to conciliate the out-
raged German people and, in that way, to con-
ciliate the Nazis? Why not make every effort, 
strain every muscle, to avoid a new Verdun?” In 
the interests of avoiding bloodshed, liberals al-
ways stand ready to propitiate aggressors with 
the words, “Well, if it’s really that important to 
you….” Thus is liberalism constantly available 
to rationalize moral and physical cowardice.

Not Any People

Cropsey’s thoughts about liberal-
ism’s aspiration for all people, every-
where, to “dwell in the house of con-

cord forever, in the brotherhood of man with-
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out the fatherhood of God,” also illuminates 
the question of immigration, more contro-
versial in 2014 than it was in 1965. Cropsey 
contrasts conservatives’ belief that “if it is nar-
rower, it is also more human, surely more civil, 
to love what is near and similar, as such, than 
what is remote and strange, as such,” with the 
liberal conviction that patriotism is conducive 
to and ultimately indistinguishable from eth-
nocentrism and bigotry. The desire to prove 
oneself free of such base sentiments is incom-
patible with restrictions that impede the free 
movement of people across borders, but con-
sonant with a welcoming immigration policy.

The justification of such a policy is neither 
easy nor simple, however. The first contention 
put forward in the Declaration of Indepen-
dence is that it had become “necessary for one 
people to dissolve the political bands which 
have connected them with another.” In a re-
cent CRB “Upon Further Review” debate on 
our website, political scientist Diana Schaub 
rebutted the claim that “government of, by, 
and for the people cannot turn on invidious 
distinctions among the people.” To the con-
trary, she wrote, “One must first determine 
who gets to count as part of the people.”

Like it or not, those who already be-
long do get to decide—to say otherwise 
would be to make a mockery of the no-
tions of liberty and consent. The defi-
nite article really matters. “The people” 
is not the same as people or persons 
generally; “the people” is not even the 
same as all who reside in a given area. 
All human beings are persons, but not 
all human beings are part of a particu-
lar people, a national entity, who join to-
gether in a body politic to better secure 
their own individual rights. 

By the same token, the plural really matters. 
All men are endowed with certain inalienable 
rights, but to secure these rights governments 
are instituted among men. Not government. 
Rights are natural and universal, but are en-
joyed and secured in nations that are distinct 
and specific. Schaub argues that coming to 
terms with national sovereignty means every 
nation is ultimately a kind of “gated commu-
nity.” It is “only through particular, and exclu-
sionary, acts of political choice—separating one 
people from other people and peoples—that 
any rights of any kind are secured for anyone.”

The national motto, E pluribus unum, re-
ferred initially to the creation of one federal 
republic from several states. But over time 
it also came to be understood as a celebra-
tion of the assimilation of people from many 
countries into one new country. The motto’s 

“E”—“from”—recognized that Americaniza-
tion was a process, whose end result was valu-
able in large part as a result of being achieved 
only with difficulty and commitment. From 
the liberal premise that differences between 
people are merely superficial, however, it fol-
lows that there are no compelling moral rea-
sons to exclude people from around the world 
who would prefer to live here, not elsewhere. 
And the relativism that argues against keep-
ing people out also argues against pressuring 
them to change once they’re here. Who’s to 
say, after all, that their ways are worse than 
our ways? By what right must they change just 
so we feel more comfortable? An immigration 
policy compliant with liberal sensibilities does 
as little as possible to exclude people who want 
to come here, and then asks as little as possible 
of people who want to stay. In lieu of E pluri-
bus unum, the national motto becomes the one 
made famous by the Olive Garden restaurant 
chain: When you’re here, you’re family.

Universal rights are embedded in, and se-
cured by, particular political orders. These, 
in turn, comprise not just random individu-

acteristics and inspire a local loyalty; the indi-
vidual family develops most happily and fully 
when it accepts these natural limits.” He was, 
as a consequence, candidly and unapologeti-
cally chauvinistic, in a way no liberal in good 
conscience could be. “I do not think that Brit-
ish prosperity must necessarily be inimical to 
anyone else, but if, on occasions, it is, I want 
Britain to prosper and not her rivals.” Defend-
ing one’s own particular nation, not just from 
military threats but from those who denigrate 
its common characteristics, is the only way to 
defend the civilization that has known no oth-
er vessel than particular political orders. And 
the conservative is constantly, acutely aware 
of civilization’s precariousness. “Civilization 
has no force of its own beyond what is given it 
from within,” Waugh wrote. “It is under con-
stant assault and it takes most of the energies 
of civilized man to keep going at all.”

Up to a Point

Cropsey’s essay was, on balance, 
more critical of liberalism than con-
servatism. He took particular excep-

tion to liberals’ denigration of property and 
patriotism. He did not, however, write as a 
conservative criticizing liberalism, but as one 
who aspires to political wisdom evaluating 
two dispositions that are each partially right 
but believe they are completely right and have 
no further political wisdom to pursue. His fi-
nal, pox-on-both-your-houses judgment is that 

“Political opinion in our time is related to polit-
ical wisdom as dreaming is related to thinking.”

According to Cropsey, the internal tension 
besetting American conservatism concerns 
how, and how heavily, to rely on opposite and 
rival interests to supply the defect of better 
motives. While one branch of conservatism 

“is dominated by an inclination toward free 
enterprise,” the other is “dominated by a rem-
iniscence of traditional morality as conducted 
into the modern time either by religion or 
by a recollection of classical antiquity.” This 
leaves conservatism, like liberalism, desiring 
the “best of several worlds.” That is, whenever 
the results of what Friedrich Hayek praised 
as “spontaneous order” prove unsatisfactory, 

“conservatism adds a discordant recollection 
of moral virtue rooted in the teleological un-
derstanding of nature that has been rejected 
by modern conservatism almost as widely as 
by modernity in general.”

As George F. Will sometimes points out, 
the most important words in the English 
language are “up to a point.” In The Federal-
ist James Madison argued that his “policy of 
supplying, by opposite and rival interests, the 
defect of better motives” could be relied on to 

als who happen to agree to a social contract, 
and could just as easily have joined with other 
individuals in a different social contract. Po-
litical singularity rests on the socially and 
culturally unique. Nations are expressions of 
the solidarity shared by one people who be-
lieve themselves distinct from all others. It is 
natural that conservatives, who unabashedly 
love what is near and familiar as such, should 
regard themselves as defenders of the social-
ly and culturally distinctive, and be acutely 
aware of the ways in which it is vulnerable. 
Indeed, that awareness has led many conser-
vatives throughout history to be highly skepti-
cal of, or even explicitly opposed to, the whole 
concept of universal natural rights, on the 
grounds that taking our bearings from such 
principles poses a mortal danger to the per-
petuation of particular political orders, the 
only ones we ever, and ever can, inhabit. 

In 1939 the English novelist Evelyn Waugh 
wrote a “Conservative Manifesto,” which ar-
gued that “mankind inevitably organizes itself 
into communities according to its geographi-
cal distribution; these communities by shar-
ing a common history develop common char-

Liberal coherence requires
a clear hierarchy of 

victimhood, which is not 
always easily constructed.
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enable government to control the governed 
and oblige it to control itself…but only up to a 
point. To critics who charged that some ambi-
tions might prove to be too strong or sinister 
to be successfully counteracted by other am-
bitions, Madison replied that political life is 
impossible unless people trust one another to 
some extent, rather than practice and expect 

“an indiscriminate and unbounded jealousy.”

As there is a degree of depravity in man-
kind which requires a certain degree of 
circumspection and distrust, so there are 
other qualities in human nature which 
justify a certain portion of esteem and 
confidence. Republican government pre-
supposes the existence of these qualities 
in a higher degree than any other form. 

This qualification of Madison’s position 
moves us away from supposing that deprav-
ity need not doom, and might well invigorate, 
self-government if a constitutional structure 
arranges for competing ambitions to check 
one another. The need for virtue has not been 
obviated or diminished, it turns out. Indeed, 
a republic requires a higher degree of humans’ 
estimable and reassuring qualities than any 
other regime. The ambitions that will coun-
teract one another benignly and beneficially 
are refined ones that direct people to color in-
side the lines, rather than rapacious ones that 
impel us to do anything and everything we 
can get away with.

The Main Thing

Given this acute need, however, 
it seems highly unlikely that repub-
lics can rely on human nature, full 

stop, for supplying those virtues. We are led 
back to the tension Cropsey identified, and 
the argument Waugh made: virtues are cul-
tivated by specific, quite demanding, religious 
and moral traditions. These, however, can be 
sustained only by people who believe their 
core tenets are true, as opposed to people who 
find them doubtful but highly useful for other 
people to adhere to.

The main thing, it is said, is to make sure 
the main thing is always the main thing. As 
the word implies, conservatism is a worldview 
embraced by those who believe that the main 
thing is to conserve that which deserves per-
petuation, but which is less than fully capable 
of fending for itself. American republicanism 
needs to be conserved against its enemies and 
self-destructive tendencies. The conserving 
conservatives undertake, however, must also 
continuously reconcile the claims of univer-
sal truths, such as the self-evident ones in the 

Declaration of Independence, with the well-
being of the particular regime that is the ve-
hicle by which a particular people seeks to ad-
here to those truths. “Is there, in all republics, 
this inherent and fatal weakness?” Abraham 
Lincoln asked in 1861. “Must a government, 
of necessity, be too strong for the liberties of 
its own people, or too weak to maintain its 
own existence?” To prevent government from 
becoming either dangerously weak or strong, 
to ascertain and implement the least bad ac-
commodation of universal principles with the 
security and happiness of a particular citizen-
ry, is never easy and rarely gratifying work, a 
duty no one would assume without being con-
vinced of its absolute necessity. 

The same cannot be said of liberalism. Its 
main thing is to make the world a better place, 
which it pursues in the optimistic belief that 
progress accords with human nature and his-
torical destiny, meaning that all progress up 
to this point is irreversible, rather than some-
thing tenuous we need to worry about con-
serving. In its hopefulness, liberalism is highly 
appealing. In its apprehensions, conservatism 
is far more plausible.

Edward Kennedy spoke at the memo-
rial for his brother Robert by quoting him: 

“Some men see things as they are and say why. 
I dream things that never were and say why 
not.” It’s bad form, even 46 years after the 
fact, to heckle a eulogy. But seeing things as 
they are, and trying to make sense of why 
they are that way and not some other, really is 
very important. It’s a disposition that ought 
not to be denigrated, especially by those who 
dream things that never were. If the dream-
ers would spend more time sitting at the 
conservatives’ table they might comprehend, 
if they cared to, why things that never were, 
never were. And if it turns out that certain 
things never were for good reasons, trying to 
turn those dreams into realities might end 
up being, not noble and idealistic, but mad 
and ruinous.

The Kennedy speechwriters (JFK had used 
the line, too) may not have informed their em-
ployers that they were paraphrasing George 
Bernard Shaw: “You see things; and you say 
‘Why?’ But I dream things that never were; 
and I say ‘Why not?’” The line appears in 
Shaw’s play Back to Methuselah. The speaker, 
addressing Eve in the Garden of Eden, is the 
serpent. “Everything is possible,” he goes on 
to assure her. “Everything.”

William Voegeli is a senior editor of the Clare-
mont Review of Books, and the author, most 
recently, of The Pity Party: A Mean-Spirited 
Diatribe Against Liberal Compassion (Broad-
side Books).
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Book Review by Steven F. Hayward
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Rick perlstein, a contributing 
writer at the Nation magazine who was 
once the chief national correspondent 

for the Village Voice, probably did not expect 
conservatives to enthuse over his debut book, 
Before the Storm: Barry Goldwater and the Un-
making of the American Consensus (2001). In 
fact, William Kristol praised it in the New York 
Times Book Review, saying Perlstein told the 
Goldwater story with “ journalistic flair” and 

“ justice,” while George F. Will called it “the best 
book yet” on the Goldwater phenomenon. By 
2008, however, Will wrote for the Times that 
Perlstein’s second book, Nixonland: The Rise of 
a President and the Fracturing of America, was 
replete with “ jejune incongruities,” “adolescent 
language,” and factual weaknesses.

Little surprise, then, that the Times Book 
Review did not assign a conservative to review 
Perlstein’s latest sequel, The Invisible Bridge: 
The Fall of Nixon and the Rise of Reagan. The 
assignment went instead to the paper’s for-
mer theater critic and op-ed columnist, Frank 
Rich. Selecting that writer, whose hatred of 
conservatism dominated his reviews as well 
as his columns, had the intended effect: Perl-
stein’s chronicle of the middle three years of 
the 1970s is, Rich opined, “a Rosetta stone for 
reading America and its politics today.” 

Like both Rich and the Times, Perlstein 
never doubts his liberal presuppositions and 

the resulting contempt for conservatives. It 
would be a mistake to evaluate The Invisible 
Bridge merely by its partisan purposes or its 
disputable details and interpretations, how-
ever. Partisan histories play a useful role. 
Perlstein, an able narrative stylist, deserves 
some credit for reviving the kind of spir-
ited partisan history that defined Arthur M. 
Schlesinger, Jr.’s career. There’s nothing flat 
about any of Perlstein’s books, which cannot 
be said of the many other contemporary lib-
eral historians who disguise their ideological 
leanings through deliberate blandness.

More important is what perl-
stein’s ambitious, multi-volume 
project represents. Many liberals 

have made peace with conservatism, and with 
Ronald Reagan in particular, giving him a 
measure of serious respect. Perlstein wants to 
resume the war.

Consider Richard Reeves, the liberal jour-
nalist who summarily dismissed Reagan be-
fore, during, and immediately after his presi-
dency. Yet in the mid-1990s Reeves began to 
change his mind, writing,

I was no fan of Ronald Reagan, but I 
think I know a leader when I see one, 
even if I do not want to follow where 
he is leading…. He was a man of con-

servative principle and he damned near 
destroyed American liberalism…. Rea-
gan…was larger than he seemed, indeed 
larger than life, even if our historians do 
not quite get it yet.

By 2005 Reeves would publish a mostly fa-
vorable account in President Reagan: The Tri-
umph of Imagination. John Patrick Diggins, a 
neighbor, friend, and ideological soulmate of 
Arthur Schlesinger, made the case in Ronald 
Reagan: Fate, Freedom, and the Making of His-
tory (2007) that Reagan deserves to be consid-
ered among the greatest American presidents 
alongside Washington, Lincoln, and Frank-
lin Roosevelt. And Princeton’s Sean Wi-
lentz, while remaining generally critical (he 
thought Reagan deserved impeachment over 
Iran-Contra), nonetheless acknowledges his 
accomplishments: “His success in helping fi-
nally to end the cold war is one of the greatest 
achievements by any president of the United 
States—and arguably the greatest single pres-
idential achievement since 1945.” 

There have been a few attempts from the 
Left to cut Reagan down to size, such as 
Will Bunch’s Tear Down This Myth: How 
the Reagan Legacy Has Distorted Our Politics 
and Haunts Our Future (2009) and William 
Kleinknecht’s The Man Who Sold the World: 
Ronald Reagan and the Betrayal of Main Street 
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America (2009). These and similar efforts at-
tack Reagan’s record with wonky arguments 
about wealth distribution, social policy, civil 
rights law, and other campus concerns. But 
neither book caused so much as a ripple in 
political-literary circles.

The most recent liberal argument, used to 
gain leverage against Barack Obama’s con-
servative tormentors, is that “Reagan was 
not a Reaganite!” Rather, he was a crypto-
moderate who would be unacceptable to 
the Tea Party and too conciliatory to win 
the Republican nomination if he were on 
the scene today. To believe this you’d have 
to believe that both John McCain and Mitt 
Romney were more conservative and more 
politically skillful than Reagan, and that the 
Tea Party faithful who lionize Reagan don’t 
understand him nearly as well as the hosts at 
MSNBC.

The left is rightly concerned 
about the Reagan legacy. If the Re-
publican Party, or a future presidential 

standard-bearer, could figure out how to em-
ulate the Reagan formula—rather than just 
invoke Reagan’s name—liberals would find 
themselves in deep trouble again. The Invisible 
Bridge’s stridency reflects Perlstein’s wish for 
a Left as assertive and confident as the post-
Goldwater Right. Obama was supposed to be 
the Left’s Reagan, after all. Though his policy 
agenda has tried to move the country in a lib-
eral direction as decisively as Reagan moved 
it rightward, his presidency hasn’t catalyzed a 
political change as pronounced as the one Rea-
gan triggered. (At least Reaganomics, unlike 
Obamacare, was popular.) Above all, Demo-
crats haven’t been able to shed vestiges of Rea-
ganism (like hostility to tax increases) that 
permanently hamper the leftist cause, a point 
implicit in Perlstein’s preface. His book is well 
timed: the Left’s growing anger toward both 
parties may well erupt in the 2016 campaign 
in ways not seen since 1968.

Perlstein aims to revive liberals’ categorical 
anathema on Reagan. Dismissing him as an 

“amiable dunce” won’t do, nor will the policy 
wonk’s statistical scorn. Instead, Perlstein de-
picts a complex and cunning Reagan: a calcu-
lating fabulist whose political intention and 
effect were malign. Rather than correcting 
or mitigating Nixon’s malicious divisions in 
public opinion, Perlstein’s Reagan intention-
ally deepened them. Perlstein seeks to reclaim 
Reagan’s earlier reputation as a controversial 
figure, calling him a “divider,” not a “uniter.” 
Unlike Nixon’s resentments against the estab-
lishment, which arose from his character (ex-
plored in Nixonland), Reagan’s resentments 
were against reality itself, arising from the 

heroic fantasy world that he began to develop 
in his youth. Reagan was “an athlete of the 
imagination” and also “an athlete of denial”—
indeed, an Olympian gold medalist of denial. 

Reagan’s greatest offense, perl-
stein thinks, was to make it unneces-
sary, and then impossible, for Ameri-

cans to come to terms with the meaning of 
their country’s weakened, demoralized con-
dition after Vietnam and Watergate. Amer-
ica might have pondered its manifold sins at 
home and abroad in order to fashion “a new 
definition of patriotism” from the abundant 
material made available during the upheaval 
of the 1960s. The Invisible Bridge offers few 
particulars about this new patriotism, how-
ever—extolling it as “a perfect passion for the 
rule of law, of the fairest possible procedural-
ism, a longing for political innocence” clari-
fies nothing—nor does Perlstein describe the 
process of national introspection that would 
have forged it. The reader is left to infer that 
Reagan prevented America from becoming 
the kind of country Noam Chomsky and 
Howard Zinn could finally be proud of. In 
any case, Reagan’s romantic optimism and 
standard-issue American heroism foreclosed 
all such possibilities: “Then along came Ron-
ald Reagan, encouraging citizens to think like 

children, waiting for a man on horseback to 
rescue them: a tragedy.”

Worse, Reagan’s one-dimensional Ameri-
can patriotism has polluted the Democratic 
Party as well as the Republican. (Perlstein’s 
stream-of-consciousness meanderings draw 
upon an endless inventory of phrases, but he 
never types the words “American exceptional-
ism,” though it’s what he’s really denouncing.) 
He laments, for example, that exceptionalism 
of the sort voiced by Reagan turned up at the 
2012 Democratic National Convention: key-
noter Julian Castro, Michelle Obama, and her 
husband all affirmed that the United States is 

“the greatest nation on earth.” This “cult of of-
ficial optimism,” Perlstein thinks, amounts to 

“hubris.” It is the chief reason Americans find 
it impossible to overcome our “paralyzing” po-
larization, in order to address climate change, 
competition from China, stagnant economic 
growth, and other aspects of “the national 
apocalypse that may yet come.” (Strangely, 
Perlstein leaves health care off his list of polar-
ized, unsolvable problems. Maybe he thinks 
it’s all but fixed.)

The Invisible Bridge is really just an oblique 
version of the current liberal conceit that ev-
erything would be fine if conservatives would 
stop being so stupid, stubborn, and vicious, 
and admit that liberals have been right all 
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build an argument for his thesis; he intends 
that you will acquire it by reverse osmosis. 
An ocean of details exhausts and distracts 
the reader, evidence of a relentless malice that 
dissolves all subtlety. Do we really need five 
pages about the meat boycott of the spring of 
1973? We do when you can make a minor tie-
in to the fact that Governor Reagan invested 
in a cattle-related tax shelter, and as a child 
wrote his first surviving letter about the 
tastiness of meat. And let’s not forget that 
America’s fondness for red meat can be used 
as a metaphor for our supposed bloodthirsti-
ness. (The effect of Nixon’s wage-and-price-
control regime in disrupting the meat mar-
ket goes unmentioned; as does its role in the 
energy crisis, which begins during this same 
time period; as do the deeper policy aspects 
of many episodes that obsess Perlstein.) He 
returns often to the meat boycott story like a 
bird returning to carrion on the road, though 
chiefly for comic purposes. Nixon’s consum-
er adviser made the foolish suggestion that 

“liver, kidney, brains, and heart can be made 
into gourmet meals with seasoning, imagi-
nation, and more cooking time.” Eminently 
mockable, no question—but Perlstein’s book 
is full of these vignettes as setups for his 
punch lines. They’re the equivalent of what 
standup comedians call “runners”: images or 

gags that you repeat as an anchor for the set 
piece. 

The author isn’t just playing for laughs, 
though. Like The Daily Show's jests, Perl-
stein’s serve to highlight American hypocrisy, 
venality, corruption, and imbecility, all the 
more offensive to liberal sensibilities for be-
ing wrapped in pretensions of exceptionalism. 
(Perlstein is especially annoyed with Reagan’s 
repeated quotation of Pope Pius XII: “Into 
the hands of America God has placed an af-
flicted mankind.”) What other kind of coun-
try could fall for someone like Reagan? 

Unfortunately, Perlstein is less talented 
than Jon Stewart at being derisive without 
coming across as bitter and mean. The laughs 
disappear completely in his treatment of the 
POWs returning from North Vietnam, ren-
dering incredible his pose as a social historian 
merely outlining our era’s polarization. The 
Invisible Bridge opens with a long deconstruc-
tion—worthy of Chomsky—of “Operation 
Homecoming,” the national celebration of the 
American POWs’ return from North Viet-
nam. Though often relying on the words of 
others to criticize the prisoners and the pub-
licizing of their return, Perlstein makes clear 
his sympathy for the idea that they were war 
criminals, not heroes, whose treatment by 
the North Vietnamese amounted to nothing 

along about pretty much everything. To work 
from that smug premise to the conclusion that 
conservatism’s fundamental problem is hubris 
betrays a startling lack of self-awareness by lib-
erals. Perlstein’s belief that one man can cause 
this hubris all by himself is even more bizarre. 
It is tempting to conclude from Perlstein that 
Reagan was in fact greater than conservatives 
imagine. Sam Tanenhaus has argued that 
Perlstein’s narrative implies contempt not 
just for Nixon and Reagan but for the major-
ity of Americans who sided with them. “For 
Perlstein,” he wrote in the Atlantic, “the mere 
fact of a President Nixon is explicable only 
as pathology.” The only exceptionalism that 
impresses Perlstein is Americans’ exceptional 
ignorance or weakness for the demagogic rage 
of the Right. Ultimately, The Invisible Bridge is 
an argument less against Ronald Reagan than 
against the American character that Reagan 
exemplified and fortified with his rhetoric 
and statecraft. While Perlstein blames con-
servatives for this state of affairs, he’d surely 
be as disenchanted with Franklin Roosevelt’s 
America if he’d been a contemporary.

It is easy to lose sight of perlstein’s 
central argument in the tsunami of de-
tails that inundates the reader from the 

first pages. Indeed, his book doesn’t really 
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more than the same kind of “enhanced inter-
rogation” the U.S. practiced at Guantanamo 
Bay. Of Jane Fonda’s denial that POWs were 
tortured and her advice that they should be 
regarded as “professional killers” who were 

“hypocrites and liars,” Perlstein says in his 
own voice that “plenty of ordinary Americans 
thought what she said made sense.” It’s highly 
doubtful, however, that even a majority of the 
historically small minority of Americans who 
voted for George McGovern in November 
1972 agreed with “Hanoi Jane’s” attack. 

See what i did there? lay down a 
track of critical quotations and circum-
stances, and then append my own sar-

casm and snark. It’s Perlstein’s favorite literary 
device. Of Reagan’s youthful desire to make 
the football squad despite his skinniness, he 
writes: “A good thing he was scrawny, or he 
would never have acquired the character it 
took to be strong.” Or of the famous episode 
of an early-teen Reagan dragging his intoxi-
cated, unconscious father out of the snow: “A 
good thing his father was passed out drunk, 
or else Ronald Reagan would not have had 
the opportunity to come of age.” Perlstein is 
coy about whether he is merely contesting the 
authenticity of Reagan’s self-understanding. 
In the context of this and his previous books, 
Perlstein’s real argument is against the Amer-
ican archetype of the self-made man. It’s as 
if he wishes to scream at Reagan, You didn’t 
build that!

Perlstein’s predominant method of cutting 
Reagan down to size is to flag Reagan’s fac-
tual mistakes and prevarications. One of the 
easiest tricks of polemical writing is to array 
a politician’s petty contradictions and logical 
shortcuts into a brief against him. The larger 
and more colorful a politician, the easier this 
method becomes. FDR and John F. Kennedy 
are easy marks, LBJ is the mother lode, and 
Perlstein takes note of Jimmy Carter’s self-
serving prevarications and exaggerations. This 
is not a new mode of Reagan criticism, though 
Perlstein’s tendentious use of Reagan’s slips 
has the effect of making the earlier treatments 
by Robert Dallek and Garry Wills—liberals 
who were equally hostile to Reagan in, respec-
tively, Ronald Reagan: The Politics of Symbol-
ism (1984) and Reagan’s America: Innocents at 
Home (1986)—seem temperate and judicious 
by comparison.

Reagan’s frequent misstatements of facts 
and idiosyncratic rendering of circumstances 
is hardly unique among politicians. Some-
times it catches up with them, as it did with 
Al Gore in the 2000 campaign. And some-
times it doesn’t: Bill Clinton claimed to recol-
lect local black churches being burned in his 
childhood, though a check of the record re-

vealed none had been torched where he grew 
up. The discovery didn’t hurt Clinton because 
churches really were burned in the South, and 
the larger political and social truth counted 
for more than pedantic accuracy. Americans 
tend not to care much about perfect factual 
accuracy if they think you are correct about 
the underlying issue.

In addition to never crediting rea-
gan for the many times when his facts and 
analysis of an issue were correct, Perlstein 

seldom looks beyond a mistake to ask if Rea-
gan wasn’t onto something serious. Perlstein 
never discusses Reagan’s long-running theme 
of the 1970s: many prominent aspects of 
contemporary American government—the 
administrative state—are constitutionally 
dubious. (Perlstein’s unseriousness about this 
subject is best seen when he mangles some ba-
sic separation-of-powers issues in his account 
of Watergate.) Instead, he serially picks on 
Reagan’s gaffes. For example, he scoffs at Rea-
gan’s criticism of the Food and Drug Admin-
istration because he had his facts completely 
wrong about a particular tuberculosis drug, 
ignoring entirely the substance of the long-
running controversy about the character of 
the FDA bureaucracy and the consequences 
of its regulatory rulings.

That Perlstein perceives little or no ground 
for reasonable criticism of the administrative 
state can be seen in an August comment on 
his Facebook page: “Not quite ready to for-
give Cass Sunstein for his work advancing the 
deregulatory work Reagan launched.” Even 
Sunstein, the Obama Administration’s “regu-
latory czar,” doesn’t pass muster. Or consider 
a Perlstein article in the Nation this year, in 
which he responded to a query: “Who on the 
right does the best job of covering politics or 
the economy or anything else, for that matter, 
in a thoughtful, fair and accurate way?” Perl-
stein wrote that no one does, since conserva-
tism offers nothing better than the “hustlers, 
haters, hacks, and conspiratorial lunatics at 
Fox News.” For someone who sneers at Nixon 
and Reagan for dividing the country and de-
monizing political opponents, Perlstein either 
doesn’t realize that he does this constantly in 
his own writing, or exempts himself and his 
allies out of the belief that rules are for other 
people.

Perlstein’s obliviousness to the deeper sub-
stantive dimensions of the political divides 
taking shape between 1960 and 1980 can be 
seen in his treatment of economic issues. He 
notes in the briefest possible way that Keynes-
ian economics stopped working in the 1970s, 
but evinces no interest in examining why this 
happened, and offers no account of the cri-
tiques and alternatives people of any persua-

sion put forward. For all his copious research 
in popular and original source material, there 
is no evidence that Perlstein spent any time 
considering serious academic literature (not 
even Cass Sunstein, apparently) about the 
major political issues he discusses. Nor is 
there any acknowledgment that liberalism ex-
perienced some bad innings in the 1960s and 
1970s, or that some of its difficulties resulted 
from attacks by the New Left as well as by the 
Right. 

Perlstein has achieved the ex-
traordinary feat of producing a book 
that is both richly detailed and com-

pletely superficial. The Invisible Bridge ends 
abruptly with Reagan’s hardly “impromptu” 
speech on the last night of the 1976 Republi-
can National Convention, and the widespread 
assumption that it marked the end of his po-
litical career. Perlstein promises a sequel, pre-
sumably taking us through the 1980 election 
and reviving the head-scratching question 
leaders in both parties asked in the aftermath: 

“How the hell did this guy get elected?”
Most Americans of all political vantage 

points have long since stopped asking that 
question. Perlstein wants to revive it, along 
with the withering hatred and contempt for 
Reagan that was its premise. For this we 
should, in a way, be grateful. Rick Perlstein’s 
contempt for his subject represents a clear 
rejection of Barack Obama’s conceit that the 
discord between Red and Blue America is 
all a misunderstanding that can be resolved 
through good sense and good will. Perlstein 
is unlikely to persist and offer a similar large-
scale account of Reagan’s presidency. Though 
posturing as the Gibbon of our age, he more 
closely resembles Theodore White—adept 
at telling the horse-race story of a political 
campaign, but hopelessly out of his depth 
when it comes to seriously assessing an ac-
tual presidency. 

The Invisible Bridge takes its title from a 
comment Nikita Khrushchev made to Nixon: 

“If people believe there’s an imaginary river 
out there, you don’t tell them there’s no river 
there. You build an imaginary bridge over the 
imaginary river.” Perlstein doesn’t need to ex-
plain his interpretation of this: American ex-
ceptionalism is an imaginary thing, bolstered 
in its dying innings by a man given wholly to 
imaginary politics. But because of this book’s 
superficiality about political life, liberals who 
thrill to it may find that a more recent meta-
phor is a better fit: a bridge to nowhere.

Steven F. Hayward is the Ronald Reagan Distin-
guished Visiting Professor at Pepperdine Univer-
sity’s Graduate School of Public Policy, and the 
author of The Age of Reagan (Crown Forum).
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Book Review by John J. Pitney, Jr.

The Year of Living Dangerously
Resilient America: Electing Nixon in 1968, Channeling Dissent, and Dividing Government, by Michael Nelson.

University Press of Kansas, 360 pages, $34.95

There has never been another po-
litical year quite like 1968: urban ri-
ots, campus unrest, the Tet offensive 

in Vietnam, the seizure of an American na-
val vessel off the coast of North Korea, and 
the assassinations of Martin Luther King, Jr., 
and Robert Kennedy. “Not since the Civil 
War and Great Depression has the American 
political system been subject to greater stress 
than in 1968,” writes Michael Nelson in his 
superb new book, Resilient America. “To a re-
markable degree, the system survived.” 

Amid all the turmoil, Nelson points out, 
the election and inauguration proceeded on a 
normal schedule. Though few loved Richard 
M. Nixon, and many hated him, there was no 
serious challenge to his legitimacy. On Janu-
ary 20, 1969, he took the oath of office from 
his longtime enemy, Chief Justice Earl War-
ren. When it was over, they shook hands.

Why was the political system so resilient? 
Nelson, a former editor of the Washington 
Monthly and the Fulmer Professor of Politi-
cal Science at Rhodes College, astutely notes 
that, although various forms of anger and 
violence were besieging the country, they were 
largely detached from one another. The urban 
rioters and campus demonstrators had little 
in common. The assassinations were discon-
nected from any organized insurgency, as well 
as from the larger wave of violent crime. “Be-
cause the system-straining forces of discord 
were unaligned,” Nelson argues, “they had no 
coherent political effect.”

Moreover, as political scientist William F. 
Connelly, Jr., has put it, James Madison rules 

America. Our complex political structure 
provided dissenters with ways of expressing 
themselves through the various channels of 
conventional government and politics. For 
instance, supporters of antiwar Democratic 
presidential candidate Eugene McCarthy 
broke new ground in grassroots political orga-
nizing. The “get clean for Gene” kids worked 
within the system, and many of them grew up 
to be elected officials.

George Wallace, a segregationist who ran 
strong in the South, won more electoral votes 
than any third-party candidate since Theo-
dore Roosevelt. Had he carried a few more 
states, as early polls suggested that he might, 
the election would have gone to the House, 
where pro-Wallace delegations could have cre-
ated deadlock. Nelson lays out several scenar-
ios by which political leaders could have re-
solved the situation, but acknowledges that a 

“postelection election” might have been bumpy.
Critics of the Electoral College would seize 

on that point. One could argue, however, that 
a direct popular vote system would have been 
even riskier. Writing for the minority on the 
Senate Judiciary Committee in 1970, staffer 
Michael Uhlmann observed:

In the case of a close popular election, 
such as in 1960 and in 1968, the deter-
mination of the presidential candidates 
and their ardent supporters to win will 
place great temptations before every 
election official in the country. Those 
who control the polling places, whether 
they are State or Federal officials, may 

succumb to the pressure to obtain the 
largest popular vote margin for their fa-
vorite candidate.

The lure of ballot-box stuffing would have 
spread throughout the country, and so would 
post-election legal challenges.

Resilient america is valuable not 
only as an analysis of the system’s 
strengths but as an overview of a key 

moment in political history. It does not pur-
port to supply any grand new factual revela-
tions; rather, it clears up myths and misun-
derstandings that have distorted discussions 
of 1968. It also offers perspective. Forty-six 
years later, we can see more clearly where the 
events of that year ultimately led.

Take the issue of “law and order.” Nixon 
had barely talked about it in his 1960 run for 
the White House, but it was a centerpiece of 
his campaign eight years later. According to 
the standard liberal account, the phrase was 
nothing but a cynical appeal to racism. With-
out denying the reality of prejudice, Nelson 
points out that crime really was rising at an 
alarming rate. According to the FBI’s Uni-
form Crime Reports, the rate of violent crime 
increased 85% between 1960 and 1968. Crime 
would stay on the national agenda at least un-
til the early 1990s, when it started dropping as 
a result of more effective police methods and 
favorable demographic trends. (Baby Boom-
ers had gotten too old to run from the cops.) 

In recent years, the GOP has purport-
edly relied on the “next in line” when nomi-
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nating its presidential candidates. According 
to this trope, Republicans somehow have an 
instinct for hierarchy and succession, so they 
automatically turn to contenders who have ei-
ther sought the nomination before or been on 
the national ticket. On the surface, the 1968 
nomination race seems to confirm the theory. 
After his narrow 1960 loss to JFK and Barry 
Goldwater’s departure from presidential poli-
tics, Nixon was apparently the next in line. 

But Nelson’s thorough and detailed ac-
count of the 1968 nomination contest shows 
that there was nothing automatic about it. 
Nixon’s ill-advised and unsuccessful 1962 
race for governor of California had tagged 
him as a loser. To overcome the taint, he built 
a sophisticated campaign organization and set 
about winning a series of primaries. (In those 
days, when party leaders still chose most of 
the delegates in both parties, primaries were 
as much about election psychology as conven-
tion arithmetic.) Despite Nixon’s exertions, 
the late-starting candidacies of Ronald Rea-
gan on the right and Nelson Rockefeller on 
the left put his nomination in some doubt. In 
the end, Nixon won with 692 delegates, just 
25 more than he needed. Though he had some 
votes in reserve, a second ballot would have 
seen him lose Southern support to Reagan, 
creating the potential for a free-for-all.

Another popular myth is the no-
tion that had Robert F. Kennedy lived, 
he certainly would have won the Dem-

ocratic nomination and the presidency. No one 
can be sure, of course, but Nelson shows that 
Hubert H. Humphrey had a massive delegate 
lead on the eve of Kennedy’s assassination. It 
seems unlikely that RFK could have overtaken 
HHH. Says Nelson: “The convention’s three 
main power bases—labor, the South, and the 
state party organizations—were all strongly 
for Humphrey and strongly against Kennedy.” 
And Kennedy was hardly a sure winner in the 
general election: in a trial-heat survey in May, 
Nixon led him by ten points.

After incumbent Lyndon Johnson’s with-
drawal, Humphrey skated to the nomination 
without entering a single primary. Liberals 
groused, but it’s not true that a grubby bunch 
of backroom bosses forced Humphrey on an 
unwilling party. Nelson points out that the 
polls showed him ahead of Kennedy and Mc-

Carthy among Democratic voters—for many 
in the rank and file, an association with the 
Vietnam protesters was a liability, not an as-
set. After the Chicago police beat up demon-
strators at the Democratic convention, one 
survey found that 71% of respondents sided 
with Mayor Richard J. Daley and his cops. If 
there was one thing that was more unpopular 
than the war, it was the antiwar movement.

Regardless of what the polls said, 
liberal Democrats thought that the 
system had cheated them. Their dis-

content led to changes in the party rules that 
would shift delegate selection to primaries 
and voter caucuses. In part because a number 
of states amended their election laws to ac-
commodate the rules changes, a similar shift 
occurred on the Republican side. Reagan, 
who had never been a favorite of the GOP es-
tablishment, could now become a contender 
by rallying grassroots conservatives. He near-
ly beat Gerald Ford for the 1976 nomination, 
and he won in 1980. So a reform that started 
on the Democratic Left ended up in triumph 
for the Republican Right.

The 1968 election ended in divided gov-
ernment, with a Republican president and a 
Democratic Congress. That situation seemed 
more unusual at the time than it would today. 
Nelson points out unified party government 
has prevailed 79% of the time during the first 
two-thirds of the 20th century but only 30% 
of the time since. There are multiple reasons 
for this shift, one of which is a precedent from 
1968. During the general election campaign, 
Nixon held his party’s contenders for congres-
sional seats at arm’s length, and a number of 
nominees have followed his example. 

One must be careful in drawing historical 
parallels between the late 1960s and today. 
The GOP no longer has a Rockefeller wing, 
and white Southerners have largely aban-
doned the Democrats. In 1968, many people 
thought Robert Kennedy was pushing the 
envelope when he said, “There’s no question 
that in the next thirty or forty years a Negro 
can achieve the same position my brother has.” 
He was exactly right, and now youngsters are 
growing up taking it for granted that an Afri-
can American can become president.

Nevertheless, the 1968 election does hold 
at least one big lesson for contemporary poli-

tics: don’t raise expectations that you cannot 
fulfill or make promises that you do not intend 
to keep. Nelson quotes what Lyndon Johnson 
told a cheering crowd in October 1964: “We 
are not about to send American boys nine or 
ten thousand miles to do what Asian boys 
ought to be doing for themselves.” Months lat-
er, he did just that, leading conservatives to tell 
a bitter joke: “They told me that if I voted for 
Goldwater, we’d have a terrible war in Viet-
nam. They were right. I voted for Goldwater, 
and we have a terrible war in Vietnam.”

On the domestic front, lbj talked 
about a “Great Society” that would 
end poverty and elevate the human 

spirit. As Nelson explains, “The liberal as-
sumption, which the president shared, was 
that every social problem has a solution, so-
cial scientists know what it is, and the solution 
involves creating a new program administered 
by the federal government.” In 1986, Presi-
dent Reagan summed up what happened: 

“In 1964 the famous War on Poverty was de-
clared and a funny thing happened. Poverty, 
as measured by dependency, stopped shrink-
ing and then actually began to grow worse. 
I guess you could say, poverty won the war.” 
The problems of the 1960s were bad enough, 
but they seemed even worse in light of the 
expectations that LBJ had raised. He paid a 
steep political price for the rhetoric of hope 
and change.

Michael Nelson’s Resilient America is lively 
and well-written, highly suitable for general 
readers. It would also be an excellent choice 
for college courses in American history and 
political science. Too many undergraduates 
know Nixon only through portrayals in pop-
ular culture, which are not exactly accurate. 
Contrary to the latest X-Men movie, he did 
not approve a secret program to have robots 
exterminate mutants. The real stories behind 
Nixon’s election and presidency are fascinat-
ing enough without embellishments. This 
book is a fine place to start.

John J. Pitney, Jr., is the Roy P. Crocker Profes-
sor of American Politics at Claremont McKenna 
College and co-author (with James W. Ceaser 
and Andrew E. Busch) of After Hope and 
Change: the 2012 Elections and American 
Politics (Rowman & Littlefield).
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Book Review by Jeremy Rabkin

This Means War
 Point of Attack: Preventive War, International Law, and Global Welfare, by John Yoo.

Oxford University Press, 272 pages, $35

Say this for john yoo: he sticks to 
his guns. And to America’s. Politicians 
have been flip-flopping, side-stepping, 

and hem-hawing on foreign interventions for 
more than a decade now. All that time John 
Yoo has staunchly defended the “war on ter-
ror”—as a war. He did that while serving in the 
Justice Department under George W. Bush 
and has continued to do so since returning to 
his position as professor of law at Berkeley. 

Yoo does not express second thoughts in his 
new book, Point of Attack: Preventive War, In-
ternational Law, and Global Welfare. His argu-
ment is broad enough to justify the 2003 inva-
sion of Iraq and any action we might undertake 
there (or in Syria) today. The book’s subtitle 
captures the high points: Yoo is in favor of “pre-
ventive war” and also “global welfare.” When it 
comes to “international law”—not so much. 

Yoo covers a lot of ground in 200 pages, 
but his main arguments can be summed up 
in three propositions. First, the United Na-
tions Charter—particularly in the academic 
interpretations that have prevailed in recent 
decades—is not a suitable guide to the proper 
use of force in international affairs. I think 
he’s on very solid ground there. Second, “ just 
war theorists” of earlier times offer no better 
guidance. I’m not so sure he’s right about that. 
Third, he offers his own alternative—that we 
judge military intervention by a broadly eco-
nomic view of what would advance global wel-
fare. On that one, I am highly skeptical. 

On the inadequacy of the u.n. 
Charter, Yoo goes right to the point. 
If the Charter requires that force 

can only be used in response to an “armed 
attack,” then even a superpower must wait 
until the attack arrives. Among other things, 
that means the Kennedy Administration was 
wrong to deploy a limited naval blockade to 
force withdrawal of Soviet missiles from Cuba 
in 1962. The American Journal of International 
Law did publish articles at the time question-
ing the legality of the so-called “quarantine” of 
Cuba—though it also published defenses of 
Kennedy’s policy. 

By the same reasoning, as Yoo notes, Israel 
was wrong to attack the Iraqi nuclear facilities 
at Osirak in 1981. In fact, the United States 
and most other countries voted for a U.N. res-
olution condemning Israel’s action—though 
there was no disposition to impose any sort of 
penalty for Israel’s air strikes. By 2007, when 
Israel attacked a nuclear reactor in Syria, the 
United Nations did not even demand clarifi-
cation of what had happened.

What is true for such “preventive” inter-
ventions would, as Yoo emphasizes, be equally 
true for humanitarian interventions. It would 
have been contrary to the restrictive reading 
of the Charter to intervene in Rwanda in 1993, 
since the Hutu government, while slaughter-
ing unarmed Tutsis within the country, was 
not engaged in “armed attack” on outside 
states. By the same reasoning, it was wrong 

for NATO to unleash a bombing campaign 
against Serbia in 1999, to protect Muslim ci-
vilians in Kosovo against the Milosevic gov-
ernment. The latter had sponsored brutal eth-
nic cleansing in neighboring Bosnia over the 
previous decade, but Kosovo was within Ser-
bia’s internationally recognized boundaries.

Yoo hammers the point that the Charter 
does not restrain great powers in practice. He 
may be a bit too quick to dismiss its relevance, 
since it still seems to restrain what govern-
ments say about their interventions and per-
haps also what they think they can do after-
wards. Until Russia annexed Crimea earlier 
this year, none of the permanent members of 
the U.N. Security Council had annexed for-
eign territories. 

Still, no one can dispute yoo’s gen-
eral claim that restrictive readings of 
what the Charter permits (regarding re-

sort to force) don’t comport with actual state 
practice over the past 70 years. A standard that 
is so regularly violated—and usually with no 
adverse consequence to the purported viola-
tor—does not have strong claim to the status 
of “law,” even by the usual loose reckonings of 
international lawyers.

Yoo sensibly devotes some attention to just 
war theories of earlier times, as an obvious al-
ternative to contemporary legalism. He skates 
over a lot of different theories in very broad 
strokes, however, rushing from Thucydides 
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to the 20th century in all of 20 pages. It is 
unfortunate that he gives very little attention 
to works—like Swiss diplomat Emmerich de 
Vattel’s 18th-century treatise, The Law of Na-
tions—that influenced the first generations 
of American statesmen. If, prior to the 20th 
century, American statesmen found adequate 
latitude in such doctrines, why be sure they 
are no longer sufficient for our current needs? 

At any rate, having cleared away 
the alternatives, at least to his own sat-
isfaction, Yoo advances his own guid-

ing principle: resort to force should be regard-
ed as acceptable when it is likely to enhance 
overall global welfare. It is easy to see the logic 
in a particular case. Won’t the world be bet-
ter off if we remove the weapons program of 
a rogue state? Or remove a brutal tyrant? Or 
stop a mass slaughter of civilians? 

But there are obvious objections. We don’t 
always know even the immediate facts. The 
Bush Administration believed that Saddam 
Hussein was making weapons of mass destruc-
tion, but after our invasion in 2003—when in-
spectors had an American occupation force to 
protect them—they found no clear evidence of 
WMDs in Iraq. Nor did international inspec-
tors find evidence of mass killing of civilians in 
Kosovo, when the entry of NATO forces after 
1999 allowed thorough investigation.

Then there is the problem of extrapolat-
ing effects into the future. Yoo acknowledges 
that the intervention in Libya in 2011, osten-
sibly to protect civilians in Benghazi, ended 
up unleashing chaos. He argues that an inter-
vention not tied to a limiting U.N. resolution 
might have allowed Anglo-French and Amer-
ican forces to establish a stabilizing presence 
of international peacekeepers. But were these 
states really prepared to risk their own troops 
on the ground in Libya in 2011, after years 
of unhappy experience in Iraq and Afghani-
stan? If a different American president had 
been prepared to deploy American soldiers, 
what would have happened if they were at-
tacked by terrorists? Even President Reagan, 
having deployed American peacekeepers to 
Beirut in 1982, hastily withdrew them when 
terrorists bombed their barracks. That epi-
sode, as we later learned, was a great inspira-
tion to Osama bin Laden.

Such far-reaching consequences are hard-
est of all to calculate. While we may think the 
Kosovo intervention was worthwhile, even 
if the trigger for it was not actual genocide, 
that intervention into the affairs of a sover-
eign state, historically under Russian protec-
tion, inflamed suspicions in Moscow. And 
it seems to have been regarded by Vladimir 
Putin as ample precedent for his own inter-

ventions in Ukraine, where he claims fascists 
and neo-Nazis threaten the Russian minor-
ity. On the face of it, that claim is as plausible 
as NATO’s claim to be averting mass slaugh-
ter in Kosovo. If we misjudge situations, why 
imagine that rivals will accept the validity of 
our stated rationales? 

Yoo tries to limit such problems 
by urging that interventions carry a 
duty to provide clear evidence for the 

stated rationale, to act transparently on the 
ground, then to compensate victims—in the 
affected country—for collateral damage. But 
the premise of the larger argument is that 
great powers must act on their own initia-
tive, because the U.N. Security Council is 
usually deadlocked by great-power rivalries. 
If the U.N. is paralyzed, who enforces the 
compensation obligations and other limiting 
conditions? And if we can’t rely on limiting 
conditions, do we really want to encourage in-
terventions by Putin’s Russia or Communist 
leaders in Beijing? I’d guess any deployment 
of force they undertake outside their borders 
will not enhance global welfare. But they are 
likely to see things differently.

Still, Yoo tries to face the challenge of what 
to consider when rules run out. In this respect, 
his approach is not so different from that of 
the Dutch jurist Hugo Grotius in the early 
17th century or even from that of earlier Cath-
olic just war theorists. They emphasized the 
need to consider consequences for the larger 
community of nations (or at least, the commu-
nity of European or Christian nations). Vat-
tel’s more legalistic, liberal theory emphasized 
rights and duties: war is justified when under-
taken to redress an injury to a “perfect” right—
one that could be insisted on and that others 
are obliged to respect. When that condition is 
met, says Vattel, it is up to the injured state to 
decide whether to exercise its rights. 

Yoo says his “global welfare” doctrine is 
better than the U.N. Charter’s “criminal 
enforcement” model. He characterizes his 
doctrine as a “regulatory” approach, because 
(like domestic regulatory programs) it tries 
to anticipate and prevent injuries, not only 
to remedy them after the fact. But the U.N. 
Charter was already “regulatory” in the sense 
that it vested broad discretion in the Security 
Council, not only to respond to “aggression” 
but also to enforce its own determinations 
regarding “threats to the peace.” Woodrow 
Wilson, father of the League of Nations (so 
at least a grandfather to the U.N. Charter), 
was not at all averse to “regulatory” authority 
at home. Nor was Franklin Roosevelt, whose 
appointees played such a large role in crafting 
the U.N. Charter. 

But our experience of domestic regulation 
since Wilson’s Federal Trade Commission 
was established (in 1914, as it happens) has 
not been reassuring. Regulators often inter-
vene too broadly and too intrusively, assum-
ing they know more than all the private firms 
they regulate and all those who buy from or 
sell to those firms. There’s a lot to be said, af-
ter all, for respecting property rights and let-
ting market actors make their own decisions 
about what best serves their interests.

Before the 20th century, the ver-
sion of international law invoked by 
American statesmen—taking their cue 

from Vattel and others—was more like tort 
law than criminal law. Whereas Grotius—cit-
ing Saint Augustine—admonished rulers not 
to attempt war unless the likely result would 
be better for the world, Vattel urged sovereigns 
to consider whether their own nation would 
emerge better off from a war. But then he re-
pudiated the idea of a general right to punish. 

The point of war, as depicted in these clas-
sic treatises, was not so much to punish as to 
remedy an injury. Vattel and his successors 
understood “injury” (casus belli) in broad terms, 
encompassing not only armed invasion but de-
nial of treaty rights or other perfect rights. But 
as in tort law, a claimant had to point to some 
actual injury—not claim to be improving the 
world by rearranging the balance of power, or 
the character of foreign governments, to the 
world’s overall benefit. These constraints rec-
ognized that other states were not likely to take 
professions of good intentions at face value. 

John Yoo’s doctrine seems to assume much 
more consensus about when intervention is 
necessary—or much less capacity to resist 
and counter well-meaning interventions by 
the most active powers. He is persuasive in 
arguing that our world is too diverse to sus-
tain the sort of ongoing “public” enforcement 
of order envisioned in 1945 by the drafters of 
the U.N. Charter. So he calls for reforming 
or corrective interventions at the initiative of 
individual states. But our world may be too 
diverse even for that program. 

For all its arguable flaws, however, Point of 
Attack remains a rewarding read. It certainly 
offers a forthright alternative to current hedg-
ing (or escapist fantasy) about the U.N. Char-
ter. I think we will still want at least some 
rough rules and standards to say when mili-
tary intervention is proper and when it should 
rightfully be denounced as aggression. But no 
one can make that argument without address-
ing the robust challenge of Yoo’s new book.

Jeremy Rabkin is a professor at George Mason 
University School of Law.
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Essay by Angelo M. Codevilla

While the Storm Clouds Gather*

And I will restore to you the years that the locust 
hath eaten.

 —Joel 2:25

For a century, the myriad of offi-
cials, former officials, and academics at 
hundreds of centers, schools, founda-

tions, and institutes who make up America’s 
foreign policy establishment have supposed 
that America’s peace would result from inter-
national order, and that securing such an or-
der must be our foreign policy’s main task. A 
quarter-century after President George H.W. 
Bush sent a half-million troops to the Persian 

Gulf to establish America as the leader of “a 
new world order,” we have suffered growing 
disorder among and within nations, and in-
creasing disrespect for America. In fact, any 
nation’s peace—along with history’s rare in-
stances of order—is the temporary result of 
individual peoples pursuing their own agen-
das. That is because peoples live and die for 
their own version of peace rather than for any 
international order. 

We Americans now find ourselves im-
mersed in quarrels within and among peoples 
from the earth’s farthest reaches. A majority 
of us demands less involvement in those quar-
rels, and more effectiveness against our own 
enemies. Above all, Americans want peace, 
especially at home. Far from contradictory 
or unreasonable, these desires are aspects of 
the same sensible determination to leave oth-
ers’ business to them, while doing a better job 
minding our own.

Distinguishing our business from others’ 
is only part of the solution to our problem. 
For a generation, the U.S. government’s in-
decisive military action has squandered the 
respect of friends and enemies alike. There 
should be no illusion that mere policy can 
overcome this deadly legacy, or that it can be 
overcome entirely. Restoring “the years that 

the locust hath eaten,” will require character 
and good fortune, even more than intellect, 
to an extent available only through divine 
grace.

How do we refocus American statecraft 
to its proper principles while confronting the 
consequences of having long neglected them, 
as the clouds of war gather? Like all who find 
themselves in trouble, Americans had best re-
flect on how we got into our present fix before 
making our next move.

Dreaming and Ruling

Already in 1951, george f. ken-
nan’s history of American diplomacy 
(American Diplomacy, 1900–1950) 

had noted that, though Americans in 1900 
could not imagine any threats from abroad, 
50 years later they could hardly think of any-
thing else. Why had America become less safe 
and more anxious even as it had become much 
more powerful? Because in the intervening 
half-century it had replaced the founding gen-
eration’s focus on affairs that are peculiarly 
America’s own with attempts to manage the 
affairs of other peoples—a departure from 
statesmanship’s natural focus that entailed a 
host of troubles. 

*   The opening lines of Irving Berlin's "God Bless Amer-
ica," introduced by singer Kate Smith on Armistice 
Day in 1938:

 
While the storm clouds gather far across the sea, 
Let us swear allegiance to a land that's free.
Let us all be grateful for a land so fair, 
As we raise our voices in a solemn prayer.  
God bless America,
Land that I love.
Stand beside her and guide her
Through the night with a light from above.
From the mountains, to the prairies,
To the oceans, white with foam,
God bless America, my home sweet home.
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The original rationale for confusing 
America’s interest with mankind’s had been 
that great power requires it. But Theodore 
Roosevelt, the first president who wielded 
America’s new power abroad, had done so 
while keeping a sharp focus on America’s own 
interest. He mediated peace between Russia 
and Japan for America’s sake, not theirs, and 
regarded the Philippines and the Caribbean 
as outworks of America’s defense. 

This is worlds away from how imperialists 
such as Republican Senator Albert Beveridge 
viewed the results of the Spanish-American 
war: “self-government and internal develop-
ment have been the dominant notes of our first 
century; administration and the development 
of other lands will be the dominant notes of 
our second century.” Had T.R. won his bid 
for the White House in 1912, he would have 
joined the Great War strictly to prevent Amer-
ica’s Atlantic frontier from being monopolized 
by a hostile power. Instead, Woodrow Wilson 
turned the Great War into World War I in or-
der to make the world safe for democracy, in 
concert with other nations that he gratuitously 
imagined to be similarly inclined.

A hundred years later, we know all too well 
what we got from trying to improve the world 
by reordering it: a century of war and upheav-
al that cost hundreds of millions of innocent 
lives. 

Each of our foreign policy establishment’s 
several factions imagines that all peoples are 
interested in adopting its particular recipe for 
order and progress. For liberal international-
ists it is secular, technocratic, socio-econom-
ic development; for realists it’s predictable, 
self-interested, moderate behavior; and for 
neoconservatives, democracy. These Ameri-
cans aim to put an end to mankind’s history 
of brutal contention by guiding the nations 
along their preferred paths. Thinking this 
way has led them to discount the foreign-ness 
of foreigners—the real differences between 
religions, civilizations, and regimes—and to 
disrespect the reality of diversity in the dic-
tionary meaning of the word, and to indulge 
their fantasies.

Foremost among their fantasies is the no-
tion that they can accomplish great things 
without bothering to square the ends sought 
with the means necessary to achieve them. 
The millions, billions, and now trillions of 
dollars available to U.S. officials, the lure that 
America has ever exerted on mankind, the 
prestige that our incomparably efficient and 
generous armed forces have won for America, 
the eagerness of foreigners to seek American 
help for their own ends and in their own quar-
rels—all have tempted policymakers to think 
of themselves as possessing the wisdom and 

the right to pull mankind’s strings. Since 
Wilson’s time, and especially since World 
War II, this has led American officials to un-
dertake projects that they could not or would 
not carry to success, and the failures of which 
have defined America as impotent. 

In 1919, Woodrow Wilson said that 
America had no other purpose than to serve 
mankind. At the Paris Peace Conference that 
concluded World War I he imagined that he 
could pacify all nations for all time by pro-
moting democracy, order, and progress. But 
the borders he brokered spawned wars that 
have yet to end, while his pursuit of Progres-
sive fantasies reaped Lenin, Mussolini, Stalin, 
Hitler, and Mao. Yet those fantasies remain 
our bipartisan ruling class’s orthodoxy.

The Republicans of the ’20s made war on 
(mostly American) armaments and brokered 
yet more treaties. Their guarantee of China’s 
territorial integrity, made as they were divest-
ing themselves of the capacity or the intention 
of enforcing it, helped to bring on war in the 
Pacific. Their efforts to rescue the Versailles 
Treaty’s economic follies with inflationary 
loans helped sow the Great Depression. 

Beginning in 1933, Franklin Roosevelt’s 
Democrats dreamt of a grand alliance with the 
Soviet Union for world progress. No dream 
has proved more fateful to modern America. 
As the distinguished historian Robert Con-
quest has noted, the conjunction of dreaming 
and ruling is deadly. Ignoring Communism’s 
ruthless, hostile character, Roosevelt’s brains 
trust reduced America’s aims in World War 
II to persuading Stalin to share their dream. 
This ended up misleading a substantial por-
tion of his followers into blaming their fellow 
Americans for the Cold War, and divided us 
along lines that endure to our day, sowing ev-
ermore discord.

In 1950, the Truman Administration chose 
to spend over 36,000 American lives in Korea 
to achieve a stalemate rather than defeat the ag-
gression by which Stalin and Mao were break-
ing the U.S. policy of “containment.” This 
made sense only in the progressive dream of 
world order through a grand alliance.  In light 
of this dream, Korea had to be fought in that 
disastrous way because it was “the wrong war 
in the wrong place against the wrong enemy.” 
Policymakers showed how uninterested they 
were in America's own business by not fight-
ing, or even defining, what they considered to 
be the right war for containment. When Sena-
tor Robert Taft argued in A Foreign Policy for 
Americans (1951), and General Douglas Ma-
cArthur repeated to Congress, that America 
should fight only for its own interest and for 
victory or not at all, America’s foreign policy 
elite denounced them as dinosaurs. 

No Victory, No Enemies

By the 1960s, the notion of fight-
ing for our victory and our peace or not 
at all had become intellectually as well 

as politically incorrect. Henry Kissinger’s Nu-
clear Weapons and Foreign Policy (1957) and 
The Necessity for Choice (1961) applied (and 
translated into readable English) economist 
Thomas Schelling’s teachings that human 
conflict takes place within an inescapable ma-
trix of choices that rationally precludes any 
but limited objectives. Together, these books 
became our ruling class’s bible of international 
affairs. That bible’s priests tried to counter the 
Communist world’s conquest of South Viet-
nam without ever trying to defeat its sponsors 
militarily. “There is no victory in Vietnam, 
for anybody,” said President Lyndon Johnson. 
North Vietnam, backed by the Soviet Union, 
thought otherwise.

So did Senator Barry Goldwater, who told 
the country as plainly as he could that if the 
Vietnam war was worth fighting, it was worth 
fighting to victory, but that if it was not worth 
fighting to victory it was not worth fighting at 
all. Our bipartisan ruling class called him an 
unsophisticated warmonger. 

Our ruling class, convinced as it was that 
the world operated as Kissinger and Schelling 
said it did, thought it inappropriate to identify 
any set of persons as the enemy whose elimina-
tion or constraint would bring us peace. And 
so, President Johnson identified America’s 
enemies in the world as “poverty, ignorance, 
hunger, and disease.” This also reflected our 
ruling class’s view of Vietnam as a contest of 
rival strategies for social engineering. Accord-
ingly, the U.S. armed forces were ordered to 
hold the line while civilian nation-builders 
did the decisive work. Our military did not 
make war on North Vietnam, nor even cut 
it off from Soviet and Chinese supplies. The 
Vietnam war has remained, farcically, the par-
adigm of America’s foreign policy. Not once in 
the ensuing 40 years of military engagements 
has the U.S. government identified any en-
emy whose elimination would bring us peace. 
Keeping good relations with the governments 
that supply, or otherwise support, enemies-
in-arms has taken precedence over our own 
troops’ lives. 

During the 1960s and ’70s U.S. foreign 
policy’s Rooseveltian priority, now labeled 

“détente,” sought to integrate the Communist 
world into the world order. As a token of good 
faith, the U.S. removed from Europe the stra-
tegic nuclear forces that had been the mainstay 
of its defense, dismantled our air defenses, de-
cided against defending against ballistic mis-
siles, and increased trade with and extended 
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untied loans to the Soviet Union. In 1961 the 
U.S. lodged verbal objections to the build-
ing of the Berlin Wall instead of enforcing its 
contractual right to tear it down. In 1962, as 
part of the price for ending the Cuban Mis-
sile Crisis, the U.S. guaranteed the survival of 
Fidel Castro’s Soviet-supported regime. “Ils ne 
sont pas sérieux”—They are not serious—said 
Charles De Gaulle. So far and so fast did faith 
in America fall that, whereas in 1960 U.S. al-
lies had lobbied for a stronger American policy 
toward the Soviets, by 1970 they had become 
the principal lobbyists for a softer one.

Détente ended in a near-disaster. By 1980 
the Carter Administration, though disin-
clined to do so, acknowledged that the Soviets 
had achieved dangerous superiority in stra-
tegic weaponry, and felt compelled to start a 
major rearmament program. 

Impotent Meddling

Tinkering abroad caused many di-
sasters, increasing Third World coun-
tries’ troubles and diminishing respect 

for America. During the 1940s and ’50s 
American action in these countries had been 
all about opposing Communists. By the 1960s 
it had turned to trying to reengineer local so-
cieties according to our ruling class’s chang-
ing political, social, and economic priorities. 
Politically, this meant trying to forge warring 
local factions into coalition governments. So-
cially, it meant secularization and the division 
of land holdings among the regime’s enemies. 
Economically, it meant increased government 
regulation financed and guided by the U.S., 
plus high tariffs to foster “import substitu-
tion,” meaning the replacement of foreign im-
ports with domestic production. 

In Iran, the shah’s U.S.-sponsored “white 
revolution” of secularization and Westerniza-
tion led to the black-robed Ayatollah Kho-
meini’s seizure of power, backed by the Soviet 
Union. In Indonesia, the U.S. supported the 
dictator Sukarno until it supported a coup 
against him that cost hundreds of thousands 
of lives. In Chile, U.S. support for leftist 
Christian Democrats produced rule by the 
socialist-Communist Salvador Allende, wide-
spread hunger, and the bloody military coup 
that reversed it. In Italy, U.S. pressure for 
including Communist allies in the country’s 
ruling coalition government led to the gov-
ernment’s tolerance of the “Red Brigade” ter-
rorists, until they wore out their welcome by 
assassinating the country’s prime minister in 
the course of a major guerrilla war. 

Tinkering continues to characterize Ameri-
can political action abroad. Just as the U.S. 
overthrew South Vietnam’s elected president 

Ngo Dinh Diem in 1963 to form a “more in-
clusive” government that it judged a more suit-
able partner in limited military action (Diem 
was arguing for real war), in 2014 the U.S. 

“eased out” Iraq’s elected Prime Minister Nouri 
al-Maliki in hopes of finding a less sectarian, 
more inclusive substitute. At the same time, we 
worked against Afghanistan’s President Ha-
mid Karzai, whom we had previously chosen. 
Our officials covered each maneuver with talk 
of democracy. Each produced puppets more 
pliable but, so far at least, hardly more func-
tional. Each move lowered respect for America.

During the 1960s and ’70s our govern-
ment also set the pattern for its response to 
terrorism. Egypt’s Gamal Abdel Nasser and 
Cuba’s Fidel Castro pioneered modern ter-
rorism, betting that they could use forces that 
they inspired, organized, and praised—but 
for which they denied responsibility—in or-
der to bloody enemies and weaken resistance 
to their causes without suffering retaliation. 
Terror-masters can win that bet only so long 
and insofar as their victims prefer suffering 
terror to fighting back. Nasser and Castro, for 

to forbid Americans from taking weapons 
on airplanes and to admonish passengers not 
to resist any future assaults. Castro had won 
his bet. Americans obeyed compliantly until 
September 11, on United Airlines Flight 93. 
When the Palestine Liberation Organization 
(PLO), acting partly on Egypt’s and the Soviet 
Union’s behalf, hijacked Israeli airliners and 
perpetrated massacres, the U.S. government 
pressured Israel to moderate its retaliation 
against Egypt. The PLO won its bet, doubled 
down, and started killing Americans, includ-
ing in 1973 the U.S. ambassador to Sudan, 
Cleo A. Noel, Jr. 

The U.S. doubled down, too, in its own 
blinkered way. Its response was to open clan-
destine contacts with, to finance, and even-
tually to empower the PLO in the hope of 
moderating it. In 1982, as Israel was in the 
process of destroying the PLO in its last re-
doubt in Beirut, the U.S. government rescued 
the remnant and transplanted it to Tunis. 
Then it sent Marines to pacify Beirut. When 
Syria’s agents killed 241 of them in 1983, the 
U.S. did nothing at all to Syria. Of course 
the memorable precedent had already been 
set. After Iran occupied the American em-
bassy in 1979 and imprisoned our diplomats 
for months on end—a textbook act of war—
President Jimmy Carter, a Democrat, did not 
respond with war. When Republican Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan took the oath of office 
in 1981, the hostages were released that same 
day—but he did not respond with punitive 
war, either. No surprise that, for more than a 
generation, those who enable and encourage 
terrorism against America have had reason to 
believe they hold a winning hand. 

So long as the Soviet Union lasted, Ameri-
cans who feared confronting terrorism’s ulti-
mate backer argued that doing so risked nu-
clear war. By 1991, however, the Soviet Union 
had died of its congenital diseases and anti-
American terrorism was so widespread, and 
had proved to be so safe and profitable (today, 
American taxpayers finance the PLO’s schools 
even as their textbooks teach hate for America), 
that any number of regimes were supporting it 
in some way. In short, the Tricontinental Or-
ganization’s ambition had been fulfilled far less 
because of anything the organization ever did 
than because the U.S. government’s feeble anti-
terror policies had made terrorism so attractive.

Another Vietnam

The u.s. has continued to attribute 
acts of terrorism to individuals and spe-
cific organizations. It attributed 9/11, 

and terrorism itself, to Osama bin Laden and 
al-Qaeda. Truth is, while anti-American ter-

their part, were acting as part of a larger en-
terprise coordinated by the Soviet Union.

There was nothing secret about it; the de-
tails appeared monthly in the pages of World 
Marxist Review, published in Prague, to which 
every Soviet-line revolutionary movement con-
tributed. By 1965 terrorists had hurt Ameri-
cans’ and allied interests in the Third World 
sufficiently that the Soviet Union organized 
the terrorists formally into the “Tricontinen-
tal Organization.” Its founding conference was 
held in Havana in January 1966 under the ban-
ner of a globe resting on crossed submachine 
guns. Its purpose was to mobilize or otherwise 
inspire any and all who would hurt Ameri-
cans for any reason. The U.S. government’s re-
sponse was to assert that the growing number 
of terrorist acts committed against us and our 
allies were the responsibility of those who com-
mitted them rather than part of any general 
struggle. Our response remains so today.

When American leftists hijacked airplanes 
to Havana, and Castro refused to return 
them, Republican President Richard Nixon 
chose not to hold him responsible but rather 

Failure to return to popular 
government as originally 

understood would be more 
terrible than any series of 

terrorist attacks
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rorism was born and raised by certain govern-
ments, and still has roots both material and 
psychological in many existing regimes, and 
though individual organizations are of some 
importance, the phenomenon has transcended 
all of those factors. 

In 1960 the Muslims who engaged in anti-
American terrorism did so mainly for secular 
political reasons. Between the mid-1970s and 
2000 anti-American terrorism took on the 
aspect of civilizational war. Now, it is tran-
scending even that, and is becoming the raison 
d’être of countless persons who feel hatred for 
America for any number of personal reasons. 
Until recently, for example, some men (and 
women) became terrorists because they were 
Muslim. Now, some become Muslim as an ex-
cuse for acting out their hatred of and disdain 
for Americans. The terrorism that plagues us 
is becoming merely one of the things that hap-
pen to nations that lose the respect of others—
including sectors of their own populations. 

Thus, even as bin Laden disappeared into 
irrelevance long before dying, and the bulk of 
those who ever saw him or communicated with 
him were killed, and as terrorists and terrorist 
acts increased by an order of magnitude, our 
ruling class has engaged in a fruitless, partisan 
debate about whether or not al-Qaeda or some 
other organization has been fought effectively. 

The “war on terror” that President George 
W. Bush declared against nobody in particular 
largely reprised the Vietnam war. U.S. armed 
forces occupied Afghanistan and Iraq as they 
had occupied South Vietnam, and attempted 
to rid these countries of certain unsavory or-
ganizations and individuals. As in Vietnam, 
the U.S. government tried to pacify local war-
ring factions and to broker coalition govern-
ments among them, all the while reforming 
the economy and society. Only nowadays, in 
keeping with its own evolving identity, our 
government fights “violent extremism” by de-
nying any and all absolute truths (too divisive), 
as well as by foisting onto the rest of the world 
its own support for feminism and homosexu-
ality. Not surprisingly, most of the Afghans 
and Iraqis who have fought us have done so 
because Americans got in the way of their lo-
cal struggles and because our coarsening way 
of life is a moral affront to them. 

At the same time, our ruling class directed 
“homeland security” (nominally) against all 
citizens equally rather than discriminately, 
against plausible enemies. It told Americans 
to trust one another less than ever, while 
trusting the authorities more. By branding as 
politically incorrect the obvious security fo-
cus on Muslims, our elites made the designa-
tion “dangerous extremists” a matter of their 
own likes and dislikes. The ruling class’s new 

powers and discretion compounded its Wil-
sonian sense of entitlement to reform lesser 
folk. Accordingly, the decisions about who are 
the public’s true enemies continue to spring 
ominously from the private prejudices and in-
terests, the partisan friendships and enmities, 
of the officials who make them. 

Hence, computer searches find that the 
term “extremist” correlates in the major news-
papers with “conservative” or “right-wing” at 
twelve times the rate it does with “liberal” or 

“left-wing”; and the Department of Homeland 
Security compiles dossiers against “pro-lifers” 
and such “antigovernment activists” as “home-
schoolers” and “gun owners.” Why shouldn’t 
officials from the Internal Revenue Service to 
the Federal Elections Commission act accord-
ing to what they hear from their superiors and 
what they read in the best media about who 
and what endangers America? Thus is the war 
on terror drawing Americans into a spiral of 
domestic strife.

The American statesmen of both parties 
who for the past hundred years thought that 
America’s peace and mission would be served 
by improving and reordering mankind got it 
backward: that effort has ended up undermin-
ing our national identity and fomenting war 
among ourselves. No amount of persuasion, 
inducement, or force could ever have made 

“democracy safe” among diverse peoples with 
unsteady and undemocratic political and re-
ligious sentiments. What’s more, because the 
understanding of freedom is not just divergent 
but often contradictory among different peo-
ples, the latest version of American statesmen’s 
confusion of our own good with mankind’s—
encapsulated in George W. Bush’s Second In-
augural statement that America cannot be free 
until the rest of the world is free as well—effec-
tively condemns our country to a foreign policy 
athwart reality, one that cannot achieve the 

“peace among ourselves and with all nations” of 
which Abraham Lincoln spoke. 

In 1900, former Secretary of State Rich-
ard Olney warned Americans that

[No great power]…can afford to re-
gard itself as a sort of missionary na-
tion charged with the rectification of 
errors and the redress of wrongs the 
world over. Were the United States to 
enter upon its new international role 
with the serious purpose of carrying out 
any such theory, it would not merely be 
laughed at but voted a nuisance by all 
other nations—and treated accordingly.

Olney’s prediction has come true. Why 
should anyone respect the United States to-
day? And what are we going to do about it?

Swearing Allegiance

In order for america to be free at 
home and respected abroad, the next gen-
eration of statesmen must dedicate them-

selves to recovering and applying the ways in 
which Americans once understood their coun-
try’s greatness. The connection between the 
danger and disdain that are ours today and our 
ruling class’s ideas is not accidental—any more 
than the safety and honor we once enjoyed 
were accidental to our statesmen’s ideas from 
George Washington to Theodore Roosevelt. 

The ultimate source of our current dysfunc-
tion is our elites’ belief that they are morally 
and intellectually entitled to “nation-build” 
peoples abroad and Americans at home, whom 
they likewise deplore. In what may have been 
his most revealing speech, President Wilson 
urged his listeners in October 1914 to be their 
brothers’ keepers at home and abroad:

I remember a classmate of mine say-
ing, “Why, man, can’t you let anything 
alone?” I said, “I let everything alone 
that you can show me is not itself mov-
ing in the wrong direction, but I am not 
going to let those things alone that I see 
are going downhill.” 

Wilson and his successors have behaved as 
presumptive masters to all peoples, even those 
they were elected to serve.

 America needs statesmen who view them-
selves as faithful representatives of our identity 
rather than as potentates entitled to reshape it, 
and who respect the discrete identities of for-
eign peoples. This begins with holding fast to 
the Declaration of Independence’s basic point: 
since “all men are created equal,” none has the 
right to rule another without his consent. Our 
government has fouled our lives and those of 
foreigners by pretending to possess rights and 
capacities it does not have. The remedy lies in 
focusing it onto its legitimate ends—that is, to 
guard America’s peace and to win its wars.

The domestic side of the “war on terror” has 
underlined how far our bipartisan ruling class 
has departed from what the founders called 
popular government (now called democracy). 
Failure to return to popular government as 
originally understood would be more terrible 
than any series of terrorist attacks.

During World War II and the Cold War, 
the U.S. government trusted the American 
people to guard the home front against en-
emies whose capacity for infiltration and ter-
ror far exceeded anything of which today’s 
terrorists are capable. (A revealing exception 
was FDR’s internment of Japanese-Americans, 
motivated by labor and business resentment 
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of Japanese-American success rather than by 
any threat they posed.) Today we are told to 
follow our government in trusting only those 
with badges around their necks. Mistrust of 
government-wary Americans verges on hostil-
ity. Increasingly, the American people recipro-
cate that hostility. No democracy can survive 
this way.

Our ruling class defines as “extremism” the 
common-sense observation that America’s ter-
rorist enemies are Muslims acting on behalf of 
causes promoted by many Muslim regimes and 
supported, to various degrees, by millions of 
Muslims. It indicts as “extremism” the Ameri-
can people’s resistance to its mandates of politi-
cally correct thoughts, words, and deeds. 

Only a renewed dedication to following the 
people’s common sense can restore true secu-
rity at home. The only proper way to desig-
nate against whom we must protect ourselves 
at home—in practice, how to do “profiling” 
properly—is to follow our Constitution. That 
means public debates followed by elections fol-
lowed by the legislative process that culminates 
in votes and laws, as well as in administration of 
laws that respects the sovereign people’s sense. 

Turning back from the past century’s mis-
guided foreign policy does not mean trying to 
wash our hands of the world, any more than 
it means clipping the American eagle’s talons 
or turning it into an ostrich. On the contrary. 
Reearning respect will surely require the use 
of more power than a nation would need that 
had not already squandered so much of it. 
Backlogs of bad judgment, of inattention to 
vital interests, and of defeat can be worked 
off only by examples of good judgment and by 
victories that inspire confidence. 

Overseas, our ruling class has assumed 
that terrorism is the work of “rogues” and 
that most if not all religions, nations, cultures, 
and subcultures are fundamentally inclined 
to peace and international order. In reality, 
what happens among foreigners results from 
characteristics and choices that are irreduc-
ibly their own; we Americans cannot “nation-
build” others into something they are not. 
Respect for their separate character, as well as 
for our own, requires us to hold responsible 
those who are powerful among them when 
their policies and proxies injure us.

In short, the Age of Terror emanating 
from states, from would-be states, and from 
so-called failed states in no way eliminates 
the ancient rules of foreign relations. The 
first of these, from which all others follow, is 
to safeguard our way of life from foreign in-
terference. That means pursuing peace by all 
means that may be required to keep us safe in 
our independence. As The Federalist explains, 
we intend to give no offense to foreigners, and 

suffer none ourselves. Or, as Theodore Roo-
sevelt put it a century later, we must speak 
softly and carry a big stick.

George Washington, to whom we owe so 
much else, put the same truth this way: “Ob-
serve good faith and justice towards all na-
tions; cultivate peace and harmony with all.” 
That is because our overriding business with 
foreign nations is to have as little trouble as 
possible with them. Washington named no 
substantive objectives for our foreign rela-
tions—only peace. He had learned the hard 
way in the 1790s that involvement in oth-
ers’ wars hazards peace among Americans 
themselves. We ought to be learning that, too. 
Since quarrels and wars are sometimes un-
avoidable, John Quincy Adams warned that 
we must “enter the lists in no cause other than 
our own.” Any peace depends on the charac-
ter of whoever wins the war.

Keeping our peace and winning our wars 
is both the end and the means of securing 
respect. In peace and war, this means never 
letting favors go unrewarded or injuries un-
avenged, making commitments smaller than 
the capacity to fulfill them, and fulfilling the 
ones that we make.

Reciprocal respect is the aim of peaceful 
foreign relations. “Reciprocity” may well have 
been the word that America’s founding genera-
tion used most often in describing its interna-
tional aims. Gauging the extent to which reci-
procity is possible is as much a challenge in our 
time as it was in theirs. Accepting the reality of 
others’ sovereignty over their own business is 
the prerequisite for reciprocity. The distinction 
between “our business” and “their business” is 
the natural limiting principle of international 
affairs (as it is of interpersonal affairs). While 
others may forbear much that we might do in 
our own interest, they will not stand for any-
thing we might presume to do in theirs. 

Because our peace, like anyone’s, depends 
on the power to defend it, military prepared-
ness is the first priority of our business. Our 
preparedness must match any possible conflict 
in which our business may involve us. For ex-
ample, it is imprudent and self-discrediting to 
involve America in controversies with powers 
capable of launching ballistic missiles at us un-
til and unless we have a respectable anti-missile 
defense. In our time, a geopolitics worthy of re-
spect has to be backed by missile defense.

Force, in all its forms, is fundamental to re-
spect. Whether any foreigners like us or hate 
us is strictly their business. We have zero say 
over what they may or may not find offensive. 
But whether anyone fears offending us is our 
inalienable responsibility.

Especially when we judge an item of busi-
ness to require the use of force, the pursuit of 

peace by the most rapid means possible must 
be the guiding principle of our military opera-
tions. This is because the preservation of our 
character transcends all other business, and 
because history does not record instances of 
people’s mores improving in wartime.

The Muslim World

Having been governed badly for 
so long, America begins to resem-
ble Rome in the 4th century A.D., 

as described by Montesquieu: “there was no 
people so small or weak that it could not do 
them harm.” 

Guarding ourselves from the dangers ema-
nating from Muslim civilization’s decay is the 
least of our problems, though it is emblematic 
of them all. These dangers stem not so much 
from any resources, strength, or attractiveness 
on the part of our enemies as they do from our 
own bad judgment and weakness of character.

Objectively, the Muslim world is no more 
a geopolitical challenge today than it was two 
centuries ago. Even less than when Napoleon 
conquered Egypt could any Muslim army 
today contend with a major Western one. A 
nuclear-armed Iran, though more formidable 
than now, would be no exception. None of to-
day’s Muslim countries feed themselves. They 
produce a smaller (and declining) proportion 
of the world’s goods and services than in colo-
nial days. It is no coincidence that the onset of 
terror from the Muslim world coincided with 
the U.S. and British governments’ disastrous 
decisions between 1966 and 1973 to accede to 
these countries’ assertion of sovereignty over 
the oil on which they happen to sit, to the pro-
duction of which they do not contribute, and 
the revenues from which they misuse grossly. 
Easily, we could restore Muslim countries to 
the abject poverty they earn. The bitter divi-
sions among Muslim potentates are just as 
easily exploited. The few among them who 
are willing to die in religious-political frenzy 
can be accommodated. No outsiders envy 
their way of life. Without mixing with them, 
we could do whatever we pleased to whoever 
among them would defy us, and to the few 
among ourselves who sympathize with them. 

Why then have troubles from that part 
of mankind consumed our attention in this 
century? Ridding ourselves of them would 
not require doing all we could. The minimum 
would suffice, namely, to hold the potentates 
in any given place, whose identities are known 
publicly, responsible with their lives for any 
incitement or anything else that comes from 
those places that we consider injurious to 
us. This is consistent with international law 
as well as with common sense, and does not 
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and is vulnerable to shifts in energy prices. Its 
oligarchic rulers sit uneasily atop a declining, 
cynical population. Its main asset in its drive 
against Ukraine, the Baltics, Belarus, and 
Georgia is these states’ near total lack of mili-
tary power and correct sense that their Euro-
pean neighbors to the west will not help them. 
The Poles, in turn, and with an awful sense of 
déjà vu, recognize that Germany would rather 
work with “the Bear” than help Poland defend 
itself.

Western Europe’s readiness to acquiesce to 
Russia’s domination of the former Soviet Em-
pire makes it all too clear that, were Russia to 
succeed, Europe would not resist any demands 
that Russia might make. Thus Russia would 
become Eurasia’s hegemon, radiating power 
into the Atlantic. This is the danger for us. But 
we must be clear about the nature of the prob-
lem: which is not Russia’s power, but rather the 
civilizational collapse of Europe’s capacity to 
resist Russia, or the Islamic world, or anything 
else for that matter. This means that in order to 
safeguard our Atlantic flank, which is of high 
interest, we will have to act without the help, 
and often in defiance, of some of the countries 
whose independence we must protect. 

Though the U.S. cannot exert decisive mil-
itary force deep in Eurasia, it does not need to 
do so, much less to fight Russia militarily any-
where. Supplying military hardware to the 
peoples who are threatened directly by Rus-
sian military power would be enough to make 
them nuts sufficiently hard for the Russians 
to crack as to make doing so a daunting do-
mestic problem for Russia’s rulers. America’s 
main leverage against Russia’s resumption of 
something like the Soviet Union is economic. 
We have the decisive power to cut Russia off 
from the world through secondary economic 
sanctions. The affected countries would pro-
test vigorously, but none could afford to cut 
themselves off from dealing with America 
and with all the others who do. Russia would 
have no choice but to yield, and fast.

We have not employed this decisive instru-
ment of statecraft for the same reason West-
ern Europe is acquiescing in the new Russian 
empire: imposing major sanctions would re-
sult in many of our own citizens losing busi-
ness. Until now, politically influential business 
interests, in league with their counterparts in 
Europe and elsewhere, have made sure that 
such economic sanctions as the U.S. govern-
ment applies cause little if any economic dis-
ruption to their bottom line. Both Republican 
and Democratic administrations have used 
non-disruptive sanctions to express displea-
sure at Russia’s expansion first in Georgia and 
then in Ukraine, but cheap sanctions are not 
serious, and serious ones are not cheap. 

Our choice regarding the Russian storm 
that is moving toward the Atlantic is straight-
forward: we can stop it, probably without 
bloodshed, by bending short-term economic 
interest to long-term geopolitical interest, or 
we can continue the kind of crony capitalism 
that prefers making money over keeping our 
peace.

With regard to China’s drive for hegemo-
ny over the Western Pacific, our choices are 
anything but simple, and are fraught with all 
manner of danger. They are a severe test of 
statesmanship.

Our war in the Pacific 70 years ago result-
ed from ill-considered involvement in the re-
gion’s ancient animosities. Though our victory 
buried them under our overwhelming power, 
the rise first of Japan and then of South Ko-
rea and Southeast Asia to productivity and 
wealth, and since then of China to power and 
ambition, is making the pax Americana—
from which we and others have benefited—a 
thing of the past. To avoid repeating the er-
rors of the 1920s and ’30s, we must resolve to 
bring our ends and means into balance.

Our post-1945 commitments in the region 
remain, even as our power to fulfill them de-
clines in absolute terms and especially in rela-
tion to China’s. Without exception, the region’s 
governments fear China. Many have territorial 
contentions with it and racial animosities to-
ward it. The decline of American power is lead-
ing Japan ever closer to building military forces 
to rival China’s. The Philippines scramble to 
hold onto what remains of U.S. power there. 
Taiwan and Singapore worry. South Korea, for 
its part, is listening to China’s increasingly un-
subtle offer to broker the Korean peninsula’s 
unification if South Korea will exchange its 
security alliance with the U.S. for one with 
China, oriented against Japan.

Danger of Chinese hegemony, of war 
among the countries of the region, of align-
ments that might well shift against us, and of 
our own military intervention under unfavor-
able circumstances is all the more serious be-
cause the military capabilities are great on all 
sides. Yet any possible confrontation would 
take place in the context of the massive eco-
nomic interdependence (even symbiosis) be-
tween the countries of the region and between 
them and ourselves. 

The military situation is straightforward: 
China's strategy is to prevent interference by 
the United States and to establish military con-
trol over the western Pacific some hundreds of 
miles offshore and over as many of the islands 
there as possible. It has developed and is per-
fecting ballistic and cruise missiles, as well as 
aircraft and submarines optimized to do just 
that. It intends its small but growing force of 

require any sort of occupation of hostile ter-
ritory. Secondly, today’s Muslim world being 
even more consumed by internecine warfare 
than it has been in many centuries, the begin-
ning of wisdom for us is to recognize that this 
warfare is their business, and not to interfere 
with its bloody and exhausting course.

Protecting ourselves from the troubles of 
the Muslim world requires that our officials 
dispense with crippling political correctness, 
and face reality. The U.S. government’s offi-
cial position, as President Obama has stated 
repeatedly, is that the self-declared Islamic 
State is not Islamic. But the people who run 
I.S. and who actually have Islamic credentials 
think otherwise. Undersecretary of State 
Rick Stengel’s statement that “ISIL is bereft 
of ideas, they’re bankrupt of ideas. It’s not an 
organization that is animated by ideas,” only 
confuses ourselves. 

Being clear with ourselves, that ortho-
dox Islam—never mind the Wahabi version 
that rules Saudi Arabia and the Sunni Gulf 
states—dictates savage cruelty toward any 
resistance to its rule, should, at the very least, 
keep our government from continuing to em-
power, enrich, and accredit persons who have 
done, are doing, and will continue to do harm 
to us. A new generation of statesmen must 
dispel their predecessors’ dreams that the 
Muslim world, and the entire “Third World,” 
will rise to new ways of life superior in justice 
and morality to our own. Once we recognize 
who these peoples are and resolve to defend 
our principles and identity, that set of storm 
clouds will loom small.

The same cannot be said about our other 
foreign policy problems.

Greater Challenges

Russia’s attempt to reconstitute 
as much as it can of the old Soviet 
Union poses a classic geopolitical 

challenge: the possibility that all of Europe 
might be dominated by a hostile power. Rus-
sia’s leaders think in Soviet terms and possess 
a major stock of nuclear arms. Nevertheless, 
notwithstanding the awful possibility that 
any quarrel with Russia might involve nuclear 
war, our resistance to its expansion is highly 
unlikely to lead to nuclear war because the use 
of such weapons would be counterproductive 
to Russia’s purpose. 

Meeting Russia’s challenge, somewhat like 
meeting the Muslim world’s, depends less on 
military force than on mustering our own 
political resolve. Today, Russia is weak: its 
army’s reach is short, its fragile economy con-
sists of oil and arms. It has to sell oil and gas 
more urgently than others have to buy them, 
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intercontinental ballistic missiles to force the 
U.S. to realize that protecting Taiwan, Japan, 
and other nations in the region risks the de-
struction of American cities. China has anti-
satellite weapons with which it would try to 
destroy the space-based communications and 
intelligence assets on which the U.S. military 
relies. In response, though our government 
has “pivoted” naval and air forces from other 
regions to the Pacific, the total U.S. military 
inventory in the region continues to decline. 

More importantly, the U.S. has no military 
strategy for safeguarding the aircraft carriers 
that would be its principal instrument in a 
military confrontation. We have no defenses 
against China’s long-range missiles and no 
means of defending our Pacific bases against 
the medium-range missiles that would be 
aimed at them.

U.S. officials have emphasized their faith 
that China’s rise as a world power is driven by 
enlightened self-interest and that it will lead 
to its internal liberalization as well as good 
global citizenship. None of its neighbors is 
persuaded. China’s political system, driven as 
it is by ruthless, amoral, intra-oligarchic com-
petition, seems likelier to be moderated by 
the seriousness of opposition to its immoder-
ate behavior—if by anything.

As always, the more complex the challenge 
the more that wise statesmen must rely on the 
fundamentals of their craft. The American 
Founders lived by the maxim “if you would 
have peace, prepare for war”—and so should 
we. Preparing to defeat China’s military plans 
furthers rather than contradicts our desire to 
continue mutually beneficial economic rela-
tions with it. 

Not least of the perversions of statecraft 
that compose Henry Kissinger’s legacy is the 
concept of “creative ambiguity.” The current 
generation of officials has accustomed them-
selves to imprecision in policymaking and di-
plomacy, believing that they thereby “preserve 
their options.” No, they create options for 
others. A new generation of statesmen, revers-
ing Kissinger’s baleful legacy, should strive for 
the utmost clarity in our relations with Chi-
na. Serious, clear, unambiguous policy that 
communicates clearly to all what the United 
States is ready, willing, and able to do is the 
key to such peace as may be possible. 

Let us follow the example of John Quincy 
Adams’s relations with Russia, the despotism 
par excellence of his day, which had proclaimed 
the supremacy of monarchical over republican 
ways and had signaled its intention to expand its 
settlements in North America. Adams, want-
ing peace and friendship with the tsar while 
keeping more of his settlements out of North 
America and asserting our own identity, left no 

doubt in Russia’s mind about where America 
stood on these matters. Today’s America has 
far more sticks and carrots than Adams did. 
But these are valid only insofar as they answer, 
precisely and satisfactorily, the questions in the 
minds of the governments with which we deal. 
What plans and means do we have to defeat 
what possible Chinese military moves? Does 
China understand what our limits are? Does 
everyone else? Does China, and do others, un-
derstand what our objectives in the Pacific are 
and that our means match our ends? Do we 
have in mind and can we sustain a relation-
ship with Japan that satisfies its concerns? Just 
as Adams left no doubt about where America 
stood, neither should any statesmen today 
leave any doubt in Chinese minds.

A Prayer

As the storm clouds gather in the 
Pacific, America’s shrinking navy has 
allocated $3.5 billion to develop biofu-

els so that it can meet its goal of drawing half 
its energy from renewable sources by the year 
2020. That is because the current administra-
tion deems what it calls “anthropogenic cli-
mate change” to be the most serious problem 
the country faces.

As the self-declared Islamic State—Sad-
dam Hussein’s security cadre leading Wahabi 
faithful from around the globe—beheads 
Americans in what used to be Syria and Iraq 
and invites others to imitate it, America’s 
president trumpets his intention to “destroy” 
it while the U.S. armed forces carry out an 
average of six air sorties per day against it de-
stroying mostly empty buildings.

As Russia’s regular forces drop pretenses 
of being Ukrainian dissidents and run over a 
Ukrainian army that the United States had 
persuaded to give up its nuclear weapons in 
exchange for a guarantee of security, the U.S. 
government’s assistance to Ukraine consists 
of “non-lethal equipment” featuring our army’s 
disgusting MREs, “meals ready to eat.” At least 
it might have treated the beleaguered Ukrai-
nian military to rations from France or Italy.

To restore respect and secure peace, Amer-
ica would have to be governed very differently 
from the way it has been for a long time. Let 
us pray that God may “Stand beside her and 
guide her / Through the night with a light 
from above.” 

 
Angelo M. Codevilla is a senior fellow of the 
Claremont Institute, professor emeritus of In-
ternational Relations at Boston University, and 
the author, most recently, of To Make and Keep 
Peace: Among Ourselves and with All Na-
tions (Hoover Institution Press).
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Book Review by Christopher Caldwell

Twilight of Democracy
Political Order and Political Decay: From the Industrial Revolution to the Globalization of Democracy, by Francis Fukuyama.

Farrar, Straus, & Giroux, 672 pages, $35

A senior fellow at stanford uni-
versity’s Freeman Spogli Institute for 
International Studies, Francis Fuku-

yama has lately been speaking ill of democ-
racy to readers unused to hearing it spoken 
ill of. Fukuyama’s gift is a mix of radicalism 
and common sense. He has always been early 
to spot the logic behind big social and politi-
cal transformations. Even before the Berlin 
Wall fell in 1989, he wrote a widely cited essay, 
“The End of History?” that cast the difficulties 
of the Soviet empire as portending an inter-
national triumph of liberal democracy. Al-
though others had described the West’s exit 
from industrial-age culture, it was Fukuyama 
who gave the first convincing description, in 
The Great Disruption (1999) and Our Posthu-
man Future (2002), of the information-age 
culture we were migrating into. 

Fukuyama has been modest about his lat-
est project, a two-volume survey of political 
regimes, which opened with The Origins of 
Political Order (reviewed by Stanley Kurtz in 
the Fall 2011 CRB) and now concludes with 

Political Order and Political Decay. It began as 
a mere update of his mentor Samuel Hun-
tington’s Political Order in Changing Societies 
(1968), but it has grown into something more 
ambitious and original. Fukuyama’s first vol-
ume opened with China’s mandarin bureau-
cracy rather than the democracy of ancient 
Athens, shifting the methods of political sci-
ence away from specifically Western intel-
lectual genealogies and towards anthropol-
ogy. Nepotism and favor-swapping are man’s 
basic political motivations, as Fukuyama 
sees it. Disciplining those impulses leads to 
effective government, but “repatrimonializa-
tion”—the capture of government by private 
interests—threatens whenever vigilance is 
relaxed. Fukuyama’s new volume, which de-
scribes political order since the French Revo-
lution, extends his thinking on repatrimo-
nialization, from the undermining of meri-
tocratic bureaucracy in Han China through 
the sale of offices under France’s Henri IV 
to the looting of foreign aid in post-colonial 
Zaire. Fukuyama is convinced that the Unit-

ed States is on a similar path of institutional 
decay. 

He asks the reader to review 
the arguments against democracy 
commonly made in the 19th cen-

tury, “since a number of them remain salient 
even if few people are willing to articulate 
them openly today.” That goes for Fukuyama 
himself. His argument runs through the bor-
derlands separating political philosophy from 
political science. Political philosophy asks 
which government is best for man. Political 
science asks which government is best for 
government. It is sometimes difficult to tell 
which discipline Fukuyama is practicing. His 
criticisms of democracy can sound mumbled 
and esoteric.

Political decline, Fukuyama insists, is not 
the same thing as civilizational collapse. As 
a political philosopher, he is attached to de-
mocracy, acknowledging that “[t]he right to 
participate politically grants recognition to 
the moral personhood of the citizen.” But as 
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a political scientist, he sees “an inherent ten-
sion between democracy and what we now 
call ‘good governance.’” Where a political 
philosopher might deplore bureaucracy in-
sofar as it is “unaccountable,” Fukuyama the 
political scientist reveres it to the extent it is 

“autonomous.” He notes the consistently high 
standards of Germany’s officials since Otto 
von Bismarck’s chancellorship, regardless 
of whether the government they served was 
peaceful or belligerent. (Even the Nazis had 
a progressive side, passing in 1933 a Law for 
the Reestablishment of a Career Civil Ser-
vice.) Fukuyama is not the first to remark that 
wars can spur government efficiency—even if 
front-line soldiers are the last to benefit from 
it. China’s “Warring States” period in the 5th 
century B.C. provided the impetus for its bu-
reaucratic achievements. The munificent wel-
fare states of postwar Europe rest, Fukuyama 
believes, on the continent’s “extraordinarily 
high level of violence” between the French 
Revolution and World War II.

Relative to the smooth-running systems 
of northwestern Europe, American bureau-
cracy has been a dud, riddled with corruption 
from the start and resistant to reform. Patron-
age—favors for individual cronies and sup-
porters—has thrived. In the late 19th century, 
up to seven eighths of junior postmaster jobs 
changed hands with every new administration. 
Even today, the number of positions staffed on 
political rather than professional grounds (in-
cluding most of our most important ambassa-
dorships) vastly exceeds that in Europe. Under 
President Andrew Jackson, the U.S. pioneered 
modern clientelism, which Fukuyama distin-
guishes from patronage by its mass character 
and its tight link to vote-soliciting. Clientelism 
is an ambiguous phenomenon: it is bread and 
circuses, it is race politics, it is doing favors for 
special classes of people. Fukuyama notes, for 
instance, that since the wars in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan wound down, “half of all new en-
trants to the federal workforce have been vet-
erans.” Clientelism is both more democratic 
and more systemically corrupting than the 
occasional nepotistic appointment. 

Fukuyama has an explanation for 
why modern mass liberal democracy 
has developed on clientelistic lines in 

the U.S. and meritocratic ones in Europe. 
The United States was born as a democratic 
country. Its institutions grew out of horse-
trading. In Europe, democracy, when it came, 
had to adapt itself to longstanding pre-dem-
ocratic institutions, and to governing elites 
that insisted on established codes and habits. 
Where strong states precede democracy (as in 
Germany), bureaucracies are efficient and un-

corrupt. Where democracy precedes strong 
states (as in the United States but also Greece 
and Italy), government can be viewed by the 
public as a piñata.

This is an elegant argument, but it relies on 
stereotypes and Fukuyama rides his evidence 
hard. Italy’s state and political culture are 
much stronger and more efficient than the na-
tional sprezzatura (nonchalance) would make 
them appear. Greece has indeed been corrupt 
throughout its modern history. As Fuku-
yama notes, in the 1870s it had seven times as 
many civil servants per capita as Britain. But 
the main source of its present-day corruption 
is the common European currency, the euro, 
membership in which gave Greece access to 
Germany’s credit line. This was a policy de-
signed in Paris, Berlin, and Brussels, not in 
Athens. Fukuyama is right that Britain’s 19th-
century Whigs had an easier time reforming 
the state than America’s 20th-century pro-
gressives, noting that “reform of the British 
public sector took place before expansion of 
the franchise.” But what was reformed before 

is a 200-page section on “foreign institu-
tions,” sketching the colonial and post-colo-
nial fates of Nigeria, Tanganyika, Indonesia, 
and other places. Among American politi-
cal scientists, Fukuyama is unusually free of 
political correctness. But there is something 
pro forma about his focus on these marginal 
political cultures. Though skeptical that the 

“legacy of colonialism” is an excuse for Third 
World ills, he winds up falling back on it 
nonetheless.

Fukuyama attributes Latin America’s 
difficulty in building solid institutions to a 

“‘birth defect’ of inequality” inherited from 
Spain. You would almost forget that Spain 
was sophisticated, energetic, and inventive 
enough to impose its language and culture on 
a quarter of the known world. In discussing 
Latin America, Fukuyama makes some char-
acteristically bold arguments: the collapse of 
Central American and Andean Indian cul-
tures on the eve of the Spaniards’ arrival, as 
well as the ease with which explorer Hernán 
Cortés enlisted local allies willing to make 
him master of Mexico, suggest that “neither 
[Indian] civilization was nearly as institution-
alized as it appeared.” He also points to the 
rarity of inter-state warfare in Latin America 
as a cultural achievement, albeit one that may 
have rendered the region’s governments com-
placent and slack. In general, Spain’s culture 
is blamed for having eradicated “virtually any 
institutional trace of the dense pre-Columbi-
an state structures that preceded them.”

Fukuyama also faults the colonizers of 
Africa, but for the opposite misdeed—an 
insufficient imposition of their own culture. 

“[S]overeignty was handed to the Nigerians 
on a platter by the British,” he writes. That 
would have been fine if there had been any 
British institutions left to build on, but there 
were not, and democracy was inadequate to 
the task of building them. Fukuyama notes 
that Nigerian corruption blossomed and 
Congolese mining output withered even 
though Africa overall was “more democratic 
than East Asia in the period between 1960 
and 2000.” 

What distinguishes once-col-
onized Vietnam and China and 
uncolonized Japan and Korea 

from these Third World basket cases is 
that the East Asian lands “all possess com-
petent, high-capacity states,” in contrast to 
sub-Saharan Africa, which “did not possess 
strong state-level institutions.” One suspects 
that this discussion of states is a euphemis-
tic way of discussing societies. Either way, it 
is strength and competence, not any ethical 
or ideological orientation, that Fukuyama 

the great Reform bills was more Britain’s colo-
nial administration than its metropolitan core. 

Given America’s relative failure at build-
ing competent political institutions at home, it 
would be foolish to expect more success abroad. 
Fukuyama contrasts the painstaking Japanese 
development of Taiwan a century ago with the 
mess that the U.S. Congress, “eager to impose 
American models of government on a society 
they only dimly understood,” was then making 
of the Philippines. It is not surprising that Fu-
kuyama was one of the most eloquent conser-
vative critics of the U.S. invasion of Iraq from 
the very beginning. This led him into public ar-
guments with several of his former Cold War 
allies. He won them handily.

Political order and political     
Decay is a bold argument disguised as 
a boring taxonomy of political forms. 

For much of the book, alas, the disguise is 
effective. Between Fukuyama’s opening dis-
cussion of post-Enlightenment governments 
and his concluding arguments about whether 
they are undergoing decadence and collapse 

Fukuyama is an optimist 
about what a unified
country can do, but a

realist about the sacrifice
it requires.
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deems most important. He points out on 
many occasions, as he did in his first volume, 
that China—whether ancient, Maoist, or 
contemporary—has always lacked the “rule 
of law,” by which he means a law that is bind-
ing on rulers. Fukuyama leaves unclear where 
the strength of the state is supposed to come 
from, if not from law, but cultural failure and 
backward government are fatefully bound 
together: “While it may in some theoretical 
sense be possible for a country like Sierra 
Leone or Afghanistan to turn itself into an 
industrial powerhouse like South Korea 
through appropriate investment,” Fukuyama 
writes, “these countries’ lack of strong insti-
tutions forecloses this option for all practical 
purposes.”

By focusing in his first volume on ancient 
Chinese and Indian (and, later, Ottoman) in-
stitutions, Fukuyama provided a foil for the 
line of descent that led from ancient Greece 
and Rome to modern Europe and America, 
highlighting magnificently what is universal 
about our institutions and what contingent. 
This new volume’s forays into non-Western 
societies are less enlightening—partly be-
cause these societies are not altogether non-
Western. The governing systems of most post-
colonial states are knock-offs from the West, 
not alternatives to it. The chapters come in 
arbitrary order and are of exactly the wrong 

length—long enough to befuddle you with 
statistics, dates, and fun facts about dozens 
of different Third World regimes but not long 
enough to leave you feeling you’ve tapped into 
any profound insight about their governments. 
Too often in these sections, the author’s clear 
prose is at the service of vague subject matter. 
Abstractions beget abstractions, as in: “Part 
of the story of the Third Wave of democrati-
zations in Europe and Latin America has to 
do with the reinterpretation of Catholic doc-
trine after Vatican II.” (Which part? “Has to 
do” how?) He writes sentences that manage 
to unsay themselves: “If anyone needs further 
convincing that geography, climate, and pop-
ulation influence but do not finally determine 
contemporary development outcomes, con-
sider Argentina.”

And yet Fukuyama’s detour into the de-
veloping world allows him to make a com-
monsensical point that has been shrouded in 
taboos for a generation: politics is a matter 
of shared purpose. To this extent, while “di-
versity” can be a source of strength, it is more 
often a source of dissension and weakness. 
The tribal cast that U.S. clientelism has taken 
on in the age of affirmative action is a subject 
few academic political scientists will touch 
with a stick. This includes the generally bold 
Fukuyama, who will say only that “ethnicity 
serves as a credible indication that a particular 

political boss will deliver the goods to a tar-
geted audience.” But Kenya, for instance, is far 
enough away to permit him to be much more 
specific: “Today, one of the main functions of 
ethnic identity is to act as a signaling device 
in the clientelistic division of state resources,” 
he writes. “[I]f you are a Kikuyu and can elect 
a Kikuyu president, you are much more likely 
to be favored with government jobs, public 
works projects, and the like.” 

Fukuyama does not think ethnic 
homogeneity is a prerequisite for suc-
cessful politics, although he notes that 

it “enhanced” the prospects for state-building 
in China, Japan, Vietnam, and Korea, and 
had something to do with the development 
of certain non-Asian countries such as Costa 
Rica and Argentina. What he does insist on 
is that strong states need a cultural and po-
litical consensus if they are not to descend 
into the graft and pilfering that character-
ize such tribalized societies as Nigeria and 
Kenya. His shining example is the project of 
nation-building that Sukarno undertook in 
mid-20th-century Indonesia, uniting a vast, 
ethnically diverse archipelago behind Bahasa 
Indonesia as a lingua franca and anti-Com-
munism as a state ideology. He sees a simi-
lar pattern in the Tanzania of Julius Nyerere 
after the mid-1960s, united linguistically by 
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they see behind the anti-democratic idea, in-
troduced with Brown v. Board of Education 
(1954), that a crusading Supreme Court can 
be an instrument of governmental reform. 

“So familiar is this heroic narrative to Ameri-
cans,” he writes, “that they are seldom aware of 
how peculiar their approach to social change 
is.” Readers who remember the Cold War are 
bound to agree: the almost daily insistence of 
courts that they are liberating people by re-
moving discretion from them gives American 
society a Soviet cast. 

“[T]he two components of liberal democra-
cy—liberal rule of law and mass political par-
ticipation—are separable political goals,” Fu-
kuyama writes. In the end, whether you have a 
streamlined European bureaucracy of the sort 
he admires or a clientelistic U.S.-style welfare 
state depends on whether you think it more 
important that liberal democracies be liberal 
or democratic. Until late in the 20th century, 
the American priority was unambiguously 
democracy. Fukuyama notes how, during the 
Cold War, U.S. foreign policymakers “would 
support a corrupt and clientelistic conserva-
tive party [abroad] over a cleaner left-wing one.” 
The same priorities prevailed at home. That 
changed with the emergence, in the middle of 
the 20th century, of legal and regulatory elites.

 

Fukuyama’s sympathies lie more than 
they used to with those who back the 
liberal part of liberal democracy, not the 

democratic part. “Effective modern states,” he 
writes, “are built around technical expertise, 
competence, and autonomy.” But he has some 
sympathy for the Tea Party and those Europe-
an anti-immigration parties that lay the stress 
on the democratic part of liberal democracy. 

“[I]n many ways they are correct,” he writes, at 
least in their claim to have been locked out of 
policy-making by a conniving elite. Populist 
demands for democratic control of bureaucra-
cies can look like “repatrimonialization,” but 
they are just as often self-defense. 

High-handed bureaucrats and rabble-rous-
ing populists are not separable threats to a po-
litical order. They are in a dialectical relation-
ship. In the old days, roughly speaking, the 
Right was thought to stand for liberty and the 
Left for leveling. In the mind of today’s public, 
perhaps the Right stands for populism and 
the Left for administration. Each side wrong-
ly thinks it can do without the other. Francis 
Fukuyama’s view is subtler, truer, and more 
depressing: the failing democracy in which 
we live is the system that, over the years, our 
thriving democracy chose.

Christopher Caldwell is a senior editor at the 
Weekly Standard.

Swahili and ideologically by Ujamaa social-
ism. Fukuyama is an optimist about what a 
unified country can do, but a realist about the 
sacrifice it requires. “Any idea of a nation in-
evitably implies the conversion or exclusion of 
individuals deemed to be outside its bound-
aries,” he writes, “and if they don’t want to do 
this peacefully, they have to be coerced.”

Four hundred pages into the book, Fuku-
yama returns to the Western tradition, to its 
evolution in the past generation, and to the 
question of whether democracy has a future 
in it. In his view the United States “suffers 
from the problem of political decay in a more 
acute form than other democratic political 
systems.” It has kept the peace in a stagnant 
economy only by dragooning women into the 
workplace and showering the working and 
middle classes with credit. (He uses milder 
language.) 

His explanation of what went 
wrong is that of a late 20th-century 
conservative who, perhaps chas-

tened by lost wars and financial crises, has 
begun the best kind of root-and-branch reex-
amination of his principles. He believes that 
public-sector unions have colluded with the 
Democratic Party to make government em-
ployment more rewarding for those who do 
it and less responsive to the public at large. 
In this sense, government is too big. But he 
also believes that cutting taxes on the rich in 
hopes of spurring economic growth has been 
a fool’s errand, and that the beneficiaries of 
deregulation, financial and otherwise, have 
grown to the point where they have escaped 
bureaucratic control altogether. In this sense, 
government is not big enough. 

Washington, as Fukuyama sees it, is a patch-
work of impotence and omnipotence—effec-
tive where it insists on its prerogatives, ineffec-
tive where it has been bought out. He sees the 
Federal Reserve, Centers for Disease Control, 
and National Security Agency as parts of the 
government that are streamlined and potent. 
By contrast, he cites the Dodd-Frank financial 
act of 2010 as a regulation designed to be inef-
fective, in collusion with those it purported to 
regulate. In our time, government is—as peo-
ple used to say of the Germans—either at your 
feet or at your throat.

The unpredictable results of democratic 
oversight have led Americans to seek guidance 
in exactly the wrong place: the courts, which 
have both exceeded and misinterpreted their 
constitutional responsibilities. “The courts, 
instead of being constraints on government, 
have become alternative instruments for the 
expansion of government,” Fukuyama writes. 
He worries about the logic Americans think 
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Book Review by Michael M. Uhlmann

Appointed Tyrants
Is Administrative Law Unlawful?, by Philip Hamburger.

University of Chicago Press, 648 pages, $55

Philip hamburger, the maurice  
and Hilda Friedman Professor at 
Columbia Law School, is a master 

surveyor of legal history who clearly likes 
to rummage about in old English and early 
American legal vaults. His interest is not 
merely antiquarian but didactic, and when 
that disposition marries his well-developed 
wariness of academic fashion, the results 
can be powerfully instructive. His first book, 
Separation of Church and State (2002), for 
example, challenged the prevalent secular-
ist bias concerning the First Amendment, 
which has effectively driven religion from 
the public square. After sifting through 
previously un- or under-examined archival 
evidence (including materials confirming the 
persistent influence of anti-Catholic preju-
dice), Hamburger found the secularist dis-
pensation to be historically weak, constitu-
tionally contrived, and injurious to religious 
freedom. Honest scholars and lawyers writ-
ing about the subject henceforth will find it 
difficult to ignore his arguments. Professor 
Stanley Katz of Princeton, one of the na-

tion’s most honored legal historians, rightly 
hailed Separation of Church and State as “the 
best and most important book ever written 
on the subject.” 

Undaunted by high praise, Hamburger de-
livered a second major work a few years later 
with Law and Judicial Duty (2008), a learned 
700-page commentary on Anglo-Ameri-
can judicial customs from medieval times 
through the late 18th century. Once again, 
he patiently unearthed important evidence 
that had previously escaped scholarly atten-
tion and, by so doing, cast new light on a well-
worn subject. Though Americans are prone 
to think of judicial review as an invention 
that more or less began in 1803 with Chief 
Justice John Marshall, Hamburger showed 
that long before William Marbury filed his 
famous complaint, judges believed their 
oaths obliged them to restrain, as best they 
could, official action that contravened the 
law of the land. R. Kent Newmyer, another 
much-honored legal historian and a close stu-
dent of both John Marshall and Joseph Story, 
predicted that Law and Judicial Duty would 

“reshape the scholarly debate about the ori-
gins and nature of judicial review.” 

We shall find out in due course 
whether the same will be said of 
Hamburger’s new book, Is Admin-

istrative Law Unlawful? In the meantime, pub-
lication of his third major work in twelve years 
affirms his status as the nation’s most stimu-
lating—and most prolific—legal historian. 
The new volume is broader in focus than his 
earlier ones but, like them, deeply researched 
and well written. It is also the author’s most 
ambitious, even daring, work, for not only 
does it question important features of admin-
istrative law; it challenges (as the title suggests) 
their very legality. This frontal assault on the 
citadel of the administrative state is obviously 
not calculated to win friends in those academ-
ic and governmental precincts where the idylls 
of the administrative state are commonly sung. 
But Hamburger isn’t interested in making 
friends; he wants to start an argument. 

At the risk of undue abridgement, here is 
what troubles Professor Hamburger. Where-
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as the Constitution celebrated and took elab-
orate pains to establish government at once 
limited in scope and republican in form, the 
overwhelming majority of the laws that now 
govern the nation consist of administrative 
edicts promulgated by officials who evince 
little interest in limited government and are 
neither chosen by, nor easily controlled by, 
their fellow citizens. 

How this dramatic alteration came to 
pass has occasioned a sizable and unusually 
thoughtful literature in recent years. Those 
schooled in the ideas and institutions of the 
American political tradition have focused on 
the intellectual rebellion against the found-
ing principles that began in the late 19th cen-
tury and came to dominate the politics of the 
Progressive and New Deal eras. Here, the 
contributions of Ronald Pestritto, Thom-
as West, John Marini, and Charles Kesler 
come most immediately to mind. A second 
group of legal scholars has focused on spe-
cific constitutional doctrines that mark the 
change from the founders’ regime to the new 
administrative order. Here, the critiques of 
Gary Lawson, Richard Epstein, and David 
Schoenbrod have received prominent atten-
tion. Hamburger’s book complements these 
contributions in diverse ways, while bringing 
something new and uniquely valuable to the 
literature—his intimate knowledge of Eng-
lish constitutional development, in particu-
lar the struggle against prerogative. His new 
book is a veritable cornucopia of fresh and 
significant insights that will greatly enrich 
the existing literature.

It should be said at once that is ad-
ministrative Law Unlawful? is a work of 
encyclopedic breadth and erudition, con-

firming that its author is equally comfortable 
with grand themes and matters of granular 
detail. While the United States remains the 
book’s primary focus, Hamburger moves 
seamlessly back and forth among relevant 
continental, English, and American legal in-
stitutions and commentaries. He is well ac-
quainted with Woodrow Wilson’s thought, 
but no less so with Tudor statutory enact-
ments. He has new and interesting things 
to say about the development of due process 
in England, and, as well, about the Admin-
istrative Procedure Act in the United States. 
The influence of the German Rechtsstaat on 
American reformers in the 19th century 
seems as familiar to him as the latest per-
mutations of the Supreme Court’s Chevron 
Doctrine (which established deference to an 
administrative agency’s interpretation of a 
statute it administers). 

Is Administrative Law Unlawful? defies 
convenient labeling. It is at once historiog-
raphy, legal treatise, philosophical commen-
tary, and public policy polemic. It almost 
has to be all of these things to accomplish 
Hamburger’s purpose, which is to show that 
administrative law is anything but a routine, 
if somewhat specialized collection of pro-
cedural rules. To the contrary, Hamburger 
argues that administrative law rests on prin-
ciples that are deeply repugnant to constitu-
tionalism and limited government. Once the 
origins and history of those principles are 
examined, he argues, administrative law will 
be seen as the modern institutional equiva-
lent of royal prerogative, i.e., an effort to bind 
subjects by rules that are by definition extra-
legal. The nearly 800-year struggle against 
the prerogative, which fed and was fed in 
turn by the growth of parliamentary insti-
tutions and an independent judiciary, is for 
Hamburger the most noteworthy achieve-
ment of English constitutional history—and 
not least because it inspired the thought and 
work of the American Founders.

His book is in major part an ef-
fort to familiarize (or refamiliar-
ize) readers with the history of that 

struggle and its contemporary significance for 
administrative law. By so doing, Hamburger 
hopes to dispel the notion that administrative 
law is a modern invention, a merely pragmatic 
innovation born of necessity; that the found-
ers’ Constitution, in its preoccupation with 
natural rights, limited government, and the 
separation of powers, was simply incapable 
of addressing the pressing problems of indus-
trial society. 

The creators of modern administrative 
law took pains to promote that notion, and 
their successors have reechoed it ever since; 
indeed, it remains the principal justification 
for abandoning the separation of powers. The 
argument from necessity has produced two 
undesirable consequences: it in effect asserts 
that the Constitution is no longer relevant to 
modern life; and it obscures the ways in which 
administrative law reinstantiates the idea of 
prerogative. On Hamburger’s reckoning, our 
administrative system is not only unwise and 
unwieldy; it is as lawless as its royal anteced-
ents against which the Glorious Revolution 
of 1688 and the American Revolution were 
directed.

His thesis, in a nutshell, comes to this: the 
Constitution contemplates only two kinds of 
edicts that may bind citizens—rules enacted 
by Congress, and orders issued by duly autho-
rized courts. Administrative edicts, by con-

trast, seek to bind citizens by commands that 
are neither legislatively enacted nor judicially 
decreed. They are, strictly speaking, lawless.

That is a stark way of stating what’s wrong 
with administrative rulemaking and adjudica-
tion, and one can almost hear the sputters of 
outrage at Hamburger’s suggestion that ad-
ministrative law is built on a constitutional 
house of sand and, for openers, that Congress 
ought to get back to the business of legislating 
as if it really mattered, instead of empowering 
administrative agencies to do the heavy lift-
ing. (Even in this highly technical era, there 
are any number of ways in which Congress, 
with some relatively minor institutional ad-
justments and additional funding, might once 
again become a fully functioning legislative 
institution.) 

The experts may sputter and congress-
men may shudder at the prospect, but the 
idea may not strike many Americans as in-
herently absurd. There was a time not long 
ago when arguments like Hamburger’s 
would have seemed neither odd nor trivial. 
Such sentiments, atavistic as they sound to 
contemporary ears, were once the common 
coin of the Anglo-American constitutional 
realm, taught in the schools, and repeated 
and praised by learned dons. Historians 
might even have pointed out that the longest 
section of the Declaration of Independence, 
in 27 separate paragraphs, indicts the king 
for abusing his office even as he claimed legal 
authority to do as he did. The Declaration 
in that sense might be said to be the most 
powerful American expression of the prin-
ciple that emerged from the centuries-long 
struggle to subdue prerogative—the same 
principle that is instantiated in the Constitu-
tion’s most important structural feature, the 
separation of powers. 

But that was then, and this is 
now. Most teachers and practitioners 
of administrative law, one suspects, 

will view this old-fashioned constitutional-
ism as hopelessly reactionary if not down-
right perverse. They will in any case consider 
it to be irrelevant. No matter how loudly 
Philip Hamburger and his allies blow their 
trumpets, the critics will say, the walls of the 
administrative state are not going to come 
tumbling down.

Perhaps they are correct, but their opti-
mism may be almost willfully blind to cracks 
that have begun to appear in the foundations. 
Apart from the accelerating growth and cost 
of regulation, which are no longer a marginal 
feature of everyday economic and social life, 
qualitative difficulties of a sort not commonly 
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seen mark the activities of today’s adminis-
trative system. Bloated overstretch exacer-
bated by inadequate oversight from Congress 
and the courts has begun to breed official ar-
rogance, which in turn produces public dis-
trust, indifference, or cynicism. We can see 
signs of all of these things, for example, in the 
politically manipulated legerdemain that has 
become the defining hallmark of the Afford-
able Care Act (ACA). They are also shocking-
ly apparent in the presumption by Internal 
Revenue Service officials that tax regulations 
may be used for political purposes. They may 
also be observed in the government’s hap-
less (and disingenuous?) efforts to stem the 
flow of Central American émigrés across our 
Southern border.

And what is one to make of officials in 
the Veterans Affairs hospital system delib-
erately losing track of patients (in some cases 
allowing them to die) in order to make their 
averages look better? Then there is the presi-
dent’s own Secret Service detail and its pen-
chant for hiring prostitutes while advancing 
overseas presidential trips, which perhaps 
explains why an intruder can make it as far 
as the White House East Room before being 
apprehended. 

It will be said that such stories pro-
vide only random evidence of bureaucratic 
bungling. Perhaps, but they may alterna-

tively be a measure of deep institutional stress, 
perhaps even of potential system failure. The 
bright sunny vision of beneficial government 
regulation that appeared on the Progressive 
horizon early in the 20th century must have 
seemed spectacularly promising when mea-
sured against the regulatory burdens of the 
day. But when the ambit of federal regulatory 
control extends, as it now does, to almost all 
levels of economic activity, it becomes increas-
ingly difficult to keep an administrative sys-
tem trim and tidy, or for that matter free of 
corruption. Though government officials for 
self-interested reasons may not see themselves 
as suffering from bloated expectations, the 
public may have an altogether different view. 
The presumption of expertise, which is the 
sine qua non of the administrative state, goes 
only so far when it has to be spread so thin. A 
public grown complacent by the prospect of 
goodies under the Christmas tree may exhibit 
a very different attitude when Santa doesn’t 
show up as promised. And it may board up 
the chimney if every time Santa shows up, he 
comes with a long list of demands about the 
kind of light bulbs you use in your house or 
the number and kinds of calories your child is 
allowed to consume while at school.

The most noticeable pattern in regulatory 
activity since the 1970s is the shift to what 
is called the new “social regulation.” By that 
is meant rules that cut more deeply into pri-
vate behavior than prior regulatory schemes, 
which for the most part were directed at par-
ticular lines of commercial activity—banking 
and securities, railroads, trucking, aviation, 
radio and television transmissions, etc.—and 
addressed issues of market power, rates, and 
access. The newer modes of regulation are 
much more diffuse in their focus and opera-
tions—environmental matters, employment, 
consumer affairs, civil rights (including mat-
ters of race, gender, and sexual orientation), 
health care, and the like. 

Regulating these kinds of activity neces-
sarily brought more and more citizen behav-
ior within the ambit of government control. A 
public that might be indifferent to (or favor 
imposing) regulatory burdens on, say, Exxon-
Mobil or Blue Cross/Blue Shield may develop 
quite different opinions about the value of 
regulation when the long arm of government 
seeks to control sensitive or previously private 
matters. This may present political problems 
for administrative officials (and for congres-
sional delegators of rulemaking authority) of 
a kind they have not seriously had to contend 
with before. 

The persistent, widespread, and 
increasing unpopularity of the Af-
fordable Care Act may be an indicator 

of public exhaustion with the new regula-
tory paradigm. Despite early enthusiasm for 
health care “reform,” it gradually began to 
dawn on the public that a government plan 
to coordinate health care services all the way 
down, so to speak, is going to have a lot to say 
about when, where, how, and by whom you 
are treated, and for how long. And the gov-
ernment is not always going to say please and 
thank you as it steers citizens into mandated 
health care chutes. Despite repeated promises 
by politicians from the president on down, it 
turns out that large numbers of people will 
not be able to keep their previous health plan 
or doctors. And their new insurance policies 
in all probability will cost them more—con-
siderably more. 

Only time will tell, but it is entirely pos-
sible that with the Affordable Care Act, the 
administrative state may have finally jumped 
the shark. After more than four years into the 
Act’s implementation phase—if such it can 
be called—only skilled experts who are paid 
large sums of money to know such things 
could tell you how many waivers, suspensions, 
postponements, carve-outs, and exceptions 

(not to mention carefully disguised and spe-
cially targeted taxes and subsidies) have been 
necessary just to keep the badly listing ACA 
vessel from sinking altogether. This is pre-
cisely what Hamburger warns against in his 
indictment of prerogative.

Those who remain skeptical might con-
sider one of Hamburger’s examples. He dis-
cusses the 1539 Act of Proclamations enact-
ed by a cowed Parliament at Henry VIII’s in-
sistence. The Act authorized the king to “set 
forth…proclamations, under such penalties 
and pains” as might be thought “necessary 
and requisite” by the king and his council. 
These proclamations “shall be obeyed, ob-
served, and kept as though they were made 
by act of Parliament.” 

The language is a bit gruff by mod-
ern standards, but it nevertheless has 
a contemporary ring to it, does it not? 

Mutatis mutandis, it might have been lifted 
from the text of the Affordable Care Act, the 
Dodd-Frank Act, or any number of other 
major regulatory authorizations enacted by 
Congress in recent years. Philip Hamburger 
is on to something, and it’s a good bet that 
his book will generate precisely the debate 
he hoped for. It couldn’t happen at a more 
propitious time, for there is much at stake. 
As he notes, 

The history of government is largely a 
story of elite power and popular subser-
vience. Americans, however, turned this 
old model upside down. By establishing 
a republican form of government, they 
eventually made themselves masters 
and made their lawmakers their ser-
vants. More than two centuries later, 
the shell of this republican experiment 
remains. Within it, however, another 
government has arisen, in which new 
masters once again assert themselves, 
issuing commands as if they were mem-
bers of a ruling class, and as if the peo-
ple were merely their servants. Self-gov-
ernment thus has given way to a system 
of submission.

Who knows, one of these days a can-
didate for president just might pick up on 
language like that and ask the people to sup-
port a renovation of the administrative state. 
There may be a more receptive audience for 
that proposition than at any other time in 
recent history. 

Michael M. Uhlmann teaches political science at 
Claremont Graduate University.
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Book Review by Rich Lowry

I Feel Your Pain
The Pity Party: A Mean-Spirited Diatribe Against Liberal Compassion, by William Voegeli.

Broadside Books, 320 pages, $26.99

The trump card of liberalism is 
always compassion. Whether it’s in 
a dorm room or on the Senate floor, 

in any debate the presumption is that liber-
als self-evidently care about people and their 
opponents do not. End of discussion.  In his 
new book, William Voegeli subjects liberal 
compassion to a sustained examination that 
exposes its inadequacies, contradictions, per-
versities—and, ultimately, its threat to our 
system of government. 

I don’t need to introduce the author of The 
Pity Party to readers of the Claremont Review 
of Books. His work is invariably acute and 
grounded in a sure-footed understanding of 
the philosophical undercurrents of our poli-
tics. Despite its subtitle, this book is neither 
mean-spirited nor a diatribe; it’s a brilliant in-
tellectual dissection that bristles with insight 
and arresting formulations.

Since compassion is so central to con-
temporary liberalism, The Pity Party is less 
a critique of an aspect of liberalism than of 
liberalism itself—and of our most prized vir-
tue. Compassion, Voegeli notes, “is routinely 
used not just to name a moral virtue, but to 
designate the pinnacle or even the entirety of 
moral excellence.” In his famous 1984 Demo-
cratic convention speech, New York Governor 

Mario Cuomo set out the animating vision of 
liberalism. He said that government should 
be “the idea of family, mutuality, the shar-
ing of benefits and burdens for the good of 
all, feeling one another’s pain, sharing one an-
other’s blessings—reasonably, honestly, fairly, 
without respect to race, or sex, or geography, 
or political affiliation.” President Obama has 
said, less ringingly, that “kindness” accounts 
for all of his political principles. (Voegeli 
comments acidly, “Apparently, all one really 
needs to know about politics can be learned 
in kindergarten.”) 

Voegeli’s examination begins with the 
vacuum left by modernity’s destruction of the 
former “comprehensive shared understand-
ing” of human affairs. By his account, there 
are several ways to fill it. One is totalitarian-
ism, which discredited itself in the horrors of 
the 20th century. Another is the notion of 
self-interest well understood that undergirds 
The Federalist’s political science and informs 
Adam Smith’s economics. But liberals distrust 
the market’s propensity to render selfishness 
benevolent. Their answer is compassion. They 
rely on what they take to be our natural empa-
thy to forge a togetherness. This dispensation 
doesn’t depend on any grand theory, and lib-
erals reject both premodern and totalitarian 

versions of philosophical unity. They notion-
ally reject certainty itself, embracing Judge 
Learned Hand’s belief that “The spirit of lib-
erty is the spirit which is not too sure that it 
is right.”

There is a countervailing tendency, 
though. Liberals, according to Voegeli, 

“want the modern bargain of agreeing to 
disagree, but also keep trying to graft a moral 
and teleological unity onto it.” They envy the 
universality of the great religious faiths, and 
seek their own vague, secular version. “The 
marriage of liberal universalism and liberal 
skepticism,” he writes, “proclaims the broth-
erhood of man while rejecting the fatherhood 
of God.” 

Although it is difficult to recall, there was 
a time when liberal compassion didn’t domi-
nate the Democratic Party. It used to be that 
what Voegeli calls the “Eleanor tendency,” 
after Franklin Roosevelt’s naïvely do-good-
ing First Lady, was checked by a patriotic, 
tough-minded vein within the party.  John 
F. Kennedy represented the high tide of the 

“desentimentalization of liberalism.” His as-
sassination changed everything. Liberalism 
went from appealing to the country’s pride 
to inveighing against its depravity. In 1962, 
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Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., published a col-
lection of essays called The Politics of Hope; 
in 1969, he titled a new collection The Crisis 
of Confidence. 

This is the liberalism we know. It demand-
ed the enactment of a sweeping program to 
save America from itself, and lurched from 
an emphasis on “the helplessness of sufferers” 
in the 1930s, to the further contention that 
they were helpless because of what had been 
done to them. The cultural attributes that lift 
people out of poverty came to be dismissed as 
merely a way to blame the poor for their own 
poverty.

Voegeli subjects all of this to 
withering assault. He makes liberal 
use of the word “bullshit,” elevating it 

to a major concept and featuring it in a chap-
ter heading: “How Liberal Compassion Leads 
to Bullshit.” The word is a little jarring, es-
pecially from a writer as calm and judicious 
as this one, but Voegeli makes a good case 
that it’s exactly right, quoting the philosophy 
professor Harry Frankfurt that the “essence 
of bullshit is not that it is false but that it is 
phony.”

At the core of liberal bullshit is the fact 
that the same people who care so much about 
social programs—don’t seem to care whether 
they work or not. Social programs never end, 
and only extremely rarely are they significant-
ly reformed. Even if programs like Head Start 
are proven to be ineffectual, they are still de-
fended as totems of compassion. The answer 
is always more spending, and more programs, 
regardless of how much government has al-
ready grown.

This gets to the central dynamic of liberal 
compassion. To wit, “the liberals who create, 
perpetuate, defend, and expand social welfare 
programs are devoted to them less because 
they care about helping than because they 
care about caring,” as Voegeli puts it. It is this 
flaw, he writes, that “connects the theory of 
liberalism to the malpractice of liberalism,” to 
its toleration of waste and failure. There may 
be a perverse psychological benefit to the mal-
practice. He quotes the late political philoso-
pher Jean Bethke Elshtain: “Pity is about how 
deeply I can feel. And in order to feel this way, 

to experience the rush of my own pious reac-
tion, I need victims the way an addict needs 
drugs.”  Considering people as victims, and 
encouraging them to consider themselves as 
such, does them no favors. Citing Thomas 
Sowell’s work on the success of Chinese im-
migrants throughout Southeast Asia despite 
persistent discrimination, Voegeli notes that 
there are no examples of “groups that have ac-
quired significant, durable social and econom-
ic advantages by feeling sorry for themselves, 
or by inducing other, more powerful groups to 
feel sorry for and guilty about them.”

Liberals are loath to insist on 
basic cultural norms. Who are we to 
judge, they ask, between a life of indo-

lence and of work, a life of self-discipline and 
of indulgence? It is this attitude that gives 
rise to what George W. Bush aptly called the 
soft bigotry of low expectations. C.S. Lewis 
famously diagnosed the tendency of kindness, 
unmoored from any standards, to exhibit an 

“indifference to its object, and even something 
like contempt of it.” This non-judgmentalism 
applies only to victims, not to those who lib-
erals believe are heartlessly unwilling to help. 
Voegeli borrows the formulation of Harvard’s 
Harvey Mansfield that liberalism is, in es-
sence, an “alliance of experts and victims.” It 
scorns those who resist this alliance—as stu-
pid for not deferring to the experts and as 
unfeeling for not bowing to the needs of the 
victims. The only truly legitimate expression 
of compassion in the liberal mind is govern-
ment programs, which tend to crowd out 
private charity. The United States has much 
more private social welfare spending than 
Western European countries that have more 
fully embraced the welfare state. As Voegeli 
writes, “The sincere, spontaneous reaction to 
suffering, which propels the liberal project, is 
attenuated by the pursuit of that project.” 

How have conservatives responded to lib-
eral compassion? Voegeli devotes his final 
chapter to this question. The compassionate 
conservatism of George W. Bush sought to 
blunt the image of conservatives as heartless, 
with some limited political success (it helped 
make Bush seem less threatening in the 2000 
campaign). But substantively it was a non-

starter. Obviously, social problems have policy 
implications, but that doesn’t mean they have 
policy solutions. The Bush agenda, conse-
quently, was always unclear and smallbore. 

Voegeli himself is partial to the negative 
income tax schemes advanced by Milton 
Freidman and Charles Murray to guarantee 
a certain income to everyone and leave it at 
that. Murray would abolish most major social 
welfare programs. For Voegeli, this approach 
has the advantage of acknowledging that the 
welfare state is inevitable (every modern devel-
oped country has one), while radically simpli-
fying it. It would establish boundaries on the 
state and accentuate the importance of private 
charitable organizations and individual re-
sponsibility. Of course, a negative income tax 
is not going to get marked up by the House 
Ways and Means Committee anytime soon, 
let alone signed by a president.

Voegeli concludes The Pity Party by argu-
ing that the politics of compassion is inherent 
to democracy, with its natural emphasis on 
equality. This doesn’t mean that it is good for 
democracy. The tendencies of liberal compas-
sion are deeply harmful to it. The pity party’s 
impatience for action and willingness to tram-
ple procedural constraints to get it are corro-
sive of our constitutional system. Its programs 
erode the mores upon which self-government 
depends.  Compassion, in short, can’t be the 
basis of a worthy democratic politics. “Much 
more than their empathy,” Voegeli writes of 
the people who govern us, “we require their 
respect—for us; our rights; our capacity and 
responsibility to feel and heal our own damn 
pains without their ministrations; and for 
America’s constitutional checks and limita-
tions, which err on the side of caution and 
republicanism by denying even the most com-
passionate elected official a monarch’s plenary 
powers.”

To wring this out of them is an essentially 
endless project, to which William Voegeli’s 
new book is an invaluable contribution.

Rich Lowry is editor of National Review and 
the author, most recently, of Lincoln Unbound: 
How an Ambitious Young Railsplitter Saved 
the American Dream—and How We Can 
Do It Again (Broadside Books).
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Book Review by Allan H. Meltzer

Too Much Hype Chasing Too Little Wisdom
Capital in the Twenty-First Century, by Thomas Piketty, translated by Arthur Goldhammer.

Belknap Press, 696 pages, $39.95

In capital in the twenty-first century 
Thomas Piketty makes an ambitious argu-
ment about how capitalism doesn’t do what 

we want or expect. A revised edition might 
comment on a more modest idiosyncrasy: his 
daunting book became a bestseller, despite 
asking readers to work through almost 600 
pages of graphs and recondite arguments about 
such topics as “The Ups and Downs of Ricard-
ian Equivalence.” As Capital shot up the charts 
this spring, Amazon informed disappointed 
buyers it had no more bound copies to ship 
them, and the publisher ordered six additional 
printings to meet the unanticipated demand. 
By writing the “big-think book of the moment,” 
the New York Times reported, Piketty has 

“ joined the rare company of the ultraserious big 
thinker whose big idea truly commands the 
public stage.”

An economics professor at France’s School 
for Advanced Studies in Social Sciences, Pik-
etty summarizes Capital ’s argument by con-
tending that

a market economy based on private 
property, if left to itself, contains 
powerful forces of convergence associ-
ated in particular with the diffusion of 
knowledge and skills, but it also con-
tains powerful forces of divergence, 
which are potentially threatening to 
democratic societies and to the val-

ues of social justice on which they are 
based.

Piketty covers some of this material insuf-
ficiently, however. He has very little to say, for 
example, about how the diffusion of knowl-
edge and skills has given workers in the early 
21st century wages 30 times larger than those 
received by their counterparts in the most ad-
vanced economies of the early 19th century. 
And Capital asserts strenuously, but demon-
strates unpersuasively, that “divergence”—a 
growing gap in the economic circumstances 
and market power of the few who are rich 
vis-à-vis the many who are not—is a threat to 
capitalist economies.

First let’s look at the merits. pik-
etty has done a real service to the public 
and the economics profession by col-

lecting and assembling data on income growth 
and distribution over a long period. Many will 
use the data in the future, but we must hope 
that they recognize, as Piketty does repeat-
edly, that the data are very crude. Also, Pik-
etty reminds us that economics alone does 
not determine our future. Like Adam Smith, 
Friedrich Engels, and other early inquirers, he 
places economics among other social sciences, 
explaining candidly that the data are so rough 
partly because the concepts they measure 
sprawl across more than one science. 

His use of, as opposed to his presentation 
of, this data is far more problematic. Piketty 
draws on many available sources of informa-
tion, but some of these change considerably 
over time, and others are very limited as to 
what they reveal and what they don’t address 
at all. How much can we really learn about the 
distribution of income in the century or more 
before there was an income tax? What’s more, 
there were many years in which the income 
tax applied to only a small part of the popula-
tion. And, of course, when tax laws changed, 
so did the income reported on tax forms.

Wealth data have the same problems, along 
with others unique to that economic category. 
How does anyone know the valuation over 
time of privately held assets? Who values the 
old masters, for example, some of which are 
held by families for generations? And how do 
we get a time series or a decadal estimate of 
owner-operated businesses? Can anyone hope 
to adjust the data for the changing rules about 
tax rates and inter vivos gifts? How does Pik-
etty assign the market value of pension funds 
and health plans? These are just a few of the 
questions that invite skepticism, especially 
about his wealth distributions.

I do not doubt that the distribution of 
wealth is highly skewed, but it becomes less 
skewed if it includes Social Security and pri-
vate pension wealth. Piketty excludes them. 
Most of the saving in advanced economies is 
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done by people with high incomes. Piketty 
never makes a clear statement of the evidence 
showing that the wealth distribution in capi-
talist countries poses a large social cost, al-
though he clearly believes that. There is no 
doubt that he desires greater equality, but 
there is no analysis of the trade-offs involved 
in creating or being a more egalitarian society.

More serious, i believe, is his de-
cision to discuss the spread in the 
distribution of income using pre-

tax income data, leaving out the effect of re-
distributive transfer programs. Table 1 shows 
the consequences. By 2010, the after-tax and 
transfers share received by the highest 1% 
of earners was back close to where it was in 
1989. And for the lowest quintile, the share 
was between the 1979 and 1989 shares. Fur-
ther, Piketty never discusses the large changes 
in people’s position over time from bottom to 
top and top to bottom within the income dis-
tribution. Positions are not frozen: most peo-
ple occupy more than one quintile of the in-
come distribution over the course of a lifetime. 
We might hope for even greater mobility; but 
first we must explain what we see. 

Economists learn early that consump-
tion, not income before taxes and transfers, 
is a main concern of consumers. Present and 
future consumption depend on the after-tax 
and transfers share, called disposable income. 
I cannot think of a valid reason for using in-
come before taxes and transfers in all Piketty’s 
calculations. He is wrong, and it is misleading.

Inheritance is one of Piketty’s main con-
cerns. He quotes frequently from Balzac’s nov-
els about the problem of heirs living idle lives as 
rentiers. But how real is this now? The Rock-
efeller, Mellon, Morgan, and other fortunes of 
the turn of the century went not to perpetu-
ate family wealth but to expand and upgrade 
the National Gallery of Art, the Metropolitan 
Museum, and other famous institutions like 
the Metropolitan Opera. Then there are col-
leges and universities, and art museums and 
other cultural institutions around the coun-
try. Bill Gates and Warren Buffett have given 
much of their wealth to charitable foundations, 
encouraging others around the world to do the 
same. If that doesn’t happen in Piketty’s native 
France, perhaps the problem is that the incen-
tives for donating are wrong. Piketty points out 
that the annual inheritance in France is about 
2.5% of total private wealth…but never makes 
clear why this is a cause for alarm. 

Piketty is not a complete Marxist. He 
shows, for example, that Marx’s claim about 
capital satiation (excessive capital stock) is 
unlikely to be true. But he makes the same 
two major errors that Marx made. First, he 

focuses almost entirely on capital and income 
from capital. His major point is that the re-
turn earned by capital has been about 5% for 
much of recorded history. If so, it is almost 
always above the growth rate of income, caus-
ing capital to accumulate over time. Like 
Marx, he believes the rentier capitalists will 
gobble up more of the slowly growing income 
as the income distribution shifts ineluctably 
in their favor. “The central thesis of this book,” 
Piketty writes, “is precisely that an apparently 
small gap between the return on capital and 
the rate of growth can in the long run have 
powerful and destabilizing effects on the 
structure and dynamics of social inequality.”

ers, accountants, engineers, lawyers, doctors, 
and scientists. 

The second Marxian error that Piketty re-
peats is neglect of voting as a means of setting 
the tax rate. The United States, the United 
Kingdom, and Sweden had marginal tax rates 
at 90% or higher for many years. Voters chose 
to reduce those rates because they collected 
little revenue and reduced investment and 
growth. Piketty urges a return to the very 
high marginal rates, less to raise revenue for 
the government, the obvious purpose of a tax 
system, than to express disapproval of the 
people with the highest incomes. The fact that 
France has a higher marginal tax rate than 
Germany and other countries helps to explain 
why its economy has remained stagnant for a 
decade. Ambitious young French men and 
women have moved to London, Frankfurt, 
and Berlin, where opportunities are greater 
and the future seems brighter.

Much of the most productive capital in 
the 21st century is so-called human capital, 
the skills honed by advanced education or by 
practice. Piketty recognizes human capital 
when he writes: “All of these countries [Japan, 
South Korea, Taiwan, and China] themselves 
financed the necessary investments in physi-
cal capital and, even more, in human capital, 
which the latest research holds to be the key 
to long-term growth.” This seems to con-
tradict his main theme: it isn’t income from 
capital but from educated labor that provides 
incentives for growth. It becomes a major de-
terminant of the spread between top and bot-
tom in the distribution of income.

Most analyses propose improved educa-
tional opportunities as a means of spurring 
growth and benefitting the disadvantaged. 
I would add the desirability of greatly in-
creased on-the-job training, both at work and 
in vocational schools. Piketty doesn’t men-
tion education or training. He prefers much 
higher marginal income tax rates and a uni-
versal wealth tax.

Friedrich hayek saw the problem 
very differently. Instead of a growing 
rentier class that shoved its way ever up-

ward, he said that the luxuries of today become 
tomorrow’s necessities. In 1955 economist Si-
mon Kuznets described, on the basis of data 
about the distribution and growth of income, 
the “Kuznets Curve”: Unskilled workers enter 
the labor force, earning low wages but acquir-
ing skills. At first the low wage and increas-
ing profits widen the income distribution. As 
workers’ productivity increases, so does their 
income, causing the spread in the income 
distribution to narrow. That describes the 
United States in the 19th and 20th centuries, 

Table 1
Selected Income Shares, 1979–2010

Before Tax (%) Year
                          1979     1989    2007     2010
Lowest 20% 6.2 4.9 4.8 5.1

Middle 20% 15.8 15.0 13.4 14.2

Highest 20% 44.9 49.3 54.6 51.9

Highest 1% 8.9 12.2 18.7 14.9

After Tax (%)  Year
                          1979     1989    2007     2010
Lowest 20% 7.4 5.7 5.6 6.2

Middle 20% 16.5 15.7 14.3 15.4

Highest 20% 42.0 47.3 51.4 48.1

Highest 1% 7.4 11.8 16.7 12.8

Source: Congressional Budget Office (2014)

Piketty never asks why the sup-
posed crisis of capitalism has not hap-
pened anywhere in the past 200 years. 

The ratio of capital to income, his main con-
cern, has equaled its current levels in the past. 
Since it did not continue to rise then, there 
is good reason to believe it will not continue 
to rise now. In the United States and the ad-
vanced economies of Europe, investment is 
relatively low. Instead of the immiseration 
of the working class, which Marx predicted, 
workers’ incomes rose and the distribution of 
income narrowed as capitalism brought ris-
ing productivity, increased skills, and higher 
incomes for middle-class workers. People 
saved, using some of their newly acquired 
wealth to educate their children to be teach-
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and the experience of Korean, Cuban, and 
other immigrants to America recently. And it 
broadly describes the experience of many oth-
er countries including, most recently, China. 
There, labor has moved from farm to factory, 
becoming more productive overall, but mark-
edly more productive in some cases and only 
marginally more productive in others. 

Piketty cites Kuznets’s work but dismisses 
it as overly optimistic, expressing a prefer-
ence for Marx’s pessimism despite producing 
no evidence (because there is none) that pro-
ducer capital (as opposed to human capital) 
has greatly increased. Most of Piketty’s charts 
show that real estate wealth has grown rap-
idly. Surely, however, most of the increase in 
real estate assets results from the increase in 
labor income that spread home ownership far 
down the income distribution. We learn that 
French data offer no evidence of a rising share 
of income going to owners of capital, the de-
spised rentiers.

The reader who relied entirely on Capital 
in the Twenty-First Century would never know 
that democratic capitalism is the only system 
humans have developed that maintains both 
growth in living standards and freedom for 
individuals. Because it is a human institution, 

it is imperfect. Libraries are full of books pro-
posing improvements, some practical, others 
utopian. Except in periods of crisis, voters re-
ject most of these changes. Ordinary citizens, 
that is, seem to understand what Piketty and 
his admirers do not: democratic capitalism 
deserves to be judged on the basis of wheth-
er it is the best system available, not the best 
imaginable.

It is impossible, as a consequence, not 
to despair about the praise scores of re-
viewers have heaped on this wordy, repeti-

tious book. One Nobel laureate in economics, 
Paul Krugman, praised Capital as “a magnifi-
cent, sweeping meditation” that “integrates 
economic growth, the distribution of income 
between capital and labor, and the distribution 
of wealth and income among individuals into 
a single frame.” A second, Robert M. Solow, 
titled his review, “Thomas Piketty Is Right,” 
and called the book a “new and powerful con-
tribution.” Joseph Stiglitz, yet another winner 
of the Nobel prize in economics, wrote that 
Capital “lends further weight to the already 
overwhelming body of evidence concerning 
the soaring share of income and wealth at the 
very top” and “raises fundamental issues con-

cerning both economic theory and the future 
of capitalism.” Branko Milanovic, formerly a 
senior economist at the World Bank, praised 
Piketty: “we are in the presence of one of the 
watershed books in economic thinking.”

To read these encomiums is puzzling, and 
then troubling. For the past two generations 
economists taught their students to derive 
policy recommendations from formal models 
that account most successfully for the relevant 
evidence. Surprisingly, they now endorse Pik-
etty, who resorts to stories from 19th-century 
French and English literature time and again 
at points in his argument when evidence is 
required but never provided. Why do they 
lavishly praise a book that makes no effort to 
meet this most basic standard? Has the aca-
demic profession become so politicized that it 
praises a bad book because the author strong-
ly favors more and much greater income re-
distribution? The self-satisfied “reality-based 
community” is all too ready to inhabit a con-
genial fantasy.

Allan H. Meltzer is the Allan Meltzer Univer-
sity Professor of Political Economy at Carnegie 
Mellon University and a Distinguished Visiting 
Fellow at the Hoover Institution.
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 Essay by Algis Valiunas

Orwell in the Orwellian Century

The surest sign that a writer has 
made his mark is the adoption of his 
surname in common parlance as an ad-

jective immediately significant even to those 
who barely know his work, or merely know of 
it. Dickensian, Tolstoyan, Proustian, Joycean: 
this shorthand suffices. These names are inte-
gral parts of the culture.

And then of course there is, more promi-
nent than the rest, the word Orwellian, which 
pertains not only to the author’s imagined 
world but to a political reality that matches his 
fictional description. It is really for one book, 
or just the title of one book, that George Or-
well is world-renowned: Nineteen Eighty-Four, 
a work of terrifying genius, which depicts the 
worst of all possible worlds, its evil strictly of 
human devising, the consummation of the 
surpassingly inhuman political passions that 
marked Orwell’s time and place. 

In 2007 the readership of the Guardian, 
the flagship daily paper of the English Left, 
voted Orwell’s masterpiece “the defining nov-
el of the 20th century.” Anyone familiar with 
the type knows that here 1984 tends to mean 
Abu Ghraib rather than Kolyma, NSA com-

puters rather than psychiatric prisons. And 
the invaluable Anthony Burgess, in the pre-
amble to his novel 1985, observes, “American 
college students have said, ‘Like 1984, man,’ 
when asked not to smoke pot in the classroom 
or advised gently to do a little reading.”

Thus the Orwellian century has been de-
fined largely by persons who know precious 
little of Orwell. But to many of those who 
know rather more of him—the other novels, 
the travels through the working class bad-
lands, his memoir of the Spanish Civil War, 
literary criticism with a sociological edge, and 
running commentary on the events of the day, 
momentous and otherwise—he is “the crystal 
spirit,” as George Woodcock called him; or a 
being comparably rare and fine.

Orwell stands as the supremely penetrat-
ing political mind of the 20th century, ever 
honorable, serious, judicious, yet vehement 
in his animadversions and scalding in his elo-
quence. Self-overcoming was essential to Or-
well’s life’s work; one might even say it was his 
life’s work. Born in India in 1903, the child 
of an imperial bureaucrat, he would serve as 
a colonial policeman in Burma from 1922 to 

1927, and subsequently become the scourge of 
the Empire, never missing a chance to rip into 
its racist presumption, economic exploitation, 
and casual brutality. An Eton scholarship boy, 
he scorned the appointed path by way of Ox-
ford or Cambridge to a respectable perch in 
the upper-middle class at the very least, and 
refashioned himself as a virtual proletarian, a 
voice for the best in the working class, and a 
fellow sufferer from the manifold ills of pov-
erty. A born intellectual and writer, he resist-
ed his natural vocation until his late twenties, 
and thereafter became a student and critic of 
the intellectual follies that endorsed and es-
tablished the worst political regimes ever. He 
died at the age of 46, of tuberculosis, the fatal 
illness of the exhausted laborer and the ne-
glected artist in his garret.

From Left and Right admirers have 
scrambled to honor him. His 1980 biogra-
pher, Bernard Crick, declared,

If one takes the term “political writer” 
in its broadest sense to include philoso-
phers, statesmen, publicists, and pam-
phleteers who might claim to be secure 
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in the canon of English literature, three 
names seem indisputably pre-eminent: 
Thomas Hobbes, Jonathan Swift, and 
George Orwell.

The masterly historian of Soviet terror Robert 
Conquest credited Orwell with “moral genius,” 
and leaves one inclined to think that this might 
be the rarest gift of all. Christopher Hitchens 
in Why Orwell Matters (2002) notes that Or-
well coined the very term “cold war” in a 1945 
essay, and even earlier “was fighting [that war] 
when most Tories were still hailing Britain’s 
gallant Soviet ally.” Long-time Trotskyist af-
ter his own fashion and a post-9/11 neocon-
servative according to his own lights if not 
by his own admission, Hitchens in his 2012 
introduction to Orwell’s Diaries reverts to 
his early form, unable to resist the chance to 
join “some of Orwell’s best and most mordant 
egalitarianism” to “the ‘99 percent’ campaign 
of response to the mixture of crime and capi-
talism on Wall Street.” And the English cul-
tural historian Robert Colls, in the new intel-
lectual biography George Orwell: English Rebel, 
focuses on his hero’s Englishness, in his native 
aversion to high-flown speculation when plain 
sense is called for, his guiding belief that (in 
Colls’s words) “all four systems—capitalist, 
imperialist, Fascist, and Communist—en-
couraged the strong to plunder the weak and 
the few to deceive the many,” and his peren-
nial hope that “democratic socialism” would 
salvage the remnants of human decency from 
the 20th century’s unprecedented political 
wreckage.

The Best and the Worst

The 20th century did not merely 
try men’s souls; it tore them every 
which way. What then was the intel-

lectual’s responsibility amid the tumult and 
horror of incendiary politics, and how far 
did Orwell fulfill it? Did Orwell in fact un-
derstand the Orwellian century more deeply 
than anyone else? Did he best serve the best 
in humanity, and advance the highest political 
purpose? 

It may be that in elevating Orwell to su-
preme eminence, his advocates overlook con-
temporaries of his who at the very least ri-
valed him in the most crucial respects. There 
is the French novelist and critic Julien Benda, 
who understood how modern political pas-
sions had consumed intellectual life, and who 
honored above all the disinterested purity of 
vocation that marked the best thinkers and 
artists of earlier times. There is also Winston 
Churchill, who was himself consumed by po-
litical passion, as statesman and as historian, 

but who embodied that dual vocation with 
the rarest excellence. 

But to understand Orwell’s place in his 
time and his status in ours, first one must 
consider the worst men, which the epoch of 
totalitarianism produced in unexampled su-
perabundance. It was an age in which mass 
murderers killed according to abstract pre-
cept. The principal abominations were con-
ceived and realized by intellectuals: theore-
ticians rapt by the idea of salutary violence 
that would cleanse the earth of creatures 
not fit to be called men; journalists peddling 
their mental offal to ignorant multitudes 
who had never before tasted anything so 
much to their liking; party hacks instruct-
ing all within shouting distance of the true 
meaning of equality, freedom, justice, while 
in their hearts they swore by the eternal truth 
of the palpable lie and the innocent murder; 
and several varieties of intellectual berserker 
elevated to the political leadership of once 
great nations.

The totalitarian masters got their start in 
politics as writers inspired by other writers. 
As a young man, Mussolini adulated Machia-
velli and Marx, and he parlayed his editorship 
of a four-page socialist weekly in a backwater 
town into a prominent career in Italian left-
ist journalism, only to leave utopian Marxism 
behind and transform a leading socialist pa-
per into the voice of Fascism, the movement 
he claimed to have begotten and baptized. 
Mussolini’s peers and superiors among Fas-
cist and Communist leaders were similarly 
passionate and impressionable readers and 
writers. Vladimir Lenin translated The Com-
munist Manifesto into Russian before he was 
20. He would of course become Marx’s most 
infamous reader, a contentious rival unwilling 
to wait for the historically inevitable unroll-
ing of the glorious future. Joseph Stalin com-
posed romantic poetry in his native Georgian, 
before reading Lenin steered him away from 
lyric effusion and toward the beguiling so-
lidity of newsprint. He broke into big-time 
Bolshevik politics in March 1917, when he 
arrived in St. Petersburg from Siberian ex-
ile and seized editorship of Pravda from Vy-
acheslav Molotov. Stalin preened himself on 
his well-upholstered and commanding mind. 
As General Secretary he boasted a personal 
library of 20,000 volumes, and claimed to 
read 500 pages a day; and no one dared to 
say that he saw Stalin’s lips moving as he read. 
And then there is Hitler, who burned books 
and then people, both in accordance with the 
moral guidelines enunciated in his own book, 
Mein Kampf, or My Struggle (1925), which 
demonstrates that raving madmen can also be 
intellectuals, and of a terribly potent sort.

Épater le Bourgeois

How then did orwell respond 
to the ambient evil of his time and 
place? Orwell’s earliest recorded 

political hatred was not for the continental 
tyrants emerging and established, but for the 
British ruling class, for the Empire it oversaw, 
and by extension for all capitalist banditry. In 
Orwell’s first novel, Burmese Days (1934), the 
obsequious Dr. Veraswami wants to credit 
the ruling British with all the sterling quali-
ties that justify their conquest of and domin-
ion over inferior races such as his own. The 
self-loathing English timber merchant James 
Flory sets the doctor straight:

Pox Britannica, doctor, Pox Britannica 
is its proper name. And in any case, 
whom is it pax for? The moneylender 
and the lawyer. Of course we keep the 
peace in India, in our own interest, but 
what does all this law and order busi-
ness boil down to? More banks and 
more prisons—that’s all it means.

In the famous 1936 essay “Shooting an 
Elephant,” Orwell recalls his days as a co-
lonial policeman, and how the Burmese 
hated him and he came to hate himself and 
his chosen work, serving “the unbreakable 
tyranny” of the British raj. When a tame el-
ephant goes suddenly rogue and kills a Bur-
mese man, a crowd of two thousand people 
follows Orwell as he goes looking for the of-
fending animal with rifle in hand. He knows 
that the great beast had turned violent in an 
overwhelming hormonal storm, and he sees 
it is peaceable now and knows he ought not 
to kill it. But “the sea of yellow faces” plain-
ly expects him to demonstrate his superior 
manhood, and it is then he realizes his own 
inferiority: “in reality I was only an absurd 
puppet pushed to and fro by the will of these 
yellow faces behind. I perceived in this mo-
ment that when the white man turns tyrant 
it is his own freedom that he destroys.” The 
tyrant tyrannized must do the alien crowd’s 
pleasure in spite of himself. The elephant 
goes down, as the Empire sinks ever lower in 
Orwell’s estimation.

To free himself from subjection to the ty-
rant he had been raised to be, Orwell would 
apply himself to an education in capitalist-im-
perialist-racist wrongdoing, which would teach 
him compassion for the suffering of the work-
ing class, and admiration for the virtues of the 
poor that were all too rare among their betters. 

Down and Out in Paris and London (1933) 
relates his “first contact with poverty,” or Eu-
ropean poverty at any rate, in a Parisian slum. 
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Orwell cannot quite conceal his eagerness 
for even the most dismal experience, and he 
keeps an eye out for the sordidly picturesque: 

“It was a very narrow street—a ravine of tall, 
leprous houses, lurching towards one anoth-
er in queer attitudes, as though they had all 
been frozen in the act of collapse.” In the low-
er depths he cannot resist thinking of high 
art: Cellini, Fielding, Zola, Villon, Shake-
speare, Melville, Tolstoy, Scott, and London 
all get their mention, and they are his true 
native companions in this alien land of the 
immiserated. He relishes the honored artis-
tic calling épater le bourgeois, as he describes, 
say, the filthy habits of the filthy cook in the 
filthy kitchen of a quite elegant hotel. All the 
same, he does make you understand that his 
spell of penury is not a bohemian idyll and 
that down and out is something that you 
pray you’ll never be. But when he solemnly 
discloses the deepest truth of modern soci-
ety, the revelation is not exactly newsworthy: 

“Money has become the grand test of virtue.” 
Orwell hates the prosperous who despise the 
poor, and he hates his own middle-class na-
ture, which he is attempting to exorcise by 
seeking out proletarian ordeal. 

His rightful place will never be among 
the comfortably respectable who prefer not 
to know what life at the bottom means. In 
the novel A Clergyman’s Daughter (1935), he 
takes apart the social pretensions of a High 
Anglican country vicar whose congregation is 
dwindling and who cannot afford the upper-
middle-class amenities he considers appropri-
ate to his station. The pinched drabness of 
his soul, and the hectic fervor of his daughter, 
who sticks her arm with a pin whenever an 
impious thought crosses her mind, illustrate 
a pathology that normal secularized men like 
Orwell are glad to have eradicated from them-
selves. Then one day the daughter, Dorothy 
Hare, awakens from a blackout explicable 
only by the magic of fiction, and finds herself 
on a London street with no idea who she is. 
She falls in with migrant workers off to the 
countryside to pick hops, punishing labor but 
incomparably more gratifying than the lon-
gueurs of the rectory. “As the afternoon wore 
on you grew almost too tired to stand, and the 
small green hop lice got into your hair and into 
your ears and worried you, and your hands, 
from the sulphurous juice, were as black as a 
Negro’s except where they were bleeding. Yet 
you were happy, with an unreasonable happi-
ness.” Dorothy will have it much worse as a 
despised teacher in the despicable Ringwood 
House, whose operation is dedicated to lin-
ing the petit bourgeois headmistress’s pock-
ets. Evelyn Waugh or Kingsley Amis would 
have called it Ringworm School and run wild 

with the absurdity, but Orwell feels obliged 
to preach grimly, about the usual class-mad 
snootiness and hypocritical religiosity. His is 
the dismal art of a baritone with a small con-
gested brownish voice, or of a painter whose 
palette is several shades of dreary. Dorothy’s 
finding strength and solace in the forms of the 
religion whose doctrine she no longer believes 
is the only legitimate surprise in the book, 
which reduces fiction to a political-theological 
tract laying out Orwell’s several ideological 
dissatisfactions with the English middle class.

To Touch the Evil

Keep the aspidistra flying (1936) 
manages to be duller still, relating 
the misadventures of a bookstore 

clerk and floundering poet given to Waste-
landism in the extreme, garnished with the 
mid-’30s class hatred made obligatory by 
Oxford-educated poets W.H. Auden, Ste-
phen Spender, and  C. Day Lewis. Gordon 
Comstock’s poor head clatters with the re-

Orwell in his bleak earnestness revisits the 
plight of the poor in The Road to Wigan Pier 
(1937), his lament for the north-country coal 
miners’ lot, a tribute to hard servitude hero-
ically endured, capped by the now customary 
fillip of self-loathing for his own cushioned 
position among the privileged who spend 
their days above ground, doing nothing more 
strenuous than moving words here and there. 
Orwell has seen and felt something of the 
misery by going down himself into the pit, not 
to say The Pit, the place of darkness visible. 

In a way it is even humiliating to watch 
coal-miners working. It raises in you a 
momentary doubt about your own status 
as an “intellectual” and a superior person 
generally. For it is brought home to you, 
at least while you are watching, that it is 
only because miners sweat their guts out 
that superior persons can remain superi-
or. You and I and the editor of the Times 
Lit. Supp., and the Nancy poets and the 
Archbishop of Canterbury and Comrade 
X, author of Marxism for Infants—all of 
us really owe the comparative decency of 
our lives to poor drudges underground, 
blackened to the eyes, with their throats 
full of coal dust, driving their shovels 
forward with arms and belly muscles of 
steel.
 
At his best, Orwell takes pains to see and 

feel before he thinks. He seeks out those re-
signed to weariness, hunger, disease, humilia-
tion, and an early death. He wants actually to 
touch and to be touched by some of the worst 
things going in his society. The heedless leap 
into abstraction repulses him, and in the sec-
ond half of Wigan Pier he denounces at length 
the half-wit socialist zealots who come from 
the middle class and never quite see their way 
to real understanding. “The fact is that So-
cialism, in the form in which it is now presented, 
appeals chiefly to unsatisfactory or even inhu-
man types.” The writer out to render the sor-
rowful facts and charge his readers with the 
spirit of revolution requires genuine artistry. 
Now as the rise of fascism threatens to create a 

“totalitarian world,” the only serious alternative 
to perpetual night is a socialism that recovers 
its original shining inspiration. Long buried 
under “a mountain of dung” that the incapable 
and incurable leftist sages have raised high—
he fingers such dubious heroes as George Ber-
nard Shaw, Upton Sinclair, William Morris—

“justice and liberty” must be restored to the 
leading place in the movement. 

In the cause of a civilization founded on 
love more sublime than Saint Paul’s—on the 
brotherhood of all men, in justice and liberty—

frain enervating to him and endlessly weari-
some to the reader.

Money and culture! In a country like 
England you can no more be cultured 
without money than you can join the 
Cavalry Club…. Money for the right 
kind of education, money for influential 
friends, money for leisure and peace of 
mind, money for trips to Italy. Money 
writes books, money sells them. Give 
me not righteousness, O Lord, give me 
money, only money.

Orwell even recycles the nasty parody of 
sublime Pauline wisdom that he used in A 
Clergyman’s Daughter, in which the cardinal 
virtue of love is supplanted by the be-all and 
end-all of money. Comstock vows to defy to 
the death the reigning cash-nexus perversion, 
but in his determination to sink to the squalor 
of mere subsistence he proves more perverse 
than the ant-like multitudes he scorns. In the 
end, salvation arrives like the cavalry when his 
long-suffering girlfriend gets pregnant and he 
knows he must man up. 

Churchill knew better
than Orwell what needed

to be done in order to secure
a decent and democratic 

world.
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Orwell went to war, in Spain, in 1936, to pre-
serve the new republic from fascism. Here he 
found the best society he had ever been part 
of, and he recalls his exultation in Homage to 
Catalonia (1938): 

In theory it was perfect equality, and 
even in practice it was not far from it. 
There is a sense in which it would be true 
to say that one was experiencing a fore-
taste of Socialism, by which I mean that 
the prevailing mental atmosphere was 
that of Socialism. Many of the normal 
motives of civilized life—snobbishness, 
money-grubbing, fear of the boss, etc.—
had simply ceased to exist. The ordinary 
class-division of society had disappeared 
to an extent that is almost unthinkable 
in the money-tainted air of England….
The effect was to make my desire to see 
Socialism established much more actual 
than it had been before.
 

But he goes on to say that such perfection 
could not last. Orwell wound up taking a fas-
cist sniper’s bullet in the throat that nearly 
finished him off, yet he spent his last days and 
nights in Spain eluding not the fascists but 
the Communist executioners bent on liqui-
dating their former allies in the POUM, the 
Party of Marxist Unification, to which Orwell 
belonged, and which had just been branded a 
renegade Trotskyist aberration by the noto-
riously volatile Kremlin orthodoxy. Orwell’s 
sad money-tainted England started looking 
more attractive than ever before.

It is not easy to convey the nightmare 
atmosphere of that time [in Spain]—
the peculiar uneasiness produced by 
rumours that were always changing, by 
censored newspapers and the constant 
presence of armed men. It is not easy to 
convey it because, at the moment, the 
thing essential to such an atmosphere 
does not exist in England. In England 
political intolerance is not yet taken for 
granted…. It seemed only too natural in 
Barcelona.

Orwell concluded that the Communist treach-
ery guaranteed the defeat of the Republic and 
thereby served Stalin’s dark ends.

Full-Bore Political Horror

Orwell hated stalin more than 
he did Hitler, because Stalin had 
fouled the purest human ideal ever 

in Orwell’s eyes, while Hitler had merely 
resurrected the mad barbarism of the Dark 
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Blumoff, who is trained in psychology and law, has spent 
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Ages. In a very peculiar piece on Mein Kampf 
in March 1940, Orwell declared, “I should 
like to put it on record that I have never been 
able to dislike Hitler…. I have reflected that I 
would certainly kill him if I could get within 
reach of him, but that I could feel no per-
sonal animosity.” In photographs Orwell sees 
Hitler reproducing “[i]n a rather more manly 
way…the expression of innumerable pictures 
of Christ crucified, and there is no doubt 
that that is how Hitler sees himself.” What 
can one politely say? Hitler was nothing like 
even the Nietzschean ideal of Caesar with the 
heart of Christ. When there was crucifying 
to be done, Hitler would be the one hammer-
ing in the nails, many million times over, and 
with the unhinged ecstasy of perfected evil. 

Orwell looked elsewhere for his passion-
ate hatreds, reserving a particular loathing for 
the uncomprehending Left, the “parlour Bol-
shies” and “fashionable pansies,” the reigning 
intellectual sub-normals with their fantastic 
triviality and megaphone hectoring. 

The unforgivable intellectual sin was to ac-
cept the Soviet masters’ own proclamation 
that the Socialist Motherland was a light unto 
the nations, while in fact it had become one of 
the darkest places on the earth. Orwell wrote 
Animal Farm: A Fairy Story in three months 
from late 1943 to early 1944, and in this al-
legorical fable he lampooned the Soviet mis-
prision of the noble socialist project, as the 
Manor Farm animals’ revolution overthrows 
the unconscionable oppressor Mr. Jones, es-
tablishes the new dispensation of perfect 
barnyard equality, but is gradually subverted 
by the most intelligent and greediest of the 
animals, the pigs, led by the boss hog, Na-
poleon. The allegory travesties Soviet history 
from 1917 to 1944, and the most famous line 
in the book became the unofficial motto of an-
ti-Soviet contempt everywhere: “All animals 
are equal but some animals are more equal 
than others.” Quite contrary to Orwell’s aim, 
that signature line commonly came to deride 
socialism in whatever form, while he had tried 
to convince his readers that “the destruction 
of the Soviet myth was essential if we wanted 
a revival of the Socialist movement,” as he put 
it in the preface to a Ukrainian-language edi-
tion of the novel, bound for denizens of Dis-
placed Persons camps in postwar Germany.

Orwell’s usual publishers, the usual sort of 
parlour Bolshies, rejected the novel as political 
heresy. Even the royalist-traditionalist-Anglo-
Catholic T.S. Eliot, a Faber and Faber editor, 
advised against publication, because the novel 
was a blatant affront to a valued ally. Animal 
Farm would not appear in print until August 
1945, days after the atomic attacks on Japan 
that ended the war.

But in Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949) war is 
never-ending among the three totalitarian en-
tities that control the world, or what is left of 
it after widespread nuclear devastation in the 
1950s. INGSOC is one of the ruling powers, 
English socialism bastardized almost beyond 
recognition, hideous and virulent to a degree 
that makes Stalinism seem sunshine itself. The 
Party has of course liberated the proles from 
their enslavement by the capitalists, but ev-
eryone except those rulers more equal than 
others now lives in the desolate ugliness that 
Orwell had seen in the slums of Wigan and 
Sheffield. The Party rules by lies and terror. 
The Ministry of Truth rewrites history con-
tinually, dumping down the memory hole 
sometime facts that now contradict the au-
thorized version of reality. The Ministry of 
Love houses the thought police, in which 
one sees the realized fantasy of the most ma-
lignant 20th-century thinkers: at last they 
exercise absolute control over their subjects’ 
very thoughts. “Thoughtcrime does not en-
tail death: thoughtcrime IS death.” And the 
renegade Winston Smith learns upon his own 
body the core truth of the regime, as his moral 
tutor, and torturer, so plainly states it:

Power is in inflicting pain and humilia-
tion. Power is in tearing human minds to 
pieces and putting them together again 
in new shapes of your own choosing…. 
Progress in our world will be progress 
towards more pain. The old civilisa-
tions claimed that they were founded 
on love or justice. Ours is founded upon 
hatred…. If you want a picture of the 
future, imagine a boot stamping on a 
human face—for ever.

Orwell can imagine that future so clearly be-
cause he has schooled himself in some of the 
worst things that men have actually done. No 
one else has gone so far in predicting how inhu-
man ideas will ultimately be translated into ac-
tion. And it is possible that Orwell was right in 
divining the end result of totalitarian practice: 
absolute power will so deform the masters that 
they will forget any humanitarian pretense and 
will live for power alone—not only the god-
like power over life and death that every sound 
Machiavellian wishes to exercise, but the even 
more monstrous power to control what the re-
gime’s subjects think and feel.

Orwell or Churchill?

Orwell is renowned then as a 
figure apart from the crowd of politi-
cal intellectuals who conducted the 

world toward the verge of apocalypse. Surely 

he thought of himself that way. But how far 
apart was he really?

French philosopher and novelist Julien 
Benda’s La trahison des clercs, translated as 
The Treason of the Intellectuals (1927), con-
trasts the superbly disinterested minds of the 
past with the politically servile ones of his 
time. His heroes were either “entirely indiffer-
ent to these [political] passions,” as Leonardo 
da Vinci and Goethe were, or they honored 

“an abstract principle superior to and directly 
opposed to these passions,” as did Erasmus 
and Kant. Such purity is no longer acceptable. 

“Our age is indeed the age of the intellectual 
organization of political hatreds…. Antisemi-
tism, Pan-Germanism, French Monarchism, 
Socialism are not only political manifesta-
tions; they defend a particular form of moral-
ity, of intelligence, of sensibility, of literature, 
of philosophy and of artistic conceptions.” 
Stout-hearted men, especially on the Left, re-
viled Benda as a relic of intellectual snobbery 
indifferent to the suffering of ordinary men 
and women; he was reported to have said that 
his idea of a perfect evening was to read Plato 
in the finest room at the Ritz. Yet in 1935, 
when Mussolini invaded Abyssinia, and those 
stout-hearted men responded with ineffectual 
words, Benda issued a call to arms against 
Fascism. 

Benda and Orwell lived out two very dif-
ferent types of intellectual vocation. Benda 
knew there was a higher calling than that of 
the political actor or that of the political in-
tellectual; indeed, political partisanship gen-
erally violated that nobler calling. This did 
not mean, however, that a decent-thinking 
man could let tyranny destroy the best of 
civilization, or for that matter assault an in-
nocent people considered barbarous. Orwell 
for his part never stopped being political, nor 
thought there might be a higher intellectual 
life than the one he was leading, or following; 
yet he swore by his devotion to the truth. But 
for all his probity and his clear-sightedness 
about some matters, he never quite left the 
Platonic cave of 20th-century politics; really 
he exchanged one cave for another, fleeing the 
redoubt of the respectable capitalist and im-
perialist English middle class, which he stag-
gered his way out of by his mid-twenties, and 
finding sanctuary in the sweetest fantasy of 
socialism, which he defended even as he con-
demned the worst socialist realities and the 
lies that sustained them, but which left him 
in semi-darkness. 

Orwell shared certain presuppositions of 
the typical man of the Left that also blinded 
him to political virtues superior to his own. 
Perhaps his most egregious failure of appre-
ciation was his condescension to Winston 
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Churchill. He paid Churchill the scantest 
attention until the Second World War, and 
then regarded him with swaggering contempt. 
In his diary for August 7, 1942, Orwell wrote, 

“Everyone agrees with my suggestion that it 
would be a good job if Churchill were sunk on 
his way home [from Moscow], like Kitchener.” 
And in a long poem that appeared in the so-
cialist weekly Tribune for June 18, 1943, he 
declared of Churchill, “I’ve no wish to praise 
him, / I’d gladly shoot him when the war is 
won, / Or now, if there was someone to re-
place him.” When the war was won, as Orwell 
was noting that Churchill was a better man 
with a better mind than the unspeakable com-
mon run of ruling-class Conservatives, he still 
ranked him well below quite mediocre social-
ists, and was only too glad to see him unseated 
as prime minister by Clement Attlee in the 
Labour Party victory of 1945. And Orwell 
was only too confident that he was Churchill’s 
superior as a political writer. In his review of 
Their Finest Hour in 1949, the last piece Or-
well wrote for publication, he is willing to ad-
mit that Churchill’s “political reminiscences…
have always been a great deal above the aver-
age, in frankness as well as in literary quality.” 
When Orwell is finished with him, however, 

Churchill qualifies as no more than a respect-
able journalist.

Yet, in Churchill’s accounts of the wars of 
his youth, The Story of the Malakand Field Force, 
The River War, and From London to Ladysmith 
via Pretoria, he rightly recognizes the honor-
able civilizing mission of the British Empire 
in spite of its various injustices, where Orwell 
sees only unspeakable racism and buccaneer-
ing plunder. In Orwell’s various observations 
on the literature of the First World War he 
never mentions Churchill’s six-volume history, 
The World Crisis, which cannot justly be called 
a better-than-average political reminiscence. It 
was the greatest book to come out of that war: 
Churchill’s magniloquent sorrow for the suf-
fering of the men in the trenches is as powerful 
as that of the finest war poets; his anger scath-
ing at the politicians who called down the 
cataclysm and the generals who dragged the 
slaughter out to no decent end; yet his convic-
tion is adamant that the political and military 
vocations remain indispensable to civilized life 
at its best. And there is no indication that Or-
well even read Marlborough: His Life and Times, 
in which Churchill rehearses those everlasting 
themes in the biography of his greatest ances-
tor, the most successful general England ever 

produced. Leo Strauss called this “the great-
est historical work written in our century.” But 
then philosophers see things that elude the 
shrewdest political intellectuals. 

These two histories of Churchill’s were the 
most important works of political art to ap-
pear between the two wars, and if Churchill’s 
vision of honorable and prudent political life 
had been more widely recognized and seen 
into action the Soviet terror state might have 
been stopped before it started, Hitler de-
nied his opportunity to sow devastation, and 
the Second World War averted. Nineteen 
Eighty-Four deserves its esteemed place in the 
post-World War II literature, but its searing 
horror reflects an experience of political evil 
that mankind could have avoided. Winston 
Churchill knew better than George Orwell 
what needed to be done in order to secure a 
decent and democratic world in which no one 
would even imagine such a definitive politi-
cal catastrophe as the one that made Orwell 
famous. It needn’t have been Orwell who 
defined the 20th century. The world should 
never have been allowed to become Orwellian. 

Algis Valiunas is a fellow of the Ethics and Public 
Policy Center.
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Book Review by Bradley C.S. Watson

Limiting Government, But Not Judges
The Classical Liberal Constitution: The Uncertain Quest for Limited Government, by Richard A. Epstein.

Harvard University Press, 704 pages, $49.95

In his new book, the classical lib-
eral Constitution, Richard Epstein seeks 
to present a “distinctive synthesis” of 

constitutional law that is neither progressive 
nor conservative. For Epstein, the Laurence 
A. Tisch Professor of Law at New York Uni-
versity and one of the most distinguished lib-
ertarian (he would prefer “classical liberal”) 
scholars of American law, the progressive 
impulse leads government to pursue oner-
ous tax and regulatory policies that interfere 
with individual liberty and property, while 
the conservative impulse leads to undue judi-
cial deference to the political branches as they 
pursue those policies. He wants constitution-
al structure and individual rights to defer in-
stead to the “classical liberal theory,” which 
he believes animated the American Founders. 
To that end he interprets both constitution-
al language and prescriptive constitutional 
practices in light of this theory. So, although 
giving the judicial branch the final say over 
the legislative and executive branches might 
not be in the Constitution itself, judicial su-
premacy puts a useful check on the power 
of government. Indeed, many “questionable 
interpretations” should be allowed to stand, 
argues Epstein, if they do a better job than 

the “original version” of the Constitution of 
advancing classical liberalism. To an original-
ist, them’s fightin’ words. 

Epstein’s single-mindedness distorts the 
Constitution that he—almost by accident—
explicates. What’s more, his sprawling tome 
consistently says too much, and too little. 
Amidst his commentary on everything from 
political philosophy to legal doctrines, consti-
tutional structure, and individual rights, he of-
fers a surprisingly scant account of the book’s 
central idea—classical liberalism. He claims 
it is both individualist, though not radically 
so, and social, incorporating strong notions of 
private property and limited government. Its 
goal is not justice but individuals’ “overall wel-
fare,” the latter seeming to entail the former, 
albeit by implication rather than explanation. 
Classical liberals, he maintains, must support 
judicial supremacy in order to prevent politi-
cal trampling of individual rights. He asserts, 
rather improbably, that the “classical view of 
American constitutionalism examined all le-
gal interventions under a presumption of er-
ror”—that all infringements are suspect until 
proven otherwise. That’s a big statement, and 
one at odds with the broad exercise of police 
powers throughout American history. 

Epstein rightly notes that ameri-
ca’s founders held that individuals have 
rights to liberty and property that are 

antecedent to government, and that this view 
gave way in the Progressive era to the view that 
rights are largely the gift of government to be 
cashed out by administrative experts correct-
ing the injustices of impersonal market forces. 
Progressive constitutional thinkers claim that 
the Constitution’s terms are both ambigu-
ous and malleable, ever ready to be adapted 
to changing circumstances, and always leav-
ing “far greater running room for government 
action than any classical liberal conception 
could ever tolerate.” For the classical liberal, 
the Commerce Clause, in particular, should 
not be understood to extend the power of 
Congress virtually without limit. Alas, pro-
gressives are systematically insensitive to the 
danger of excessive national power. Classical 
liberals recognize this danger, too, but still 
would advocate robust judicial intervention to 
prevent states from fragmenting the national 
economy. In this sense, they are not necessar-
ily for decentralized power. 

The list of things that Epstein doesn’t like 
is long—administrative agencies, limits on 
standing that might prevent court challenges 
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to government overreach, state meddling 
with free commerce in goods, to name a few. 
But he doesn’t make his case against these 
things very persuasively with the circular ar-
gument that “every sound structural limita-
tion tracks classical liberal theory by limiting 
government intervention.” His objection to 
wealth redistribution is as old as Aristotle’s, 
but less complete, and less cognizant of the 
intractability of the problem: for Aristotle, 
factional conflict occurs not simply because 
of inequality of material possessions, but also 
because of inequality of honors, and injustice 
results from human desire as well as necessity. 
The leveling of desire is a tricky thing—one 
that cries out for healthy regime politics, not 
lawyers and judges.

Epstein criticizes both progres-
sives and conservatives for their “exces-
sive faith in democratic politics.” Pro-

gressives rose up against the founders’ Con-
stitution by accepting “the intrinsic virtues 
of deliberative democracy.” But this is far too 
generous—he should have said they accept 
those virtues except when they don’t. And he 
should not be so quick to dismiss political de-
liberation, or to identify it with “popular de-
mocracy.” Deliberation, properly understood, 
is the means—the only means, according to 
James Madison—by which the reason of the 
public, and not its passions, can control and 
regulate the government. 

Epstein argues that too many “modern re-
publicans” overestimate the degree to which 
participation and deliberation can overcome 
faction. And indeed, few who have suffered 
through a faculty meeting in an American col-
lege would disagree with him. But it is equally 
true that few who have suffered through a 
seminar in a modern American law school 
would conclude that judicial deliberation is 
likely to produce outcomes more in the pub-
lic interest than legislative tug-of-wars. On 
both cultural and economic questions, the 
Supreme Court has for decades handed down 
decisions both risible and appalling—enough 
of them, one might think, to unite conserva-
tives and classical liberals in opposition to ju-
dicial power, and invite them to examine all 
Supreme Court decisions under a presump-
tion of error. 

But for Epstein, even where such decisions 
are erroneous in their reasoning or conclu-
sions, the weight of prescription is often de-
cisive. Judicial dissembling, or appealing to 

“empty generalities” as Chief Justice Earl War-
ren did in Brown v. Board of Education (1954), 
is acceptable if candor or rigorous reasoning 
would delegitimize a decision—or, one might 
say, make the Court (or previous Courts) look 

bad. We must live with the fierce disputes that 
arise from Roe v. Wade’s “inelegant” solution 
(1973) to the problem of abortion because “it 
is risky to tamper with Roe itself in light of the 
enormous disruption of settled practice.” Ho-
mosexual behavior deserves protection, but 
at the same time historical practices should 
not be lightly overturned. Epstein would now 

“keep the status quo” established by Lawrence 
v. Texas (2003), because in the eleven years 
since it was decided, “the outcome has been 
legitimated.” But he would not—at least not 
yet—“make the constitutional leap on gay 
marriage,” even though he believes the case for 
it is powerful because the state exerts a mo-
nopoly on the issuance of marriage licenses. 
Many readers will think there is more at stake 
here; that anti-trust theory doesn’t quite get 
the classical liberal where he wants to go on 
same-sex marriage. Such readers might also 
hold to a healthy skepticism of the classical 
liberal effort to apply private law concepts to 
public law—a presumption of error, as it were.

Yet, it is our “lawyers, thinkers, 
and judges,” writes Epstein, who must 
be the guarantors of the classical liberal 

Constitution, rather than the people them-
selves. He fails to see that judges cannot be 
the guardians of a political theory—not only 
because of the republican nature of the Con-
stitution, but because judging is inherently 
unsuited to the task. And even if they were 
the appropriate agents of constitutional pu-
rity, tempered by prescription, they would 
insist on many things neither republican nor 
classically liberal, as Epstein himself amply 
documents. Judges are no more likely—and 
one suspects less likely—to arrive at a proper 
application of classical liberal principles than 
nine people picked at random from the Kan-
sas City telephone directory. Ironically, by the 
time he’s done, progressive constitutionalism 
is the only thing left in Epstein’s scheme. 

Despite his desire to identify with the 
founders, he is always a degree or two re-
moved from their republicanism—from their 
belief in politics. He sees the structural limi-
tations of the Constitution and its concern for 
individual rights as evidence that government 
must always and everywhere be slowed down, 
for the dangers of moving too fast outweigh 
the dangers of moving too slow. But what 
moves America faster than a federal judge on 
a tear? And since when are imperious courts 
no longer part of “the government”? Surely 
the ability and willingness to correct errors is 
as important as slowness for decent govern-
ment. Epstein claims that in many instances 
our “national problems” are largely the legis-
lative and executive branches of government 

themselves. And for these problems, “there 
is only a constitutional, not a political, solu-
tion”—as if the dividing line between the two 
were as bright and clear as that between a con-
tract and a tort.

Epstein is concerned with fac-
tional conflict and the sufferings of 
the few at the hands of the many, but 

he is not willing to accept Madison’s rough-
and-tumble political solution to this unavoid-
able political problem. Republicanism, in the-
ory and in practice, is discussed hundreds of 
times in The Federalist—the yet-to-be-coined 
phrase “classical liberalism” not once. Epstein 
occasionally merges classical liberalism with 
republicanism, reducing the former’s central 
premise to the Lockean observation that indi-
viduals are free and equal in the state of nature. 
But it is a long road from this republicanism 
to judicial supremacy over the political deter-
minations of individuals after they leave the 
state of nature. The founders, unlike Epstein, 
do not conflate autonomy with liberty—the 
former goes unmentioned by The Federalist 
or the Constitution, and the latter is under-
stood to be political liberty entailed by natu-
ral equality and self-government.

The messiness of republicanism is some-
thing with which Richard Epstein is far too 
uncomfortable—a trait he shares with the 
very progressives he takes to task. One sus-
pects this is not unrelated to the fact that 
members of today’s legal classes, whatever 
their political orientation, are products of 
the modern law school that sprang forth a 
century ago from the crucible of Progressive 
ideology. Many classical liberal legal theorists 
are willing to part company with the found-
ers and join hands with progressives in calling 
for rule by elites. But as Alexis de Tocqueville 
cautioned, one should not look to the United 
States for “uniformity and permanence of 
views, minute attention to details, perfection 
in administrative procedures. What is found 
there is the image of strength, a little wild, it is 
true, but full of power and life, accompanied 
by accidents, but also by activities and efforts.” 
Epstein’s subtitle is The Uncertain Quest for 
Limited Government. It is a quest not likely 
to be made more certain by chipping away at 
America’s foundations.

Bradley C.S. Watson is Philip M. McKenna 
Professor of Politics at Saint Vincent College. 
His books include Living Constitution, Dying 
Faith: Progressivism and the New Science 
of Jurisprudence (ISI Books) and Progressive 
Challenges to the American Constitution: A 
New Republic, forthcoming from Cambridge 
University Press.
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Book Review by John C. Eastman

Down to the Bare Wood
Understanding Clarence Thomas: The Jurisprudence of Constitutional Restoration, by Ralph A. Rossum.

The University Press of Kansas, 296 pages, $34.95

Understanding clarence thomas 
is Ralph Rossum’s second study of 
the jurisprudence of “originalist” Jus-

tices on the Supreme Court. It will have to be 
next to his last, until there are some changes 
on the Court. Having covered Justice Antonin 
Scalia (in Antonin Scalia’s Jurisprudence: Text 
and Tradition, 2006), and now Justice Thomas, 
he has nearly exhausted the genre for the time 
being. Rossum describes Thomas’s jurispru-
dence as one of “original general meaning” that 
seeks to understand the Constitution’s text as 
did those who ratified it and to give binding 
effect to that original understanding, overrul-
ing, if necessary, even long-established prec-
edent. It is with respect to the latter point that 
Thomas’s originalism on the High Court has 
been at odds (albeit rather rarely) with Scalia’s. 
One senses that Rossum, the Henry Salvatori 
Professor of American Constitutionalism at 
Claremont McKenna College, places himself 
more in the camp of Scalia, but he does a mar-
velous job of capturing Thomas’s position and 
letting Thomas make his case for himself. 

Because Thomas is willing to overrule 
precedent—even long-standing precedent—
that is at odds with the Constitution, he is 

criticized for “engaging in his own brand of 
judicial activism,” as Rossum puts it. But this 
criticism is misdirected, as Rossum points 
out, because, for Thomas, “ judicial restraint 
does not mean acquiescence in departures 
from ‘the mandate of the Framers’; it means 
actively attempting to restore the Constitu-
tion’s original general meaning”—that is, the 
plain meaning of the Constitution’s text as it 
was understood by the people who ratified it. 

Rossum describes how, in area af-
ter area of law, Thomas has sought “to 
scrape away past precedents and go 

back to [the] bare wood” of the Constitution. 
In Kelo v. New London, Connecticut (2005), 
for example, the Supreme Court considered 
whether government could use the power of 
eminent domain to take property from one 
private owner and give it to another private 
owner merely because, in the government’s 
view, the latter’s use would be more beneficial 
to the public. In his dissenting opinion in that 
case, Thomas wrote that the principles to de-
cide the case are to be found not in precedent, 
but in the meaning of the Constitution’s Pub-
lic Use Clause itself. The Justice took a similar 

tack in a series of opinions involving the First 
Amendment’s prohibition on Congress passing 
a law “respecting an establishment of religion.” 
In these opinions, Thomas almost single-hand-
edly revived the notion that the clause was a 
federalism provision, intended to prevent fed-
eral interference with state policy with respect 
to religion, not to erect a wall between church 
and state as is commonly believed today. Zel-
man v. Simmons-Harris (the 2002 Ohio school 
voucher case) was Thomas’s “breakthrough 
opinion” on the subject, Rossum notes, but 
Thomas elaborated on the original general 
meaning of the Establishment Clause in three 
other cases—Elk Grove Unified School District 
v. Newdow that same year (the Pledge of Al-
legiance case), Van Orden v. Perry in 2005 (the 
Ten Commandments case), and in 2011, Dav-
enport v. American Atheists, Inc. In these cases, 
Thomas called for a “more fundamental re-
thinking of [the Court’s] Establishment Clause 
jurisprudence,” even to the point of overruling 
such widely respected but wrongly decided 
cases as Lemon v. Kurtzman (1971) and Lee v. 
Weisman (1992). Perhaps most boldly, Thomas 
invited reconsideration of the entire line of 

“substantive due process” cases in his concur-
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ring opinion in McDonald v. Chicago (2010), 
in which he argued that the right to keep and 
bear arms was protected against state infringe-
ment by virtue of the Privileges and Immuni-
ties Clause of the 14th Amendment, not the 
Due Process Clause.

Thomas’s “go back to bare wood” 
method has also been evident in 4th, 
5th, and 6th Amendment criminal 

law cases, in cases dealing with the federal 
government’s expansive claims of power un-
der the Interstate Commerce Clause, and 
in free speech cases, among others. Thomas 
has even suggested he’d be willing to recon-
sider the holding in the 1798 case of Calder v. 
Bull that the Ex Post Facto Clause prohibits 
only retroactive criminal laws, not retroac-
tive civil laws. Rossum carefully documents 
how Thomas’s forays in several of these ar-
eas—frequently in concurring or dissenting 
opinions—increasingly serve as markers for 
future reconsideration by the Court. Indeed, 
one of the distinguishing features of a Thom-
as opinion is the phrase, “The parties do not 
request it here, but in an appropriate case, 
this Court should reconsider” one precedent 
or another that he believes is not consistent 
with the original meaning of the Constitution. 
A good example is his insistence—first in a 
concurring opinion in 2000, then in dissent 
in a 2002 case—that the 6th Amendment re-
quires that any fact that increases a criminal 
sentence must be found by a jury and that the 
Court’s precedent in McMillan v. Pennsylva-
nia (1986) to the contrary had to be overruled. 
Thomas’s position finally garnered a major-
ity of the Court in the 2013 case of Alleyne v. 
United States, and the original meaning of the 
6th Amendment’s right to trial by jury, rather 
than the intervening erroneous precedent, is 
once again the binding law of the land even at 
the Supreme Court.

In short, Rossum shows that Thomas’s 
understanding of the original meaning of the 
Constitution is both thorough and profound, 
and that he feels obligated by his oath of office 
to give that meaning effect whenever required 
to do so in a case that comes before him. None-
theless, Rossum challenges some of Thomas’s 
conclusions, taking him to task, for example, 
for his “powerful, but also somewhat myopic,” 
view of the Commerce Clause, or more precise-
ly, for his view that the Court has a duty to en-
force the limits on Congress’s authority under 
the Commerce Clause. Rossum asserts that the 
American Founders envisioned the Senate, not 
the Court, as the check against congressional 
abuse of the Commerce Clause power. Indeed, 
Rossum goes so far as to characterize Thomas’s 
decisions in this field as “non-originalist.” Ros-

sum is undoubtedly correct that the founders 
envisioned the Senate—at the time chosen by 
state legislatures—as an important, perhaps 
even the primary, check on excessive claims of 
federal power, but he does not come close to 
demonstrating that the founders viewed it as 
the only check. It is not Thomas’s Commerce 
Clause decisions, therefore, but Rossum’s view 
of the Court—unfortunately shared by the 
Chief Justice—that is “somewhat myopic” here. 
In his decision upholding the Affordable Care 
Act, for example, John Roberts seems to have 
assumed that political process is the only ap-
propriate check on power grabs by Congress, 
leaving no role for judicial enforcement of lim-
its on the enumerated powers. 

Rossum repeats the error when 
describing Justice Thomas’s opinions 
on the Indian Commerce Clause, stat-

ing flatly that Thomas was “wrong on the 
original meaning” of it. That clause, Rossum 
assures us, “conferred an explicit, broad, and 
exclusive grant of power to the federal govern-
ment to deal with Indian tribes”; indeed, the 
federal government has “plenary power” over 
them by virtue of the power given to Con-
gress to “regulate commerce…with the Indian 
tribes,” according to Rossum. But none of the 
examples from the First Congress that Ros-
sum relies upon proves his claim; indeed, they 
prove just the opposite. Congress’s power over 
Indian tribes does not stem from the Indian 
Commerce Clause alone, but from the power 
to declare war, to regulate in federal territo-
ries, to spend money for the general welfare, 
and to give effect to the president’s significant 
powers to enter into treaties with the Indian 
tribes. It is the latter powers, not the Indian 
Commerce Clause, that give rise to a “plenary” 
or police power on Indian reservations. And 
Rossum’s reliance on Cherokee Nation v. Geor-
gia, decided in 1831, more than 40 years after 
the adoption of the Constitution, is an ex-
ample of the very overweighting of precedent 
that in the rest of the book Rossum praises 
Thomas for eschewing. 

Rossum’s criticism that Thomas’s decisions 
in the State Sovereign Immunity cases are not 
in accord with the original general meaning 
of the Constitution, and, in particular, of the 
11th Amendment, is probably correct, howev-
er. “A faithful employment of Thomas’s origi-
nal general meaning approach would require” 
a different outcome in those cases, Rossum 
asserts, and I am inclined to agree. Both the 
text and theory of the Constitution seem to 
support the notion that, for matters involving 
federal law (as opposed to state law, heard in 
the federal courts by way of diversity jurisdic-
tion), the states are not sovereign and cannot 
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—Marion Gibson, University of Exeter
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time, amounting to two and a half 
millennia, in which Satan has been 
a figure in the Western imagination. 
It is lucid, explaining often quite 
complex theology in a manner that can 
be understood by any reader. This is 
probably the best scholarly book on 
the subject currently available.”

—Ronald Hutton, University of Bristol
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 “The finest trick of the Devil is to 
persuade you that he does not exist.”

–Baudelaire
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claim sovereign immunity, the people having 
delegated sovereign authority over such mat-
ters to the federal government. But maybe 
Justice Thomas has seen something that Ros-
sum and I do not yet see.

Rossum gives Thomas high marks for be-
ing willing to reconsider even his own prior 
opinions when, after further reflection, he 
determines that they are not consistent with 
the Constitution. For example, he origi-
nally embraced the Court’s precedent (from 
1980) considering commercial speech as 
speech that was of “lower value” and there-
fore entitled to less protection under the 
First Amendment. Later, in 44 Liquormart v. 
Rhode Island (1996), in a concurring opinion 
Rossum describes as displaying “a matured 
understanding of the issue of commercial 
speech,” Thomas repudiated his earlier opin-
ion and the precedent. Rossum also praises 
Thomas for his change of heart on the so-
called dormant Commerce Clause doctrine, 
describing the Justice’s decision in Camps 
Newfound/Owatonna v. Town of Harrison 
(1997) as “an impressive illustration” of his 

“original general meaning jurisprudence.” 

Finally, it is important to note why 
“original general meaning jurisprudence” 
is a good thing, why it is good to scrape 

away precedent down to the bare wood of 

the original Constitution. After all, the gen-
eral view in the legal academy today is that 
the American Founding was flawed, and that 

“progress” away from the founders’ constitu-
tional design, from the Constitution’s original 
general meaning, is therefore a good thing. 
The entire school of “living constitutionalism,” 
born in the Progressive movement a century 
ago, is grounded on such a belief. The counter 
view is that the founders’ original Constitu-
tion was the result of a combination of exten-
sive practical experience in governing and an 
understanding of certain self-evident truths 
that was perhaps unique in human history 
and is worth preserving or restoring. The key 
ingredient in that counter view is the role of 
the Declaration of Independence in providing 
the moral foundation for the Constitution. As 
Abraham Lincoln beautifully put it, employing 
an image from the book of Proverbs, the Con-
stitution is the picture of silver made to protect 
and preserve the apple of gold, which is the 
Declaration of Independence and its principles.

This is a point on which Claremont origi-
nalists disagree not only with the “progres-
sive” liberal elites of our day, but with a good 
number of conservatives as well. Ralph Ros-
sum makes a passing reference to Justice 
Thomas’s alliance with the Claremont view on 
this score by noting his concurring opinion in 
Adarand Constructors v. Peña (1995), in which 

he describes the pernicious paternalism that 
lies at the heart of race-based affirmative ac-
tion programs as “at war with the principle of 
inherent equality that underlies and infuses 
our Constitution,” citing only the Declaration 
of Independence in support of that proposi-
tion. What Rossum omits is that Thomas’s 
citation of the Declaration of Independence 
was an exclamation point to a long-running 
dispute with his fellow originalist Justice Sca-
lia about the role of the Declaration in consti-
tutional interpretation. Having written major 
works assessing the jurisprudence of these 
two leading originalist jurists, Ralph Rossum 
is perhaps uniquely qualified to tease out the 
nature of that dispute. Because he chooses not 
to do this, his exploration of Thomas’s origi-
nal general meaning jurisprudence remains 
more descriptive than normative. But Under-
standing Clarence Thomas has laid the ground-
work quite nicely for future inquiries into the 
beauty and liberation to be found in the “bare 
wood” Thomas is seeking to uncover.

John C. Eastman is the Henry Salvatori Profes-
sor of Law & Community Service and former 
dean at Chapman University’s Fowler School of 
Law, and founding director of the Claremont In-
stitute’s Center for Constitutional Jurisprudence. 
He served as a law clerk with Justice Thomas 
during the Court’s 1996-97 term.
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Book Review by Allen C. Guelzo

The Logic of Liberty
The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Emancipation, by David Brion Davis.

Alfred A. Knopf, 448 pages, $30

David brion davis’s career as a 
historian can be said to have begun 
on the day in early June 1945 when 

he was drafted out of high school and, on the 
basis of a few high-school German classes, 
sent to Germany as a military policeman to 
participate in the sorting out of postwar Ger-
many’s rubble. It was not a high-profile role—
hustling black-marketers, arresting minor 
criminals, rooting out from hiding the oc-
casional low-level SS officer. What disturbed 
him much more was the appalling racism 
displayed by his fellow white soldiers toward 
black soldiers in what was then still a seg-
regated U.S. Army—black soldiers packed 
like sardines into the bottom of a troopship, 
black soldiers shot by whites enraged to find 
them dancing with white German girls. He 
could not reconcile a war fought to prevent 
the assertion of Aryan racial dominance with 
the casual brutality of Americans asserting 
racial dominance over other Americans, and 
when he finally matriculated at Dartmouth 
in 1947, he hoped to find the answers to this 
lethal conundrum in the history of race in 
America. He did not get much of an explana-
tion. The course he took on post-Civil War 
Reconstruction was “deeply racist in outlook,” 
and featured a “humorous picture of the Ku 
Klux Klan” as neighborhood peace-keepers. 
It was not until Davis arrived at Harvard 
for graduate work that he finally found 
someone who was willing to confirm his 
suspicions that race in America was seldom 
what it seemed. That was a visiting professor 
from the University of California, Kenneth 
Stampp, whose almost-finished book on The 
Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the Ante-Bellum 
South (1956) would overturn the history of 
race in America. 

For a generation, the controlling view of 
America’s racial past had been supplied by Ul-
rich Bonnell Phillips’s American Negro Slavery 
(1918). A Georgian and a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Georgia, Phillips was deeply influ-
enced by the dean of Progressive historians, 
Frederick Jackson Turner, and wrote his Ph.D. 
dissertation in 1902 under another Progres-
sive star, William Archibald Dunning of Co-
lumbia. Like the Progressives, Phillips spoke 
of the Civil War as a “calamity of misguided 
zeal and blundering” made worse by the Radi-
cal Republicans’ attempt to impose a North-
ern capitalist ideology on the South. Phillips 
was not an apologist for the Confederacy or 
for slavery, but he did see the plantation South 
as a sunny, pre-modern patriarchal society 
that had been victimized by Northern eco-
nomic imperialism (which he stigmatized as 

“the Republican programme of negro incite-
ment”). What elevated Phillips above a mere 

“Lost Cause” apologist for the Old South was 
the meticulous research he did in Southern 
plantation records. (Phillips’s two-volume 
collection, Plantation and Frontier Documents: 
1649–1863 [1909] is still a rich source of plan-
tation accounts, slave sales, and diaries.) His 
command of the sources allowed him to assert 
beyond much challenge that slavery had been 
unprofitable, harmless, moribund, and “borne 
with light-heartedness, submission and affec-
tion by a huge number of the blacks.”

Kenneth stampp, by contrast, was 
raised to revere Eugene Debs, cast his 
first vote for Norman Thomas, and 

flirted briefly in the 1930s and ’40s with the 
Communist Party before turning into an aca-
demic historian. After writing his first book, 
And the War Came: The North and the Secession 

Crisis, 1860–1861 (1950), Stampp focused his 
energies on the institution which had made 
the war come—slavery—only to collide with 
the smothering influence of Phillips. In a 1952 
article in the American Historical Review, and 
then in full-dress fashion in The Peculiar Insti-
tution, Stampp assaulted Phillips’s portrayal of 
slavery as a benign and benevolent institution. 
Far from it, slavery was “a thoroughly cruel 
and brutal system of social control…a sys-
tematic method of controlling and exploiting 
labor” and “the most bestial regime that has 
tarnished America.” Forget submission and 
affection. Slaves retaliated, ran away, staged 
work sabotage; and slaveowners beat, raped, 
and murdered their slaves. Moreover, the Re-
construction that followed slavery’s demise 
in 1865 was no disastrous interlude imposed 
by Northern interlopers. In The Era of Recon-
struction, 1865–1877 (1965), he argued that 
Reconstruction was an early version of the 
civil rights movement, and deserved to be seen 
as a noble but doomed effort to achieve racial 
justice. 

Stampp’s work unleashed a tide of re-
writes of the history of slavery, and his exam-
ple was followed by some of the most notable 
historians of the last generation—Eugene 
Genovese, Robert Fogel, Stanley Engerman, 
Stanley Elkins, and, most honored of them 
all, David Brion Davis.

Davis taught briefly at his Dartmouth alma 
mater, then at Cornell until 1970, and then as 
the Sterling Professor of History at Yale until 
his retirement in 2001. His published work 
has had few of the political overtones implicit 
in Eugene Genovese (with his echoes of An-
tonio Gramsci) or the “cliometric” preoccupa-
tion with economic productivity that shaped 
Fogel and Engerman’s Time on the Cross: The 
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Economics of American Negro Slavery (1974). 
Davis’s undergraduate major at Dartmouth 
had been philosophy rather than politics or 
economics (or history, for that matter), and 
his curiosity about slavery was distinguished 
from other historians’ by his interest in how 
the institution had come to be defined. His first 
major book on slavery, The Problem of Slavery 
in Western Culture (1966), was, in effect, an 
intellectual history, tracing “patterns of con-
tinuity” in human bondage from the ancient 
world, through the medieval and early modern 
eras, to the startling emergence of anti-slavery 
thought in the 18th century. Startling, because 
in many senses slavery had been for so long 
understood as simply one aspect of the human 
condition that the appearance of a determined 
and organized critique of slaveholding was it-
self remarkable. But Davis had still more sur-
prises up his sleeve, since he severely discount-
ed the self-congratulatory role that secularism 
and modernism might have claimed to play 
in the unfolding of anti-slavery movements in 
the West. “[T]he traditional justifications for 
slavery had survived the scrutiny of Human-
ists and seventeenth-century rationalists,” Da-
vis wrote. “Famous philosophers had shown 
that a defense of slavery could be reconciled 
with belief in abstract natural law and natu-
ral rights.” Instead, the roots of anti-slavery 
were planted in the soil of Christianity, which 
equated slavery with bondage to sin, and 
therefore considered slavery as a blight from 
which one should seek escape. Only with the 
arrival of Lockean natural law philosophy did 
the Enlightenment finally produce a secular 
natural rights version of anti-slavery, and even 
then it was mottled with pseudo-scientific 

“theories of racial inferiority.”

The problem of slavery won a pulit-
zer Prize in 1967, and Davis continued 
to explore the thread of slavery’s philos-

ophy in two subsequent studies, The Problem 
of Slavery in the Age of Revolution, 1770–1823 
(1975) and Inhuman Bondage: The Rise and 
Fall of Slavery in the New World (2006). From 
all three, he created a picture of the nature 
and destruction of slavery in the New World 
based on four basic propositions:

• Slavery’s foundation rested on de-
humanization, and was modeled on the 
domestication, sale (or transfer), and co-
ercion of animals. In ages when the only 
form of power was human or animal 
muscle, the need for large-scale labor 
could only be satisfied by treating that 
muscle uniformly as animal. Hence, the 
slave became animalized, and the mark 
of the slave was his “animalistic inferi-
ority” “regardless of origin or ethnicity.”

• Slavery had been a constant fac-
tor in human civilization since Sumer; 
but slavery since the 14th century in the 
West had taken on the additional factor 
of identification with race. By the time 
Columbus launched his first voyage in 
1492, Portuguese adventurers along the 
western African coast were already buy-
ing blacks as slaves and translating their 
blackness into the criterion of dehu-
manization and enslavement.

• The development of New World 
societies was heavily, almost exclusively, 
dependent on slave labor. “In retrospect,” 
wrote Davis, “it appears that the entire 
New World enterprise depended on the 
enormous and expandable flow of slave 
labor from Africa.”

• The elimination of slavery resulted 
from a revolution in the moral imagi-
nation of the West, something Davis 
described as “a major transformation 
in moral perception” on the part of Eu-
ropeans and Americans “who were will-
ing to condemn an institution that had 
been sanctioned for thousands of years.”

These were not uncontroversial 
positions. In 1959, Stanley Elkins (in 
Slavery: A Problem in American Institu-

tional and Intellectual Life) proposed treating 
slavery as a fundamentally psychological prob-
lem. This was the heydey of Erich Fromm and 
William Whyte, of The Organization Man and 
The Origins of Totalitarianism, and it was no 
great leap for Elkins to frame slavery in a simi-
lar psychological box. The slave, argued Elkins, 
was a psychological casualty of a totalizing sys-
tem similar to the regime experienced by in-
mates of the Nazi concentration camps; slavery 
rested on a process Elkins called infantilization, 
which broke down resistance to the system and 
smothered rebellion. The model it produced 
was Sambo, the compliant slave who embraced 
the plantation regime and was reduced to the 
behavioral patterns of children. This explained, 
for one thing, why Phillips found slaves to be 
so submissive; not because slavery was so lik-
able but because it was so terrifyingly violent. 
Infantilization also explained why there had 
never been any large-scale slave revolts in the 
American South, and how large populations of 
slaves in the Deep South could be controlled 
by such comparatively few white handlers. 

Infantilization, however, was swiftly de-
nounced for suggesting that blacks had been 
helpless cooperators in their own degradation. 
In a decade struggling to restore black civil 
equality in the Jim Crow South, infantiliza-
tion sounded almost like a racial slur. Both 
John Blassingame, in The Slave Community: 
Plantation Life in the Antebellum South (1972), 
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and Herbert Gutman, in The Black Family in 
Slavery and Freedom (1976), angrily replied 
that slaves had managed to create far more 
autonomy within the system than Elkins rec-
ognized, and were far more skilled than mere 
Sambos at using evasion and sabotage as mech-
anisms to earn respect and praise among fellow 
slaves. Then, in 1982, the Jamaican sociologist 
Orlando Patterson offered an alluring alterna-
tive to Elkins’s infantilization thesis in Slavery 
and Social Death: A Comparative Study (1982) 
by substituting the concept of dishonor as the 
basis of slavery. “[S]lavery,” wrote Patterson, “is 
the permanent, violent domination of natally 
alienated and generally dishonored persons.” 
Dishonor meant that the slave was not only le-
gally dead (since the master acquires the entire-
ty of the slave’s life), but that the master is not 
obliged to recognize any form of a slave’s social 
existence, whether slave families, marriages, or 
property ownership, and rests all of his control 
of the slave on direct coercion. The slave is, in 
effect, merely an extension of the master’s hand, 
and exists only through the will of the master.

A far less complicated criticism of 
Elkins came from Marxist historians, 
who had no use for psychological bab-

ble when slavery seemed to them much more 
clearly a matter of pure class struggle. The pio-
neer of the Marxist historiography of slavery 
was W.E.B. Du Bois, whose despairing turn to 
Marxism in the 1930s led him to cast the his-
tory of slavery as the oppression of a racial pro-
letariat. Du Bois was seconded by Left histori-
ans who, in the depths of the Depression, dis-
covered that African Americans could become 
a fertile recruiting field for the Popular Front. 
Melville Herskovits, in The Myth of the Negro 
Past (1941), pictured slaves as proto-revolu-
tionaries, using shirking, destruction of tools, 
stealing, and slowdowns as means for crippling 
plantation capitalism, while Herbert Aptheker, 
in American Negro Slave Revolts (1943), elevat-
ed Denmark Vesey, Gabriel Prosser, and Nat 
Turner into the equivalent of full-scale slave 
revolutionaries. Nor did the Marxists have 
much use for the idea that slavery was killed by 
moral indignation. Eric Williams, in Capital-
ism and Slavery (1944), dismissed abolition as a 
sort of moral soufflé, indulged in by capitalists 
because slavery was, by the middle of the 19th 
century, no longer profitable. It was the “de-
fection of the capitalists from the ranks of the 
slaveowners and slave traders” which doomed 
slavery, not moral posturing. “The rise and fall 
of mercantilism is the rise and fall of slavery.” 
Although Williams was writing about the end 
of slavery in the British West Indies, the les-
son was not entirely without application to 
the American environment. As James Oakes 
would write in The Ruling Race: A History of 

American Slaveholders (1982), slaveowners in 
the American South were a class of acquisitive 
entrepreneurs whose chief goal was accumulat-
ing land and sufficient slaves to work it. What 
killed slavery in America was a “revolutionary 
crisis” in the form of the Civil War, which dis-
rupted the ability of the plantation ruling class 
to dominate in the old way.

The siren song of the marxists, 
however, has held little interest for Da-
vid Brion Davis. In the latest install-

ment of his now half-century-long survey of the 
ideology of slavery, The Problem of Slavery in the 
Age of Emancipation, Davis remains skeptical 
of explaining either slavery or emancipation in 
Marxist, economic, or psychological terms. The 
dehumanization thesis remains central to his 
understanding of slavery, even if it is (as Davis 
acknowledges) a distant kin of Elkins’s infan-
tilization. What distinguishes dehumanization 
from infantilization is that it is a description of 
the attitude of the masters, and avoids Elkins’s 
imputation that slaves somehow incorporated 
their ignominy into their identity. “[T]he view 
that slaves were essentially children was often 
a variant on the animal metaphor” and was 

“clearly the goal of numerous slaveholders,” but 
that did not mean that “slaves significantly in-
ternalized” it. Dehumanization, moreover, was 
a game many could play: Muslim slavemasters 
in 14th-century Tunisia and 18th-century phi-
losophes (including Voltaire, Kant, and Hume) 
deployed the same vocabulary of animalization 
and childishness to describe slaves, with a fine 
disregard for anything which resembled Marx-
ist ideas of class. Nor does Davis vary at all from 
his fundamental contention that abolition was 
a moral movement. He is polite but frank in 
his rejection of another Marxist conceit still on 
the upswing in popularity, the idea of slave self-
emancipation—that the slaves of the Confed-
erate South emancipated themselves by run-
ning away, by various forms of labor resistance, 
and by pressuring the Lincoln Administration 
finally to issue an emancipation proclamation 
which placed slavery’s destruction at the center 
of the Civil War’s aims—and gently dismisses 
Steven Hahn’s description of the Civil War as 

“the greatest slave rebellion.” A good deal of the 
enthusiasm for the “self-emancipation thesis” 
is a well-intentioned desire to promote black 
agency in the ending of slavery, and there was 
certainly plenty of that (as the 133 regiments 
of United States Colored Troops and the U.S. 
Navy’s 25,000 black sailors demonstrated); 
some of it, however, harks back to Marx’s in-
sistence in the Critique of the Gotha Programme 
that the working class had to be their own self-
emancipators, without alliances with the bour-
geoisie. Davis, however, has no such flattering 
unction to dispense. Slavery died, Davis insists, 
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worse, that colonization was a confession that 
the universalist assumptions of the Declara-
tion of Independence were, in fact, unable to 
overcome the immutability of race.

Emancipation, not colonization, was the 
real goal to which the logic of the American 
Founding was driving the nation. As much 
as Davis regards “the extreme fortuity and 
contingency” of the Civil War’s results as a 
genuine threat to the triumph of equality, 

“the outlawing of New World slavery” was as 
“foreseeable” as it was “astonishing.” Foresee-
able because, as Lincoln had declared, every-
thing in the reasoning of the founders pointed 
inexorably toward the incompatibility of lib-
erty and equality with slavery; astonishing 
because the collapse of slavery happened 
so quickly, so violently, and so totally. The 
Emancipation Proclamation and the Recon-
struction amendments to the Constitution 
(13th through 15th) possessed a power which 
seems to Davis not only tectonic but intel-
lectually irresistible on the premises of the 
Declaration of Independence. The “sudden 
liberation of some 4 million slaves—far more 
than had ever been amassed in one part of the 
New World”—was “the climax and turning 
point of the Age of Emancipation.” Despite 
the reminders that emancipation and Recon-
struction were followed by a new form of serf-
dom and “the emergence of a Southern penal 
system that was ‘worse than slavery,’” emanci-
pation was a world-historical achievement, “a 
crucial landmark of moral progress” that fin-
ished off slavery as a form of social organiza-
tion around the world. 

This is a good word to hear as we 
move toward the close of the Civil 
War sesquicentennial, an anniversary 

marked far more by stifled non-observance 

than by celebration or commemoration. To 
draw a bright line from the founders to the 
Civil War has become one of the most diffi-
cult interpretative tasks confronting Ameri-
can historians, if only because we confront, 
on the one hand, truculent bands of neo-
Confederates who struggle to disguise the 
fatal corruption of the Confederate rebellion 
in modern libertarian garb, and, on the other, 
the brigades of neo-Progressives who have 
been only too happy to sunder the found-
ers from emancipation in order to subvert 
any notion that an 18th-century Constitu-
tion still has viability after being crisped up 
in the flames of the Civil War. What both 
neo- camps ignore is how hugely the accom-
plishment of the founders—whether in the 
secular language of James Madison and Al-
exander Hamilton or the sacred language 
of the Awakeners—represented a decisive 
break with all previous notions of human 
political organization. The achievement of 
Lincoln was to carry that break relentlessly 
forward against its oldest foe. The achieve-
ment of our times—if there will be one to 
write about—will depend largely on how we 
resist the newer, more subtle, forms of dehu-
manization which now, like the tireless tide, 
creep all around us again.

Allen C. Guelzo is the Henry R. Luce Profes-
sor of the Civil War Era at Gettysburg College, 
where he serves as director of the Civil War 
Era Studies Program. He is the winner of the 
Lincoln Prize in 2000 for Abraham Lincoln: 
Redeemer President (Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub-
lishing Company) and in 2005 for Lincoln’s 
Emancipation Proclamation: The End of 
Slavery in America (Simon & Schuster), and 
is the author, most recently, of Gettysburg: The 
Last Invasion (Alfred A. Knopf).

by decapitation, from the head downwards, 
beginning with the Emancipation Proclama-
tion and carried forward by the Union Army. 
Nothing less than the declaration of “legal free-
dom” by President Lincoln sufficed to ensure 

“true liberty” for the slaves; nothing less than 
the Union Army was needed as “an army of lib-
eration, extending freedom—as John Brown 
had desired—into the South.”

What distinguishes the problem 
of Slavery in the Age of Emancipation 
from Davis’s earlier work is the at-

tention he pays to the phantom of coloniza-
tion—the sugar-coating some abolitionists 
put on emancipation by promising that the 
end of slavery would be immediately followed 
by the deportation of the freed slaves some-
where else—to the Caribbean, to Liberia, even 
to the American West. Davis devotes nearly 
a hundred pages to examining various coloni-
zation projects, and he takes them more seri-
ously than as mere strategies to make the end 
of slavery more palatable to white Americans. 
Colonization expressed both a fear and a hope, 
that “a dangerous population could be gradu-
ally drained away and that black missionaries 
could be enlisted to carry Christian civiliza-
tion to Africa.” And it did manage to acquire 
African-American supporters—Paul Cuffe, 
Martin Delany, and Alexander Crummell—
then, and later, if one regards Marcus Garvey 
and 20th-century black nationalism as a latter-
day version of colonization. But even if Davis 
is reluctant to denounce the colonizationists 
as necessarily evil, or black colonizationists as 

“misguided accomplices in a racist conspiracy,” 
he cannot bring himself to conclude his assess-
ment of colonization without insisting that it 
really was a form of ethnic cleansing, no mat-
ter how genteel its dress; and, perhaps even 
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Book Review by Richard Brookhiser

Shaking Hands with Madison and Lincoln
Confronting Slavery: Edward Coles and the Rise of Antislavery Politics in Nineteenth-Century America,

by Suzanne Cooper Guasco. Northern Illinois University Press, 265 pages, $28.95

Edward coles (1786–1868) touched 
two great dramas in American history, 
the founding and the Civil War. He 

knew many of the great actors; as a young man 
he was the neighbor and adoring protégé of 
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and James 
Monroe; as an old man he greeted Abraham 
Lincoln on his way to his first inauguration. 
In Coles’s mind, these men were part of the 
same story: the principles of the Revolution, 
upheld by the great Virginians, were finally 
fulfilled, as far as slaves were concerned, by 
Lincoln and the Republican Party. Coles him-
self played a leading role in a lesser but still 
important drama: from 1822 to 1826 he was 
governor of the new state of Illinois, Lincoln’s 
future home, and was instrumental in keeping 
it a free state. Suzanne Cooper Guasco, an as-
sociate professor of history at Queens Univer-
sity of Charlotte, tells Coles’s story as a “life-
long confrontation with slavery.” Her account 
is fascinating, inspiring, and tragic all at once.

Coles grew up at his family’s plantation, 
Enniscorthy, in the Virginia Piedmont. The 
Coleses were a numerous, rich, well-connect-
ed clan—James Madison was an in-law. As 
a fifth son, Edward was far down the totem 
pole of inheritance, yet even so after his father 

died in 1808 he became the master of a 728-
acre farm and 20 slaves.

Coles, however, had already come to reject 
his birthright. In 1805 he had matriculated at 
William and Mary, where he studied moral phi-
losophy with Bishop James Madison (cousin of 
the future president). The bishop, an apostle of 
both the English and French Enlightenments, 
taught his students that owning slaves “could 
not be justified on principle.” Was it right then, 
Coles asked him, “to do what we believe to be 
wrong?” The bishop answered that it would 
be impractical to do otherwise: slavery was an 
established institution; getting rid of it would 
be difficult. Young Coles was not convinced 
by these counsels of caution; he wrote that he 
could not “screen myself…from the pelting 
and upbraidings of my own conscience…[and] 
could not consent to hold as property what I 
had no right to.” Our only source for Coles’ 
conversion experience is a memoir he wrote 
almost 40 years later. But the youthful tone, 
both naïve and earnest, rings true. 

In 1809, coles took a trip down the 
Ohio River to scout the Northwest Ter-
ritory—declared off-limits to slavery by 

the Ordinance of 1787—for somewhere he 

might relocate and liberate his slaves. The 
fact that he and they had to move was signifi-
cant. After the Revolution a number of Vir-
ginians had freed their slaves (most famously 
George Washington in his will). But time and 
a failed slave revolt in 1800 had cooled anti-
slavery sentiment, and a law passed in 1806 
required freed slaves to leave the state within a 
year. Under those circumstances, for Coles to 
have turned his slaves loose would have been 
irresponsible; it would also have incurred the 
wrath of his neighbors. So the liberator and 
his future freemen would have to leave home. 

Just then, however, the other James Madi-
son, newly elected president, asked Coles to be 
his private secretary in Washington, D.C. Ac-
cepting the offer meant putting off his plans 
for manumission. One way Coles managed to 
keep his principles intact was to keep bring-
ing them to the notice of his mentors. When 
he and President Madison passed gangs of 
chained blacks on the capital’s streets (the do-
mestic slave trade flourished in the District of 
Columbia), Coles congratulated his boss that 
no foreign diplomats were nearby: the presi-
dent was thus spared the “mortification of wit-
nessing such a revolting sight in the presence 
of a representative of a nation, less boastful 
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and overland to Edwardsville. At the begin-
ning of their river journey he told them they 
were freed—a moment depicted in an 1885 
mural, kitschy but jubilant, in the Illinois 
State House. Once they reached Illinois he 
did more, giving the heads of households land, 
and helping them and their families through 
the financial panic of 1819. 

Coles found that he had to do even more 
than that. Most settlers in the new state came, 
like him, from the South, and many of them 
wanted to change its constitution and make 
it, in defiance of the Northwest Ordinance, a 
slave state. Coles ran for governor in 1822 and 
narrowly won a four-man race against pro-
slavery opponents. He spent his term fighting 
to block a pro-slavery constitutional conven-
tion. Frontier politics was rough. A mob pa-
raded in front of the governor’s residence in 
Vandalia, the capital, shouting “Convention or 
death!” There was a fire at Coles’s Edwards-
ville farm, possibly arson. The new governor 
pushed back; he bought a controlling interest 
in the capital’s newspaper, fired its pro-slavery 
editors, and installed anti-slavery ones.

Coles recognized that he needed to lead 
a broad coalition. It included those who dis-
liked slavery because they disliked blacks. The 

“importation of slaves,” wrote one anti-slavery 
essayist, would make Illinois “dark…in com-
plexion” as well as dark “in moral character.” 

Coles himself appealed to the ideals of his 
friends and patrons, the American Found-
ers. He wrote that two of the founders’ docu-
ments—the Northwest Ordinance, which 
prohibited slavery in the territories, and the 
Constitution, which allowed the slave trade 
to be banned after 1808—showed their in-
tention to “restrict & finally eradicate” slavery 

“from our soil.” Both arguments would have a 
long future ahead of them, in Illinois and na-
tionally. Abraham Lincoln would not be above 
appealing to prejudice (“If white and black 
people never get together in Kansas, they will 
never mix blood in Kansas”), though his fa-
vorite strategy was to appeal to the founders 
(“Why [did they] stop [slavery’s] spread in one 
direction and cut off its source in another, if 
they did not look to its being placed in the 
course of ultimate extinction?”).

In August 1824, in a heavy turn-out, Illinois 
voters solidly defeated the call for a convention. 

Coles had won an important vic-
tory—one that would become more 
so over time, as Illinois grew to be one 

of the most populous states in the Union. But 
Coles was still bound to Virginia by family 
ties and personal sentiment. Could the suc-
cess he had had in Illinois be repeated there? 

From October 1829 to January 1830, Vir-
ginia held a convention to revise its indepen-

perhaps of its regard for the rights of man, but 
more observant of them.” In 1814 Coles wrote 
former President Jefferson, asking the old hero 
to call for a program of “gradual emancipa-
tion” in Virginia. Jefferson’s reply was marked 
by the split-mindedness that characterized 
his mature years. With all his old eloquence 
he looked forward to “the hour of emancipa-
tion…advancing with the march of time.” But 
he begged off doing anything to assist time’s 
march himself; emancipation would have to be 
the project of “the younger generation.” Jeffer-
son’s inertia disappointed Coles; the struggle 
for emancipation, he wrote back, required 
leaders with a “great weight of character,” such 
as only the Sage of Monticello possessed. But 
over the years Coles would publish Jefferson’s 
letter in various newspapers, to show that the 
great man had to the end of his days remained 
opposed to slavery at least in principle.

After madison left office in 1817, 
Coles put his plans for manumission 
into effect. In 1818 he went back to 

the Northwest Territory, and applied to be 
register of the federal land office in Edwards-
ville, in western Illinois (Coles’s friendship 
with new President James Monroe helped 
him get the job). The next year he took his 
slaves from Enniscorthy over the mountains 
to Pittsburgh, then down the Ohio to Indiana 
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dence-era constitution. Coles went to Rich-
mond to observe and lobby from the sidelines. 
The convention deadlocked between Tide-
water planters, on the one hand, and reform-
ers demanding reapportionment and an end 
to property qualifications for voting, on the 
other. Coles was pro-reform, hoping thereby 
to break the planters’ power and indirectly 
boost emancipation. He was shocked when 
former President Monroe, trying to lull the 
planters into a compromise, gave a speech to 
the convention explicitly rejecting emancipa-
tion, on the grounds that it would produce 

“perfect confusion…the thing is impossible.” 
Coles wrote a letter to the Richmond Enquirer, 
insisting that gradual emancipation would 
be safe, but no one listened to him, to the re-
formers, or even to Monroe. In the end the 
planters kept their grip on Virginia politics.

Virginia would let him down again. In 1831 
Coles visited Madison at Montpelier, and left 
believing that he had convinced his former 
employer to free his slaves in his will. The last 
of the founders would join the greatest in call-
ing for emancipation. But when Madison died 
five years later, his will included no such provi-
sion. Coles persuaded himself that Madison 
must have written a codicil, which his widow, 
Dolley, had destroyed.

A cynic might find comedy in the spec-
tacle of Coles beating his head against the 
moral sloth of his mentors. A historian must 
find tragedy, for millions of lives—of slaves, 
then of soldiers—hung in the balance. A bi-
ographer finds poignance. The great men in 
Coles’s life repeatedly let him down. But who 
was truly great—the men who announced an 
immortal principle? Or the man who lived it?

Coles settled in philadelphia in 
1832 and married the next year. Most 
of his subsequent anti-slavery efforts 

focused on the American Colonization Soci-
ety (ACS). Abolitionists hated the ACS as a 
sham that siphoned a few free blacks to Libe-
ria while leaving slavery untouched. But Coles 
(like Lincoln before the Civil War) thought 
colonization was the necessary end of eman-
cipation. He was no racist; he saw that his ex-
slaves in Illinois managed their lives as well as 
anyone. But Coles believed free blacks would 
be “forever excluded by public sentiment” 
from real equality. He repeatedly urged the 
blacks he had freed to give Liberia a chance. 
But none of them would go. They were, after 
all, Americans.

Virginia had chosen stasis; colonization 
did not catch on. A third disappointment of 
Coles’s later years was that opposition to slav-
ery became a sectional cause. Coles thought 
freedom was the nation’s cause. How could 
it be only the property of Northerners? How 

could Southerners reject it? One Southerner 
would not. In November 1860 Coles, almost 
74 years old, voted for Abraham Lincoln 
for president. Three months later, when the 
president-elect stopped in Philadelphia on his 
way to Washington, Coles shook his hand; 
Lincoln told him how esteemed he was back 
in Illinois. “In this fleeting moment,” Guasco 
writes, “Coles finally became the physical link 
he had always aspired to be, connecting the 
nation’s rapidly fading revolutionary past to 
its emerging, yet still unfulfilled, antislavery 
future.”

Fulfillment, when it came, was devastating. 
In the fall of 1861 Coles’s youngest son, Rob-
erts, joined a Virginia infantry regiment. He 
hoped that his father would see his decision 
to fight for the Confederacy as defending the 
family’s state from invaders. The senior Coles 
thought it was a calamity. “There is little or no 
prospect of my ever again being happy,” Ed-
ward Coles wrote. In February 1862 Roberts 
was killed at the Battle of Roanoke Island, on 
the Outer Banks of North Carolina. Edward 
continued to support the Union in a quiet way, 
contributing to fundraisers for the war effort. 
But age and grief silenced the old advocate. 
Coles died in 1868, leaving a bequest to the 
ACS.

Guasco wants to tell the history 
of an idea, as much as the story of a 
life. “The challenges to slavery that 

first emerged in the Revolutionary era never 
disappeared…. Men like Edward Coles per-
sistently and consistently promoted a political 
antislavery appeal designed to destroy the in-
stitution that gave the lie to the nation’s politi-
cal and social ideals.” 

Guasco makes her case—just. Lincoln and 
other Republicans did not create an antislav-
ery ideology out of thin air in the 1850s—they 
appealed to the principles of the American 
Founding. Nor did they conjure this principle 
from the grave—it had been kept continuous-
ly alive by men like Coles. 

But enough founders—including Coles’s 
particular idols, the great Virginians—were 
so lukewarm about their own principles that 
slavery lived on in half the nation, including 
its most eminent state. Emancipation could 
not be accomplished without destruction. In 
his 1854 Peoria speech Lincoln urged his lis-
teners—and by extension all Americans—to 
wash the soiled robe of republicanism “white, 
in the spirit if not the blood of the Revolution.” 
It would be washed in both. 

Richard Brookhiser is a senior editor of National 
Review, and the author, most recently, of Found-
ers’ Son: A Life of Abraham Lincoln (Basic 
Books).
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Book Review by Daniel DiSalvo

Bright Lights, Big City
Machine Made: Tammany Hall and the Creation of Modern American Politics, by Terry Golway.

Liveright, 400 pages, $27.95

City of Ambition: FDR, LaGuardia, and the Making of Modern New York, by Mason B. Williams.
W.W. Norton & Co., 512 pages, $29.95 (cloth), $17.95 (paper)

Bill de blasio’s election victory 
in 2013 made him New York’s first 
Democratic mayor in 20 years, end-

ing that party’s longest absence from Gracie 
Mansion in city history. In electing de Blasio, 
who made afflicting the comfortable in order 
to comfort the afflicted the central theme of 
his campaign, New York voters affirmed their 
city’s ideological as well as its partisan iden-
tity. Two new books examine different phases 
of the complex relationship between liberal-
ism and the Democratic Party in city history. 
Terry Golway’s Machine Made argues that the 
Democratic Tammany Hall machine, which 
dominated the city during the 19th century 
and early decades of the 20th, “prepared the 
way for modern liberalism” by creating a 

“model for a more aggressive role for govern-
ment.” In City of Ambition, Mason B. Wil-
liams contends that New York was reconfig-

ured during the Great Depression by Mayor 
Fiorello LaGuardia and President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt. Both authors suggest that the 
trajectory of politics in New York profoundly 
shaped the character of American liberalism 
and of the national Democratic Party.

In key respects, the Tammany Hall under-
standing of politics’ proper ends and means 
contradicts central axioms of modern liberal-
ism, which promises that rational bureaucra-
cies, shielded from politics and run by experts, 
will deliver goods and services to client-citi-
zens, honestly and efficiently. Tammany was 
a massive get-out-the-vote operation whose 
precinct captains, district leaders, and other 
agents enlisted new immigrants to vote for 
candidates vetted and anointed by the bosses. 
In return, the machine provided its support-
ers with jobs, legal counsel, food, ice, clothing, 
and coal to heat their homes.

The organization simultaneously facilitat-
ed private enterprise and public works, while 
preying on businesses for kickbacks and plun-
dering the public fisc to serve well-connected 
politicians. Such tactics made Tammany 
notorious for its smoke-filled saloons, graft, 
bribes, vote-rigging, demagoguery, and thug-
gery. Thomas Nast’s cartoons, which por-
trayed William “Boss” Tweed—the party’s 
leader during the Civil War and its after-
math—as an obese, avaricious conniver, are 
the organization’s most enduring images. 

In recent years, however, scholars 
have come to see Tammany in a differ-
ent light. The machine was crucial to as-

similating immigrants, its clubhouses offered 
forums for civic participation, and it forged 
order from the chaos of competing interests 
in America’s biggest, most dynamic city. De-
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spite all the graft and corruption, New York 
City managed to complete a number of pub-
lic works projects while the private economy 
continued to flourish. Finally, it produced 
two great politicians, Al Smith and Robert 
Wagner, Sr., the so-called “Tammany Twins,” 
who did much to remake New York and the 
nation. 

It would be hard to make a more vigor-
ous case on Tammany Hall’s behalf than 
former journalist Terry Golway’s while still 
admitting, as he does, its faults. Golway’s 
account of Tammany, from its origins to its 
eclipse in the 1930s, unfolds within a larger 
story: the first great wave of Catholic immi-
grants after Ireland’s potato famine in the 
1840s, and the subsequent religious divi-
sions in American politics. By the mid-1850s, 
more than 25% of Manhattan residents had 
been born in Ireland. Indeed, half the city’s 
residents were foreign-born. (Manhattan was 
New York City until 1898, when it joined the 
city of Brooklyn and the counties of Queens, 
Richmond [Staten Island], and the Bronx to 
form the City of New York.) The WASP elite 
looked down on these immigrants for their 
Celtic culture and Catholic religion. Alle-
giance to the pope supposedly meant that the 
Irish could never understand Anglo-Protes-
tant ideas of liberty. In the 1880s there were 
serious efforts to restrict the right to vote in 
the city to property owners and taxpayers. 
The Irish responded to such challenges with 
skillful, assiduous political organizing, the 
many fruits of which included dominance of 
the ranks and command structure of the po-
lice and fire departments. 

Golway’s treatment of religion helps ex-
plain the attitudes of Tammany’s Irish toward 
slavery and segregation. He reminds readers 
that many high-minded reformers in America 
were anti-immigrant, anti-Catholic, and pro-
temperance as well as being anti-slavery. The 
first three attitudes pushed Irish Catholics 
toward the Democrats, the party of slavery 
and segregation, and diluted their concerns 
for blacks. 

After tweed’s fall—he was con-
victed for corruption in 1873—Tam-
many made allies of its former enemies, 

the city’s upper-crust civic reformers. Golway 
offers lively portraits of the leaders that guid-
ed Tammany all the way to the New Deal, in-
cluding “Honest John” Kelly, Richard Croker, 
and “Silent Charlie” Murphy. Murphy in par-
ticular shines as the organization’s true genius. 
He was its longest-serving leader—from 1902 
until his death in 1924—and he managed the 
rise of Smith, Wagner, Mayor Jimmy Walker, 
and even in some ways Franklin D. Roosevelt. 

According to Golway, under Murphy’s 
leadership Tammany began pushing for min-
imum-wage and maximum-hours laws, work-
man’s compensation, and business regulations 
in the years before the infamous Triangle 
Shirtwaist Factory fire. (The 1911 tragedy, 
which claimed 146 lives, spurred both New 
York and the nation to enact policies to pro-
mote worker safety.) Tammany thus made 
New York “a hothouse of progressive reform 
long before the New Deal.” 

While Golway shows that Tammany Hall 
cannot be characterized as simply venal or 
undemocratic, his claim that it laid the foun-
dations of modern liberalism is not altogeth-
er persuasive. Tammany fought against radi-
cal proposals proffered by political economist 
Henry George and newspaper magnate Wil-
liam Randolph Hearst to socially reengineer 
the city. Al Smith did hire some experts, but 
reserved and frequently exercised the right 
to reject their advice if it contradicted Tam-
many’s political interests. Neither anti-busi-
ness nor anti-capitalist, Tammany was quick 
to help entrepreneurs—including purveyors 
of vice in the Bowery—obtain a license or 
permit if they could be counted on to vote 
straight. Richard Croker amassed a personal 
fortune, owned stock in railroad and insur-
ance companies that did business with the 
city, and retired to Ireland. Charlie Mur-
phy’s family contracting business flourished; 
by the end of his career his residence was a 
Long Island mansion whose grounds includ-
ed a nine-hole golf course. And while Robert 
Wagner became unions’ champion during the 
Depression, Tammany often kept labor orga-
nizations on the sidelines of city and state 
politics. 

Taking a less idiosyncratic ap-
proach to the city’s history, historian 
Mason Williams picks up the story of 

New York politics in the 1930s. He recounts 
how it was only by marginalizing Tammany 
that Roosevelt and LaGuardia could create 
modern New York. According to Williams, 
FDR made his way in New York politics by 
first opposing and then quietly cooperating 
with Tammany Hall. Once he reached the 
presidency, however, Roosevelt missed few 
opportunities to undermine the Manhattan-
based machine by favoring outer-borough 
party leaders like Ed Flynn of the Bronx. La-
Guardia, a Republican who was elected mayor 
on a “fusion” ticket of multiple parties in 1933, 
was Tammany’s other nemesis. The “Little 
Flower,” as he was called, mobilized Italians 
and Jews, called for New York to become a 

“100 percent union city,” and criticized Tam-
many in five languages. 

Together Roosevelt and LaGuardia 
used federal dollars funneled through the 
New Deal’s Works Progress Administra-
tion (WPA) and other programs to offer 
jobs to the unemployed and relief to the 
needy. Bypassing the state government in 
Albany, Roosevelt sent $50 million to the 
city in LaGuardia’s first hundred days in 
office. Williams demonstrates that to meet 
the emergencies of depression and war, the 
federal and city governments collaborated in 
various ways on public housing, health clin-
ics, libraries, adult-education classes, pub-
lic radio, and parks. The president and the 
mayor were also the key figures who brought 
about some of the city’s biggest, most con-
sequential infrastructure projects—includ-
ing the Triborough Bridge, the West Side 
Highway, the Belt Parkway, and the airport 
named after LaGuardia in 1953, 14 years 
after it opened—thereby transforming the 
neighborhood-based city into one prepared 
for modern transportation and commerce. 
In short, the New Deal made New York into 
the archetypical liberal city through unprec-
edented and unequalled reliance on “state-
driven solutions to social problems.”

All this could happen, Williams suggests, 
only by cutting Tammany out of the process. 
Roosevelt and LaGuardia managed to implant 

“a cohort of technical experts committed to ex-
panding the scope of the public sector.” Rather 
than empowering ward heelers, a professional 
civil service under the tutelage of urban plan-
ner Robert Moses would direct the provision 
of services. These Depression-era “geniuses,” 
many of whom were Jews and Italians previ-
ously excluded from public employment by 
the Tammany Irish and from corporate jobs 
by the WASP elite, served the city ably until 
the early 1960s.

New york city’s early 20th-cen-
tury story is heroic, and Williams 
shows great admiration for govern-

ment’s power to produce “public wealth.” In-
deed, the city managed to assimilate a vast 
wave of immigrants and was at the heart of 
the coalition that pulled the country through 
the Depression and won World War II. In 
that respect, modern liberalism was born in 
Gotham, a legacy that remains emotionally 
resonant for millions of New Yorkers.

Yet, it could also be said that New Deal 
liberalism died in Gotham. While thorough 
in cataloguing the programs that transformed 
the New Deal city, Williams doesn’t sub-
sume them into a larger argument about their 
meaning in the 1930s and ’40s. Nor does he 
adequately describe or explain how the model 
proved unsustainable as the city decayed in 
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less talented time-servers. To make matters 
worse, city employees unionized, which un-
dercut accountability. The black population 
increased with the Great Migration from the 
rural South, but their incorporation into the 
city’s workforce and politics lagged behind 
that of previous groups of migrants, and still 
does. 

Today, tammany hall has been re-
placed by a top-bottom coalition. Af-
fluent liberals from neighborhoods like 

Manhattan’s Upper West Side or Park Slope 
in Brooklyn—Bill de Blasio’s home—set the 
tone while the city’s public employee unions 
set the agenda. However, the basic political 
problem remains the same: New York mu-
nicipal government cannot deliver the reli-
able, high-quality public services it promises, 
and cannot control its own costs. The result 
is a huge disconnect between the city’s dyna-
mism in so many fields of human endeavor 
and its ossified structures for thinking about 
and delivering government services. Mayors 
Rudolph Giuliani and Michael Bloomberg 
addressed and in some ways alleviated these 
problems, but the fact that their 20 years in 
power were too brief to effect the necessary 
reforms shows the gravity and complexity of 
the challenge.

Tammany often overextended the city’s pay-
rolls and raided the public treasury to enrich 
itself. By contrast, Roosevelt and LaGuardia 
(like their Great Society successors Lyndon 
Johnson and John Lindsay) converted spending 
programs designed to address crises into per-
manent endeavors that became integral to city 
government. Today, public sector unions argue 
that what is good for the city’s workers is good 
for the city. As the debts pile up, New York is 
increasingly dependent on the financial indus-
try, notwithstanding Mayor de Blasio’s denun-
ciations of those who try too hard and succeed 
too well in creating wealth. The contracts he’s 
signed with municipal employees can work—
in the limited but crucial sense of not leading 
to a new fiscal crisis—only under the assump-
tion that Wall Street never again has another 
bad year. New York liberalism, which came 
into existence as a consequence of capitalism’s 
greatest crisis in the 1930s, has rendered itself 
utterly dependent on its nemesis.

Daniel DiSalvo is an assistant professor of politi-
cal science in the Colin Powell School at the City 
College of New York and a senior fellow at the 
Manhattan Institute. His next book, Govern-
ment Against Itself: Public Union Power and 
Its Consequences, will be published by Oxford 
University Press in January 2015. 

subsequent decades. New York in the 1960s 
and ’70s brought New Deal liberalism low. It 
was under attack from the Left, which sought 
simultaneously to liberate individuals from 
the bonds of conventional morals and restrict 
the activities of businesses. At the same time, 
the city’s bloated public sector was the main 
culprit in the financial crisis of the 1970s. 
Worse, the New Deal framework, with its 
heavy emphasis on social and economic class, 
did little to prepare New York for the racial 
tensions that beset city life and politics during 
and after the civil rights era. 

Thus, City of Ambition’s asymmetry is its 
greatest flaw. We learn much about the du-
rable benefits of the New Deal in New York, 
but very little about how the city’s later prob-
lems were aggravated by sins of omission and 
commission in the 1930s. Even before the 
Depression, manufacturing was declining and 
economic growth slowing, never to return to 
its early 20th-century levels. Suburbanization, 
some of it federally subsidized, contributed to 
the slowing growth rate of the city’s popula-
tion, which caused property-tax revenues to 
decline. The result was a huge increase in city 
debt to cover all the new spending, even as the 
effective city bureaucracies of mid-century 
suffered from retirement of the Depression-
era civil servants, replaced by less motivated, 
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Book Review by John Derbyshire

Every Day in Every Way
Unleashing the Second American Century: Four Forces for Economic Dominance,

by Joel Kurtzman. Public Affairs Books, 320 pages, $27.99

America 3.0: Rebooting American Prosperity in the 21st Century—Why America’s Greatest Days Are Yet To Come,
by James C. Bennett and Michael J. Lotus. Encounter Books, 338 pages, $25.99

A japanese fellow named tsutomu 
Yamaguchi was in Hiroshima when 
the atom bomb was dropped on Au-

gust 6, 1945. He survived that and went back 
to his home town of Nagasaki, just in time to 
be there when that city was struck on August 
9. He survived that, too, to die at last in 2010 
at age 93.

I feel a certain psychic kinship with Mr. 
Yamaguchi. Born in Britain a few weeks be-
fore the first of those detonations, I grew up 
watching my native land decline from a lead-
ing power in the world to second-class status. 
The destruction was not as complete as would 
have been delivered by a fission bomb, but it 
was depressing enough. 

The Britain of my childhood was propri-
etor of a world-wide empire, homeland of an 
ancient and distinctive people with a glitter-
ing cultural tradition, and recent co-victor in 
a tremendous war. Twenty-eight years later 
the place was a wasteland of stagnant indus-

tries and cultural neurosis, its distinctiveness 
draining away under the assaults of global-
ist bureaucrats, ethnomasochist intellectuals, 
and mass Third World immigration. (Today, 
40 years further on, Britain is about as dis-
tinctive as an airport departure lounge.)

It was very bracing to move from such a 
place to the U.S.A. of 1973. There was still 
a vitality, a confidence, an ease of living here 
that refreshed and invigorated. “Put a hun-
dred down and buy a car,” said a song of the 
time. I actually paid $200 outright for my 
1964 Chevy Nova, and drove it all over this 
marvelous, hospitable nation whose men had 
just recently walked on the moon.

Then came the Nagasaki bomb, in three in-
stallments: the oil shock, Watergate, the Viet-
nam defeat. By the end of that decade, with 
Jimmy Carter in the White House, inflation at 
15%, and U.S. embassy personnel bound and 
gagged in Tehran, there seemed no choice but 
to surrender to Western civilizational decline.

The reagan and thatcher years 
saw some push-back, although as 
James Bennett and Michael Lotus re-

mind us in America 3.0: “Reagan’s domestic 
program was quite moderate and constrained, 
not really disassembling any major parts of 
the federal machine, and merely slowing the 
rate of increase of federal non-defense spend-
ing.” (David Frum’s chapter on this in his 1994 
book Dead Right has the title: “The Failure of 
the Reagan Gambit.”)

Hope stirred again with the fall of the 
USSR and the conservative congressional 
victories of 1994, only to wither in the follies 
of a new century: relentlessly expanding en-
titlement programs, surging Third World im-
migration, and futile missionary wars. Ben-
nett and Lotus give the political background: 

“Meanwhile the Republican Congresses, after 
a decade, lost any connection to the reform-
ing Congress of 1994 and had slumped into 
oligarchic favor-trading.”
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lengthy survey of English social history, cen-
tered on the concept of an Absolute Nuclear 
Family.

In the English style of family even the 
weak kinship groupings of the original 
Germanic family type weakened fur-
ther. Saxon, and later English, nuclear 
families became increasingly indepen-
dent and autonomous, and relied on 
voluntary associations, contract and 
market transactions instead of kinship 
ties for an increasing portion of their 
affairs.

This Absolute Nuclear Family, they say, was 
the foundation of the old pre-industrial 
America—what the authors, by analogy with 
iterations of a software package, call America 
1.0: small family farms, ranches, plantations, 
and commercial towns. 

That structure was superseded 
from the late 19th century onward by 
the more centralized, bureaucratized 

(and in its urban aspect, cleaner and more or-
derly) regime of the Progressives—America 
2.0. Here too the trend was slowed for a few 
years by push-back under Presidents Warren 
Harding and Calvin Coolidge before con-
solidating itself through the middle and later 
decades of the last century, leaving us with 
the lumbering, arthritic federal behemoth of 
today. We now have the opportunity to tran-
sition to a freer, less-centralized America 3.0. 
The authors lay out a detailed pathway to that 
goal: abolition of the income tax, the break-
ing-up of big states, distributed small-scale 
industrial production, “Big Sort” residen-
tial disaggregation by political and lifestyle 
preference, constitutional reforms to remove 
prickly social issues from the purview of the 
federal government and courts.

Where Kurtzman is unblushingly predic-
tive, Bennett and Lotus are merely prescrip-
tive. These, they say, are necessary reforms 
that we should want; but they are not inevi-
table, nor even easy to bring about. For ex-
ample, while Kurtzman celebrates our com-
ing energy independence, Bennett and Lotus 
worry—more realistically, in my opinion—
that it will merely be “an undeserved cash in-
fusion” that politicians will use to postpone 
reform and enrich their friends. Kurtzman 
does mention the “resource curse” as afflict-
ing Russia and oil-rich Third World nations, 
but seems not to think the U.S. could suc-
cumb to it. Ha! 

Kurtzman also shills for the cheap-labor 
lobbies seeking to replace American citizen 
workers by indentured H-1B immigrants. 
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It’s all been very depressing, the steady 
downward trend unmistakable. Where then 
shall Hope and Fear their Objects find? Must 
dull Suspense corrupt the stagnant Mind?

Well, not necessarily. We can peer into the 
future and try to discern some happy omens 
for civilizational revival. These two new books 
undertake that task in interestingly different 
ways. 

The more cockily optimistic of the 
two is Unleashing the Second Ameri-
can Century by management guru Joel 

Kurtzman. The author’s thesis is that our 
country is in the early stages of a great trans-
formation that will bring us renewed strength 
and prosperity. This is all laid out in plain 
business-magazine prose with many uplifting 
anecdotes about the vigorous innovation to 
be found in university-business clusters like 
those around San Francisco and Cambridge, 
Mass. 

Kurtzman pooh-poohs notions of Ameri-
can industrial decline. He offers impressive 
statistics on labor productivity here, and 
writes at length about “re-sourcing”—compa-
nies returning their outsourced manufactur-
ing operations from China or Mexico to the 
U.S. China’s advantage in particular is dwin-
dling fast as labor costs there rise and issues 
of security and transparency become more 
prominent by comparison.

He sees two great boost factors help-
ing American resurgence. One is energy               
independence.

American energy technology, specifical-
ly the high-pressure hydraulic fracturing 
of rock—or “fracking”—has advanced 
to the point that these once unobtain-
able reserves of energy can now be ex-
tracted quickly, easily, and profitably…. 
So vast are our reserves of energy that it 
is likely we will become a net energy ex-
porting country, something we haven’t 
been since Harry Truman was in the 
White House.

The other boost factor is in the huge re-
serves of capital lying idle in companies still 
shell-shocked from the 2008 recession. With 
these factors, says Kurtzman, and our tradi-
tion of economic vitality, and the depth and 
breadth of our manufacturing expertise, we 
shall soon be soaring high above the rest of 
the world. We may indeed already be halfway 
down the runway.

Entrepreneur James Bennett and lawyer-
economist Michael Lotus take a more struc-
tured, scholarly, and conditional path to 
similarly rosy conclusions. They begin with a 
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“[W]hat the country really needs is people 
with STEM [science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics] degrees…. That’s where we 
are weak,” he tells us. Really? Then why aren’t 
STEM wages going through the roof? “Real 
hourly wages (adjusted for inflation) grew on 
average just 0.7% a year from 2000 to 2012 
for STEM workers, and annual wages grew 
even less—0.4% a year. [“Is There a STEM 
Worker Shortage?” by Karen Zeigler & Ste-
ven Camarota; Center for Immigration Stud-
ies, May 2014.]” Has the law of supply and 
demand been repealed?

Both books emphasize the ameri-
can national spirit of entrepreneurial 
creativity but both are, to different 

degrees, dismissive of the question: will that 
spirit survive a major demographic transfor-
mation? A dispositive answer to this question 
lies beyond our present understanding, but it 
will be revealed to our children. Our immi-
gration policies from 1965 on have ensured 
that the northern European founding popu-
lations of America, whose descendants in the 
middle 20th century censuses were a large 
majority, will be a minority 30 years from now. 
Our authors here are blithe about this. “Com-
ing to the United States changes people,” Joel 
Kurtzman asserts breezily. What, is there 
something in the water here? No, no, it’s cul-
ture—the phlogiston, the luminiferous ether 
of modern social-science theorizing: “Our 
culture changes people from introverted ‘lab 
rats,’ as one researcher explained to me, ‘into 
full-blown entrepreneurs.’” Does it? Undoubt-
edly some persons change in a new social envi-
ronment; but entire populations?

Bennett and Lotus, because of their deep 
historical and anthropological approach to 
America’s national character, feel obliged to 
tackle this issue more forthrightly than does 
Kurtzman. Thus: 

Writers in the past who asserted the 
Germanic roots of English liberty of-
ten…spoke in terms of an Anglo-Saxon 
‘race’ that was especially democratic or 
liberty-loving…. We now know more 
about human biology and genetics than 
did the writers of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. We know for a 
fact that there is no genetic basis for the 
English way of life.
 

Then later: 

By the 1970s…no one any longer ac-
cepted the idea that some group or oth-
er had a genetic predisposition toward 

any particular set of political or cultural 
arrangements.

This is either ignorance or cowardice. We 
do not “know for a fact” the thing that Ben-
nett and Lotus claim we know. To be sure, we 
do not know the converse thing either; but 
that does not excuse the authors’ untruth, 
and the converse thing is actually a better fit 
to current data than their “known fact.” At 
any rate, they are left to hang their optimism 
on the traditional American family structure, 
even as, with 40% of American children now 
being born out of wedlock, the Absolute Nu-
clear Family seems to be undergoing a fission 
reaction of its own.

Here is a thing we do know for 
a fact: Individual human behavior-
al and personality traits are all to 

some degree heritable, often highly so. It is 
reasonable to infer that races—big, old, lo-
calized inbreeding groups—will display dif-
ferent statistical profiles on these traits; and 
that this will especially be so where localiza-
tion is maintained by significant geographi-
cal barriers. The native British may well be 
what Winston Churchill called them: an is-
land race. 

This is an open area of ongoing empirical 
enquiry and proper, informed scientific spec-
ulation (see, for example, The Son Also Rises: 
Surnames and the History of Social Mobility by 
economic historian Gregory Clark [2014], A 
Troublesome Inheritance: Genes, Race, and Hu-
man History by science journalist Nicholas 
Wade [2014], and The 10,000 Year Explosion: 
How Civilization Accelerated Human Evolu-
tion by the geneticist-anthropologist tag team 
of Gregory Cochran and Henry Harpending 
[2009]). Canting asseverations of creedal dog-
ma have no place in science, nor in commen-
taries that look to science for support. They 
give off an unsavory whiff of servile Stalin-era 
truckling to ideological bullies.

Those points aside, and ignoring also some 
minor inaccuracies—the sign you see on leav-
ing Brooklyn does not say “Forgetaboutit,” it 
says “Fuhgeddaboudit”—these are both suit-
able books to give to a conservative who needs 
cheering up. Did they banish my own gloomy 
thoughts about America’s future? Alas, no; 
the negative trends seem to me irresistible. 
Still, if I live as long as Mr. Yamaguchi I may 
be proved wrong. I shall be very glad if that 
happens. 

John Derbyshire is is a writer living in New York. 
He is the author of We Are Doomed: Reclaim-
ing Conservative Pessimism (Crown Forum).
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Book Review by Rupert Darwall

The Greening of America
A Climate of Crisis: America in the Age of Environmentalism, Patrick Allitt.

The Penguin Press, 336 pages, $29.95

In january 1991, 18-year-old scott 
Lancaster was jogging a few hundred yards 
from his Idaho Springs, Colorado, high 

school when he was  attacked and partially 
eaten by a mountain lion. Local authorities 
expected an anti-lion backlash…but it never 
came. One of Lancaster’s friends commented 
at his memorial service that to be eaten by a 
lion was “kind of fitting for him…. He was a 
real outdoorsy guy.”

The incident exemplifies the problematic 
triumph of environmentalism in modern 
America. Mountain lions were killed as unde-
sirable predators for much of the 20th century, 
but in 1971, after environmental groups cru-
saded to reverse their dwindling numbers and 
habitats, Governor Ronald Reagan signed 
into a law a moratorium on hunting them in 
California. The legislation reflected a trans-
formation in attitudes—though not so drastic 
as to save the lion that killed Lancaster, which 
was shot three days after the attack.

Environmentalism has had more success 
than any other recent ideology in requiring 

America’s people and businesses to change 
their thinking and their behavior. Patrick Al-
litt, professor of American history at Emory 
University, writes in his valuable new book 
that taking environmental obligations seri-
ously has become mandatory for anyone in 
political life, even though the meaning of 
those obligations is as vague and sprawling as 
the ones advanced a century ago in the name 
of Progressivism.

As he shows in a climate of crisis: 
America in the Age of Environmental-
ism, environmentalism embodies an 

ascending hierarchy of concerns. At its base 
are threats to human health—the greatest 
issue for voters. In the middle is a desire to 
preserve nature, in the form of cherished 
landscapes, desolate wildernesses, and di-
verse flora and especially fauna. Few people 
had heard of the northern spotted owl, “that 
little furry feathery guy” according to Presi-
dent George H.W. Bush, before its habitat 
was threatened by unrestricted logging. At 

the apex of environmentalism’s hierarchy is 
an ideology profoundly hostile to industrial-
ization. Environmentalism applies the con-
cept of “alienation,” borrowed from Marxism, 
to humanity’s relationship with the natural 
world, alleging that modern industrial civi-
lization threatens our survival and risks the 
planet’s future: too many people consuming 
finite resources, too much pollution destroy-
ing fragile natural balances and damaging 
the Earth in ways beyond reckoning or repair. 
Reversing the Industrial Revolution holds 
little attraction for most Americans, however, 
who continue to value the quality of life pro-
duced by it, and have no desire to abandon 
the expectation that their material circum-
stances will continue to improve as they have 
for two centuries.

This hierarchy helps explain why, in the 
1980s, the U.S. led the world in crafting an in-
ternational agreement on phasing out ozone-
depleting substances, such as those used in 
aerosol spray cans. Americans were concerned 
about the health threats, and since DuPont 
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had already developed viable substitutes for 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), life could carry 
on as before without them. By contrast, glob-
al warming, which Allitt calls “the strangest 
crisis in American history,” poses no discern-
ible threat to human health. Even frequent 
appeals to the threat of species extinction, 
with images of polar bears on melting ice floes, 
haven’t been enough to move the needle of 
public opinion. Unlike CFCs, hydrocarbons 
have no viable substitutes. Our failure to de-
carbonize is not due to sinister economic in-
terests, as environmentalists prefer to believe, 
but to a plain and massive reality: since the 
Industrial Revolution, humans have come to 
depend on fossil fuels. 

Allitt demonstrates that the best 
way to put America’s current environ-
mental situation into perspective is 

to study its history. In 1962, Rachel Carson 
helped launch the post-war environmental 
movement with her book Silent Spring. Yet, 
the environmental problems actually affect-
ing Americans then—the smog of southern 
California and parts of the industrial North-
east, the destruction of Lake Erie and its va-
cation industry, the visible degradation of lo-
cal environments—were not those described 
on the pages of that bestseller, which told a 
horror story of rural and suburban America 
poisoned by chemicals, chiefly pesticides and 
fertilizers used by farmers. 

Silent Spring shows that environmentalism 
is most successful when it links the loftiest of 
environmentalism’s concerns, alienation from 
nature, with the most urgent, human health. 
In her book, Carson tied the chemicals preva-
lent in industrial-scale farming to the disap-
pearance of animals and birds (“a spring with-
out voices”) and to Americans’ health, falsely 
claiming that these “elixirs of death” were the 
cause of a growing cancer epidemic. In fact, 
among all environmental causes of cancer, to-
bacco smoking dwarfs everything else in its 
impact on mortality and morbidity—a fact 
hard-core environmentalists were reluctant to 
accept.

This “new mood,” as Allitt describes it, led 
Americans to demand a more careful approach 
to the environment. Air pollution, which had 
caused so much anxiety in the 1950s and ’60s, 

was “drastically reduced in the next four de-
cades, restoring the atmosphere even in cities 
whose population and traffic volume contin-
ued to increase.” But, at its worst, “the new en-
vironmentalism stimulated a mood of apoca-
lyptic thinking.”

 “There will be famines,” the lepidopterist 
Paul Ehrlich prophesied in 1967; by 1980, the 
U.S. and Western Europe would be unable to 
feed themselves. As Allitt observes, “human-
ity has a long history of making predictions 
about the future, nearly all of which have 
turned out to be wrong.” A 1975 report from 
the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
warned, in tones of “repressed alarm,” that an 
Ice Age in the near future “was not impossible.” 
During the last phases of the Cold War, this 
fear became part of the peace movement’s ar-
gument when astronomer Carl Sagan popu-
larized the notion of “nuclear winter.” 

The 1970s also saw rising alarm 
about acid rain. In response, the 
Carter Administration set up an acid 

rain assessment program. In 1980, an NAS 
report called acid rain—with no apparent 
irony—“a new silent spring.” Studies had 
already shown that neighboring lakes often 
had sharply different pH levels, and a study 
of ancient lake bed samples suggested that 
in many cases the acidity had been there for 
millennia. In a precursor to the climate sci-
ence wars, however, this was a forbidden con-
clusion. The study’s author, Edward Krug, 
was attacked by the deputy head of the En-
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA). Only 
when threatened with litigation did the EPA 
relent and apologize. 

After spending $540 million, the assess-
ment program report in 1990 broadly backed 
Krug’s conclusions. Acid rain from industrial 
sources was a nuisance rather than a catastro-
phe. By then it was too late. The Bush Admin-
istration had already designed a regulatory re-
gime for sulfur dioxide emissions, tackling the 
non-cause of the non-problem in the amended 
Clean Air Act signed into law in 1990.

Hard scientific categories were also sub-
ject to flux. In the 1960s and ’70s, academic 
ecologists assumed ecosystems were inher-
ently stable, which meant any instability was 
caused by exogenous events, of which human 

activity was the most common and damaging. 
This view began to change in the 1980s. En-
vironmental scientist Daniel Botkin believed 
that his peers clung to the notion of equilib-
rium for psychological reasons. Abandoning 
those beliefs, Botkin wrote, “leaves us [scien-
tists] in an extreme existential position; we 
are like small boats without anchors.” The 
new ecological thinking implied that policy 
makers should no longer assume stability to 
be either normal or ideal. Indeed, it showed 
that questions as to what is natural and what 
is the proper role of human agency in natural 
processes go far beyond science’s capacity to 
answer, taking us into the domains of aesthet-
ics, philosophy, and even theology. 

Environmentalism gave rise to some spec-
tacularly bad legislation. The 1980 CERCLA 
(Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act) Superfund 
law established the arbitrary principle of ret-
roactive damages for environmental harm, 
even if firms had acted within the law at the 
time. If only one of a number of original pol-
luters were identified, it could be made liable 
for 100% of the clean-up costs. Allitt writes 
that the cost “per life saved” by Superfund 
clean-ups ranges from $340,000 at the worst 
sites to $77 billion at the least contaminated. 
Following the establishment of a “loss and 
damages” stream in recent rounds of the U.N. 
climate change negotiations, Superfund cre-
ates an ominous global precedent for Ameri-
can businesses and taxpayers.

Perhaps the real crisis is within environ-
mentalism itself. Over the last two decades, 
it has lost contact with ordinary Americans’ 
concerns about human health and scenic vis-
tas. Environmentalists have, instead, recast 
their entire mission around global warming. 
For 18 years, however, global temperatures 
have held steady, widening the gap between 
computer-model predictions and observa-
tions. Even if environmentalists turn out to 
be right—or rightish—about future warm-
ing, they’ve become the worst imaginable ad-
vocates for preserving the environment. Per-
haps, the environment is too precious to be 
entrusted to environmentalists.

Rupert Darwall is the author of The Age of 
Global Warming: A History (Quartet Books). 
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Book Review by Lauren Weiner

Labor of Love
All Joy and No Fun: The Paradox of Modern Parenthood, by Jennifer Senior.

HarperCollins, 320 pages, $26.99

It only seems like a paradox that par-
enthood might be “all joy and no fun.” A 
few pages into Jennifer Senior’s book, this 

nice phrase is rendered in academic lingo—
bringing up children is one of those “high cost/
high reward” activities. The poetry is gone but 
it sums up the experience pretty well.

I found reassuring—wise, even—the pas-
sages in her book that concern teenagers. 
Parents run out of time to shape their teens’ 
life habits, and Senior describes very well the 
dawning realization that last-minute charac-
ter improvements are not in the cards. This 
realization brings flashes of doubt and regret, 
to go along with the warm, closing-of-an-era 
pangs of the proud parent. Senior evokes how 
unsettling it is for adults to feel, in this sense, 
way more emotional than those notoriously 
emotional teenagers. With ours turning 18, 
the milestones have seemed to rush by at ever-
shorter intervals. His first solo vacation travel. 
His first date. His first job. His first moving 
violation. 

A gifted New York magazine feature writer, 
Senior has built All Joy and No Fun: The Para-
dox of Modern Parenthood around slice-of-life 
depictions of several families she came to 
know as a part of her research. Although she 
has gathered valuable examples, her conclu-
sions are another matter.

In a book that feels padded out to its 300-
page length—upwards of 50 other books are 
mentioned, usually cursorily, such as Heidi 
Britz-Crecelius’s Children at Play (1996), 
Daniel Gilbert’s Stumbling on Happiness 
(2007), Alison Gopnik’s The Philosophical 

Baby (2009), and Adam Phillips’s Missing 
Out (2013)—there is a lot of reinventing the 
wheel on the subject of parenting. We al-
ready knew that mothers differ from fathers 
in how they view themselves and the task of 
childrearing. Senior turns to social science 
anyway, to document that difference. On av-
erage, she writes, women “assigned a signifi-
cantly larger proportion of their self-image 
to their mother identity than the men did 
to their father identity.” Even women hold-
ing down full-time jobs “considered them-
selves more mother than worker by about 50 
percent,” she says, adding that “this finding 
didn’t surprise” the researchers conducting 
the study. 

Presumably it surprises senior. at 
the very least it poses a challenge to the 
axiom running throughout the book: 

moms in the workplace are an unalloyed good. 
Americans’ “discomfort and ambivalence” 
about women and work, which are very much 
connected with the “mother identity” mat-
ter, just tick her off. Whenever women have 
gained a greater “measure of education or in-
dependence,” she grumbles, there are “calls for 
more attentive mothering.”

The ambivalent feelings crop up again and 
again in the families she interviewed. Early on, 
we meet a memorable Rosemount, Minnesota, 
family of four: Wife Angie works night shifts 
as a psychiatric nurse. Husband Clint works 
five days a week managing a rental car office 
at the Minneapolis-Saint Paul airport. They 
have a three-year-old named Eli and a one-

year-old named Xavier (“Zay”). Mom and dad 
are exhausted, and mom has a bad back.

The visitor in the home, Senior, sees the 
one-year-old begin bawling whenever Angie 
sets him down, whereupon Angie immedi-
ately picks him up:

[T]o leave Zay to cry would only com-
pound Angie’s terrible sense that she’s 
not doing all she can do for him, and 
she feels bad enough going off to work 
three or four nights a week—the sec-
ond the kids catch sight of her in her 
scrubs, they start to cling. So while she’s 
at home, she doesn’t put Zay on the 
ground or in the Bumbo. Instead, she 
works one-armed and lopsided, strain-
ing her back and making the awkward 
progress of a contestant in an egg toss.

Angie splits the childcare duties with Clint, 
a gentle and highly organized father. He 
takes sanity-preserving breaks from parent-
ing (during the children’s naps, for example), 
and more resolutely claims such moments of 
respite than does his wife. Thus she’s the more 
frazzled parent, and, as Senior astutely picks 
up, “though he may be unaware of it, Clint is 
exploiting Angie’s guilt, or at the very least 
recognizes he benefits from it.”

Such vignettes give the book life. The tales 
of parental struggle are absorbing and often 
touching, but it’s a disappointment that Senior, 
groping for ways to alleviate the struggle, falls 
back so often on tired social-democratic and 
feminist thinking:
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Countries with more generous welfare 
benefits tend to score well on all sorts 
of social indices; their corruption lev-
els are lower, their gender-parity levels 
are higher, they tend to offer afford-
able health care and higher education. 
To the extent that parents’ psychologi-
cal strains are financial—and many of 
them are—countries that provide these 
amenities go a long way toward reliev-
ing stress on couples and single parents 
alike.

The European countries that fit her de-
scription are bankrupting themselves by la-
dling out these benefits and amenities. They 
have stagnant economic growth, high unem-
ployment, and birthrates below replacement 
level. (That means fewer parents.) So the 
search for palliatives should hardly be limited 
to publicly funded programs. 

The financial strains on parents, 
here and abroad, are real enough. Why 
shouldn’t the findings on “mother iden-

tity” that the author conveys, and the work-
ing-mom guilt that she heard from more than 
one interviewee, lead her to consider policies 
that might—perish the thought—enhance a 
breadwinner’s take-home pay? Such policies 
could enable mothers of young children in 
working-class families to consider staying out 
of the workforce if they wanted.

Granted, revising our laws and social ar-
rangements—through the tax code, for exam-
ple—to help fathers discharge their responsi-
bilities is a hard sell these days for Americans 
in general, let alone center-left journalists like 
Senior. One statistic of hers indicates why: 
between 1980 and 2000, “the number of men 
who consider it their duty to be the primary 
breadwinner has declined considerably,” from 
54% to 30%. Feminism’s victories have affect-
ed how men think.

As she notes, that decline has not been 
accompanied by heightened enthusiasm for 
daycare. In fact, the percentage of Americans 
who “believe a parent should stay at home to 
take care of a child” is growing—it rose from 
33% to 41% between 1989 and 2002. “Our ex-
pectations of parents, in other words, seem to 
have increased as our attitudes toward women 
in the workplace have liberalized,” she writes.

Truly, this is an interesting paradox. The 
trend in men’s opinions on breadwinning can 
be traced to the modern movement for wom-
en’s rights. The other one—the trend favor-
ing parenting at home—is, in Senior’s view, 
part of a backlash against women’s rights. It 
isn’t that; it’s just the gathering force of com-
mon sense. (Non-sexist common sense, at 

that—check out the wording of the survey 
question.)

Senior’s analysis fails to hit the mark, too, 
in the section on the sometimes exaggerated 
anxieties that parents have about child safety. 
She touches there on the spate of prosecu-
tions of daycare-providers in the 1980s and 
early 1990s on false charges of sexual abuse. 
My own view is that the national panic we 
saw then, which caused grave injustices, was 
the weird product of well-grounded feelings 
of parental guilt. Senior leaves the impres-
sion that because it was a panic, the paren-
tal guilt feelings must have been groundless. 
Defensiveness about “mothers collecting a 
wage outside the home” subtly takes a toll on 
her logic.

Single parents are the least happy 
parents in America, she reports, citing 
more social science data. Introducing 

readers to Laura Anne, a 35-year-old raising 
her 7- and 9-year-old boys while working full 
time in Houston, brings out a certain tradi-
tionalism in Senior. Laura Anne shows off 
the school projects she has worked on with 
her children, telling Senior that nowadays, 

“homework has replaced the family dinner.” 
She says it cheerfully. Senior is a bit taken 
aback by this divorcée and Cub Scout mom, a 
suburban striver in a community of suburban 
strivers, and her relative contentment with 
evening after evening spent “helping” her kids 
make dioramas and photo montages that will 
earn them top marks.

Explains Laura Anne: “Maybe it’s sad, but 
it’s true. Because this is when your children 
tell you stuff. This is the time you’re sitting 
down with your children and creating some-
thing with them.” She tells Senior that cook-
ing isn’t her favorite thing, anyway: “I always 
knew my mom cared about me because she fed 
me, right? …She put love and time into the 
meal. But I’m not like that.” Writes Senior: 

“Housewifery was for her mother’s generation. 
Her generation transforms their kitchens 
into homework outposts.” Laura Anne “snips 
a strip of fabric and hands it to her son. ‘So 
this is me,’ she says, ‘doing my gifts of service. 
Putting in love and time.’”

Senior’s comment on this scene:

One wonders if actual family dinners, 
whose numbers have fallen quite a bit 
since the late seventies, might happen a 
bit more frequently if they hadn’t been 
supplanted by study halls at the dining 
room table, and if that time wouldn’t be 
more restorative and better spent—the 
stuff of customs and stories and affec-
tionate memories, the stuff that binds.

Ah, the customs, yes; the restorative act of 
breaking bread together as a family. She won-
ders where these went, yet she doesn’t step 
back and connect any cultural dots having to 
do with working moms or high divorce rates. 
Moreover, the other factor that’s in play here 
goes entirely unmentioned: an educational 
system trying to pull itself out of the cellar by 
assigning loads and loads of homework that 
today’s kids do at the dinner table while eat-
ing, out of takeout cartons, the meal that their 
parents did not have time to cook.

The communitarian, feminist, and 
traditionalist strands in the book don’t 
tie together all that neatly. A virtu-

ous inconsistency is how I prefer to think of 
it—a sign that Senior is not so thoroughgo-
ing an ideologue as to stick to one ideology. 
Also she’s well-read, an evident humanities 
student drawn to the work of novelists, mem-
oirists, and poets. The samplings from the 
likes of William Blake, Milan Kundera, and 
John Lanchester are often illuminating. In 
Lanchester she found “a beautiful plea” for the 
revival of a concept that has been sidelined in 
our society: the concept of duty. She’s right, 
the passage is beautiful—and it takes us once 
again to that part-time traditionalism of hers 
from which she derives, among other things, 
the “No fun” side of her parental equation.

What we do out of duty and what we do 
out of love intermingle in childrearing. The 
interviewee who perhaps best exemplifies 
this is Sharon, a retired school teacher from 
North Minneapolis, aged 67. Sharon’s ad-
opted daughter Michelle died at 33. The only 
one that Cam, Michelle’s energetic little boy, 
can now depend on is Sharon. She reappears 
throughout the book, and her feelings as a 
parent and grandparent resonate with those, 
like my partner and me, who have raised a 
child to whom they aren’t biologically related.

“Through nurturing Michelle,” writes Se-
nior, “day in and day out, Sharon came to love 
her, to bond with her, and to wish stubbornly 
to protect her, no matter how hard Michelle 
pushed back as a teen or an adult.” Sharon’s 
reflections take All Joy and No Fun to its con-
clusion, where Senior affirms that what Cam 
has given his grandmother “is another chance 
to be her best self. That’s what children can 
do in the end: give us that shot, even if we so 
frequently and disastrously fall short of the 
mark. It takes effort to love generously.”

Jennifer Senior’s book is unlikely to move us 
any closer to solving the problems of America’s 
families, but her stories have the ring of truth.

Lauren Weiner is the associate editor of the Li-
brary of Law and Liberty.
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Book Review by Bruce S. Thornton

A Mirror in Marble
The Parthenon Enigma: A New Understanding of the West’s Most Iconic Building and the People Who Made It,

by Joan Breton Connelly. Alfred A. Knopf, 512 pages, $35

For 25 centuries the parthenon has 
enthralled the imagination of the West. 
Even maimed and battered, this temple 

to Athena, built of 100,000 tons of Pentelic 
marble and sitting 500 feet above modern Ath-
ens on the limestone rock called the Acropolis, 
has represented for the cultural heirs of the 
Athenians all the ideals—political freedom, 
beauty, humanism, and rationalism—that lie 
at the heart of Western culture. But like the 
austere, honey-white marble of the Parthe-
non’s sculptures, which today are missing the 
bright colors and bronze accents that once 
adorned them, this Parthenon of the mind ig-
nores the rich, intricate network of meanings it 
once held for the ancient Athenians. 

Recovering those meanings in all their 
complexity is the theme of Joan Breton Con-
nelly’s masterly and entertaining The Parthe-
non Enigma. A classical archaeologist and pro-
fessor of classics and art history at New York 
University, Connelly’s previous research has 
focused on ancient Greek religion and the im-
portant role of women in cult and ritual. In her 

new book she weaves together the landscape, 
architecture, history, religion, myth, folklore, 
politics, and art of ancient Athens to recreate 
for the reader the fascinating strangeness of 
the people who laid the foundations of West-
ern civilization, as well as providing a compre-
hensive guide to “the biggest, most technically 
astonishing, ornately decorated, and aestheti-
cally compelling temple ever known.”

For modern city-dwellers whose 
landscape is generally mediated or ob-
scured by technology, Connelly’s de-

scription of ancient Athens’ topography, flora, 
and fauna is particularly important. “In the 
days before the urban noise-scape of auto-
mobiles, sirens, trains, planes, and factories,” 
Connelly writes, “it was the song, cry, and 
croak of the wild that accompanied life’s mo-
ments through the day.” The rivers of Ath-
ens, like the Ilissos, Kephisos, and Eridanos, 
and local springs were important not just as 
sources of water, but also as conduits for the 
divine—the nymphs who inhabited them, the 

gods who figured in their origins, and the 
legendary heroes and ancestors of the Athe-
nians whose lives and deeds were bound up in 
them. Trees, gardens, woods, and caves were 
also places of numinous power and ancestral 
legend. A dozen caves pock the slopes of the 
Acropolis, and half of them were shrines to 
various gods whose stories involved the myths, 
heroic deeds, gods and monsters, and foun-
dational legends that created the Athenians’ 
unique identity: “The comprehension of di-
vine presence in a human world, of genealogi-
cal succession across great spans of time, and 
of heroic deeds that lie at the very foundation 
of cities—all this knowledge was inseparable 
from the local landscape, the earth and water, 
vegetation and wildlife, that bore witness to 
how things came to be as they are.”

The landscape of Athens was dominated by 
the Acropolis. Connelly’s description of the 
rock, the earlier temples built on it, and espe-
cially the Parthenon of the mid-5th century 
contains a wealth of architectural, historical, 
and mythic detail and contexts so clearly and 
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thoroughly presented that it could stand alone 
as an excellent guide for anyone planning a vis-
it to the temple. Especially fascinating is the 
blending of the religious, political, and practi-
cal in the functioning of the Parthenon. The 
home of the goddess was about more than rit-
ual worship or pedagogy in stone. The money 
for building the temple came from the tribute 
Athens exacted from the subjects of her empire, 
the one-time fellow members of a defensive al-
liance whose fleet patrolled the eastern Aegean 
to keep an eye on the Persians. This tribute 
by mid-century totaled 600 talents of silver—
about 17 tons, worth around $360 million in 
today’s value. Athena received one sixtieth of 
this tribute, and by 431 B.C. 170 tons of silver 
coins were housed on the Acropolis, much of 
it in the Parthenon. Within the shrine Phei-
dias’s colossal gold and ivory statue of Athena 
stood 39 feet high, with a over a ton of pure 
gold—worth today around $41,280,000—
sculpted into her robes, shield, and armor. The 
gold and silver stored in the Parthenon made it 
the Athenians’ Fort Knox, and the Athenians 
used the wealth as a “line of credit, removing 
sections of the gold as needed.” This “stagger-
ing treasure” financed Athens’ powerful fleet, 
the jobs and state pay doled out to the poorer 
Athenian citizens, and the expansion of its 
trade and empire.

Yet the parthenon’s symbolic and 
pedagogic functions were its raison 
d’être. The “enigma” of Connelly’ book 

is the meaning of the Parthenon, particularly 
of the magnificent frieze that ran for 525 feet 
around the inner colonnade, 46 feet from the 
ground, a three-foot-high ribbon of sculpture 
filled with 378 humans and 245 animals de-
picted in some sort of ritual procession. Today 
most of the surviving frieze is housed in the 
British Museum, having been filched by Lord 
Elgin in 1802 under sketchy circumstances, 
along with fragments of sculptures from the 
two pediments. This “largest, most lavish, and 
most aesthetically compelling length of sculp-
ture ever carved by human hands,” as Con-
nelly writes, has inspired artists and poets 
in England for two centuries, most famously 
John Keats, whose brilliant “Ode on a Gre-
cian Urn” was undoubtedly influenced by his 
visit to see the Elgin Marbles.

That outsized influence, however fecund for 
the West’s art and imagination, has obscured 
the original meaning of the frieze, which is 
intimately bound up with the purpose of the 
Parthenon and its rituals. Traditionally the 
frieze has been interpreted as a depiction of 
the Great Panathenaia. This was the central 
festival in an Athenian calendar containing 
between 130 and 170 festival days. It took 

place every fourth year over eight days in the 
middle of August. As with everything the 
Greeks did, the festival comprised competi-
tive events—poetry, athletics, music, recita-
tions of Homer’s epics, equestrian events, and 
even a male beauty contest, all culminating 
in tribal torch races and an all-night vigil on 
the Acropolis. On the seventh day took place 
the great procession and sacrifices in honor of 
Athena, at which a sacred robe was presented 
to the goddess. Prizes were awarded on the 
eighth day, and many were extremely valuable. 
One prizewinner received five tons of olive oil, 
worth roughly five and a half year’s wages for 
an average worker.

Conventional interpretations of 
the Parthenon frieze see them as il-
lustrations of this procession, particu-

larly the sculpture depicting a man handing 
a garment, presumably the sacred robe, to a 
young girl. Yet as Connelly catalogues, too 
many details of the frieze have little to do with 
the historical procession. The many sections 
showing cavalrymen and chariots, for exam-
ple, make no sense in historical terms, when 
the hoplite infantryman was dominant and 
chariot warfare an anachronism. Most impor-
tantly, Greek sculpture rarely if ever depicted 

contemporary reality. Connelly finds a more 
plausible explanation in a papyrus fragment 
from a lost play of Euripides, the Erechtheus.

Connelly’s account of the discovery of 
this fragment in Egypt is itself a fascinating 
detective story. The papyrus, pages of writ-
ing discarded because of scribal errors, had 
been used for making a cut-rate papier-mâché 
mummy case of the sort used by Greeks living 
in Egypt during the last three centuries B.C. 
In the early 1960s a technique was devised 
for separating the sheets and revealing the 
writing. Many fragments of ancient literature 
were recovered, but most relevant for the Par-
thenon are the 120 lines from the Erectheus, 
which joined the 125 lines already known. 

The play tells the story of the three daugh-
ters of Erechtheus, the mythical king of Athens, 
who was conceived when the sperm of the god 
Hephaestus soiled the garment of the horrified 
virgin Athena. When Poseidon’s son Eumol-
pos attacks Athens with an army of Thracians, 
Erechtheus learns that only by sacrificing one 
of his daughters can Athens prevail. He choos-
es his youngest daughter, who bravely and will-
ingly goes to her death, followed by her two 
sisters who voluntarily join her. The Athenians 
are victorious, though Erechtheus dies, swal-
lowed up by the earth. The fragment of Eurip-
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ides’ play recovered from the mummy case 
contains the words of Athena to Praxithea, the 
wife of Erechtheus, after her grievous losses. 

As Connelly writes, the words contain the 
“divine charter” for the Parthenon, the Pana-
thenaia, and the famous frieze. In her carefully 
argued and fine-grained explication, Connelly 
shows “how the goddess’s words have reverber-
ated in the Athenian psyche, expressing the 
very essence of the people’s self-understanding, 
thereby forming a basis for our understand-
ing of Acropolis temples, cults, and rituals.” 
And the most stunning expression of that un-
derstanding is found in the Parthenon frieze, 
whose details Connelly shows are understand-
able in terms of this foundation myth and the 
meaning it held for ancient Athenians. The 
Parthenon and its friezes were a “mirror in 
marble” that educated each citizen in “the his-
tory, identity, values, and interests into which 
he has been born,” thus revealing the essence 
of his—or her—identity. For despite some 
contemporary fantasies about an Athenian mi-
sogynist “phallocracy” in which women were 
beaten down and locked away, Athenian girls 
and women were proud citizens, their honor—
as much as their fathers’ and brothers’—de-
pendent on the glory of their common city, and 
on their willingness to sacrifice themselves for 
her as did the daughters of Erechtheus. Thus 
this famous temple derives its name “Parthe-
non” from the Greek word parthenôn, “of the 
virgins,” the daughters of Erechtheus.

In connelly’s fascinating analysis, 
the Parthenon and its sculptures were the 
common school in which Athenian citi-

zens learned the virtues and communal soli-
darity necessary for this uniquely spectacular 
city, the pioneer in political self-rule and free-
dom, one existing in a brutal world of scant 
resources and hungry aggressors. That ruth-
less environment, in which the destruction of 
the community was one bad harvest or violent 
raid away, made the bonds of solidarity and 
the virtue of self-sacrifice vital for survival. 
For urban moderns insulated from that hard 
and dangerous world, the brutality of ancient 
myth seems to be evidence of the bloodthirsty 
savagery challenging the beauty and idealism 
of Athenian civilization. But such presentism 
ignores the Greek achievement in creating 
aesthetic order and civic virtue in the midst 
of ruthless violence and tragic choices, what 
Abraham Lincoln called the “awful arithme-
tic” that calculates that some must die now so 
more can live later. 

The world in which the Athenians lived 
accounts in part for their strangeness to us. 
More important, that tragic world made the 
public art, architecture, and ritual intensely 
political, all reinforcing the apothegm of the 
great statesman Pericles in his funeral ora-
tion—“Happiness depends on freedom, and 
freedom depends on bravery.” The Parthenon 
and its sculptures and rituals made the same 
point. In Connelly’s words:

For democracy fostered free speech, de-
liberation, and forethought, all of which 
clarified the reasons for one’s actions. 
From this, the revolutionary ideal of 
self-sacrifice for a greater good was born. 
Piety, paideia [education], and ritual 
tradition fueled the bravery needed to 
sustain this ideal. And it is this courage 
that enabled Athenians, old and young 
alike, to face the enormous challenges 
that winning and defending democracy 
so urgently required.

The Parthenon Enigma is one of the best 
books on ancient Athens I have encountered in 
a long time. In the course of solving the “enig-
ma” of the friezes, the author seamlessly weaves 
together a wealth of detail about not just Athe-
nian history, art, and myth, but also the mean-
ing of ancient Athens in both its unsettling 
strangeness and comforting familiarity. For all 
that the Athenians, in the words of poet Louis 
MacNeice, were “all so unimaginably different 
/ And all so long ago,” Joan Connelly teaches 
us how we can imagine ourselves among them.

Bruce S. Thornton is a professor of classics and 
humanities at California State University, Fres-
no; a research fellow at the Hoover Institution; 
and the author, most recently, of Democracy’s 
Dangers and Discontents: The Tyranny of the 
Majority from the Greeks to Obama (Hoover 
Institution Press).
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Book Review by Jeffrey H. Anderson

Up from Obamacare
The Pipes Plan: The Top Ten Ways to Dismantle and Replace Obamacare, by Sally C. Pipes.

Regnery Publishing, 126 pages, $16.95 

Priceless: Curing the Healthcare Crisis, by John C. Goodman.
The Independent Institute, 392 pages, $24.95

Together, sally c. pipes’s the pipes 
Plan and John C. Goodman’s Priceless 
tell the story of a health-care system 

largely controlled and undermined by the fed-
eral government, which is now poised to take 
over the rest of that system and finish the job 
of ruining it. The means of this death blow, 
of course, will be the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act, or Obamacare—unless 
Republicans succeed in repealing it shortly af-
ter President Obama leaves office in 2017. 

The importance of repeal can hardly be 
overstated. The American Founders would 
never have imagined one-fifth of our econo-
my—and hence some large chunk of our ex-
istence—almost entirely controlled by federal 
legislation or (worse) federal administrative 
fiat. A political party that’s genuinely commit-
ted to limited government and liberty cannot 
make peace with such an astounding level of 
centralized control over Americans’ lives. 

A nearly incomprehensible 2,700-page 
“law”—and more than ten thousand pages 
of bureaucratic regulations that have already 

been written to supplement it—is rather 
plainly incompatible with government of, by, 
and for the people.

Fortunately, Obamacare is horribly un-
popular and is arguably getting even more so. 
The president never won the battle of ideas 
that James Madison said will, in all free gov-
ernments, ultimately prove decisive. Instead, 
Obama strong-armed his plan through Con-
gress—rather spectacularly sacrificing his 
party’s large majority in the House of Repre-
sentatives in the process—and then had the 
unique good fortune to run for reelection 
against a man who was not only the architect 
of a somewhat similar plan implemented in 
Massachusetts but who was also among the 
minority of Americans who thought, as he 
later put it, “Obamacare was very attractive.”

Most Americans don’t share Mitt Rom-
ney’s view. In fact, sooner or later, some prom-
inent 2016 presidential candidate is going to 
realize that running against Obamacare is the 
path to the presidency. The proof is in the poll-
ing. Even as Obama was basking in the post-

election glow of his 4-point victory, CNN’s 
polling showed that registered voters opposed 
his signature legislation by 10 full percentage 
points (52 to 42%) and that independent vot-
ers liked it even less (opposing it by a margin 
of 22 points—57 to 35%). 

By the time of Obamacare’s third anniver-
sary in late March, the Kaiser Health Track-
ing Poll showed that only 37% of Americans 
liked the overhaul. That was down 9 points 
from Kaiser’s tally three years earlier, in the 
month immediately following the bill’s pas-
sage. In other words, even before its full-
fledged rollout early next year—which prom-
ises to be anything but smooth—Obamacare 
is already aging poorly.

The pipes plan offers a pithy over-
view of what, specifically, is so bad 
about Obamacare. Less a plan than a 

citizens’ primer, Pipes’s slim volume is an easy 
and well-documented read. The author, presi-
dent of the Pacific Research Institute and one 
of the most implacable critics of Obamacare, 
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Essay by Jeremy Rabkin

A More Dangerous World

The obama administration’s russia 
policy has followed a well-established 
pattern. Last year, the president de-

clined to provide direct support for any side 
in Syria’s ongoing civil war, but insisted that 
the use of chemical weapons would cross a 
U.S. “red line.” When evidence of such use 
could not be ignored, Obama threatened 
military strikes on Syria in retaliation. Af-
ter half-hearted efforts to persuade Congress 
to endorse the strikes, he seized on Russian 
President Vladimir Putin’s offer to negotiate 
the withdrawal of Syria’s chemical weapons 
without resort to force. So far, the promised 
withdrawal is way behind schedule and for-
eign intelligence agencies insist that chemical 
weapons have been used again. But there has 
been no further talk about resorting to force. 

When Russia seized Crimea from Ukraine 
this March, President Obama repeatedly ap-
pealed for a peaceful solution. In late March, 
he insisted in a speech in Brussels that NATO 
would not use force outside its own borders. 
The aim was to “de-escalate tensions,” an aim 
reemphasized at a meeting between Secre-

tary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign 
Minister Sergey Lavrov in mid-April. Russia 
is still in Crimea and will likely continue to 
challenge the Kiev government’s control of 
Ukraine’s eastern provinces. And that won’t 
be the end of Russian aggression in the region. 
When one side has determined aims and the 
other is resolute only for avoiding confronta-
tion, it is easy to see which will prevail.

What’s the Fuss?

Challenges don’t disappear be-
cause we refuse to acknowledge them. 
Russian aggression against Ukraine 

may well prove a turning point in world poli-
tics. It is certainly a blow to prevailing notions 
of international law. It will be all the more con-
sequential because the West’s tepid response 
makes it harder to isolate as an exceptional 
case, and so harder to deter its repetition. 

The Left, extremely vocal about interna-
tional law during the Bush Administration, 
has gone quiet. On the Right, international 
law is often regarded as little more than a 

collection of pious platitudes or liberal talk-
ing points. After all, major powers commonly 
resort to force without waiting for authoriza-
tion from the United Nations—as the United 
States itself did in the past 30 years in Iraq, 
Kosovo, Panama, and Grenada. So why make 
a big fuss when Putin stages a bloodless coup 
in Crimea? 

As recently as 2008, Russia sent troops to 
border regions of independent Georgia, then 
sponsored two new, nominally independent 
republics in Abkhazia and South Ossetia. 
Then-presidential candidate John McCain 
proclaimed, “We are all Georgians now.” The 
outgoing Bush Administration offered mod-
est sanctions and the incoming Obama Ad-
ministration promised a “reset” of Russian 
relations. So why make more of a fuss about 
Crimea, which Ukraine did less to defend 
than Georgia did for its breakaway territories 
six years ago?

But in truth, it’s one thing to assist a separat-
ist uprising and something else to annex your 
neighbor’s territory into your own borders. The 
U.N. Charter doesn’t just admonish members 

I am one of the 4,017,000 americans born in 
1954, who are in turn among the 39,964,000 
born in the 1950s. My impending 60th birthday, 

in other words, is a drop in the ongoing flood of such 
anniversaries. The attendant individual assessments 
are inseparable from collective ones since, as we’ve 
learned to say, the personal is sociological.

Those of us who arrived in the 1950s are the big-
gest part of the Baby Boom, the demographic bulge 
generally defined as comprising Americans born be-
tween 1946 and 1964. We also, apparently, identify 
ourselves more strongly as Boomers than do those 
older and, especially, younger than we are. Barack 
Obama, though born in 1961, wrote in The Audacity 
of Hope that he considered the political turmoil un-
der President Bill Clinton (born in 1946) and George 
W. Bush (also 1946, six weeks before Clinton) part 
of “the psychodrama of the baby-boom generation—
a tale rooted in old grudges and revenge plots hatched 
on a handful of college campuses long ago.”

“Long ago.” That stings. So does the fact that the 15-
year gap between the age of his two predecessors and 
the 44th president’s raises the strong possibility that 
out of almost 40 million prospects, not one Ameri-
can born in the 1950s will wind up in the Oval Office. 
The politicians most likely to contest the 2016 elec-
tion include some born in the 1940s (Joe Biden, Hill-
ary Clinton, Mitt Romney, Elizabeth Warren, Jim 

Webb); the 1960s (Chris Christie, Martin O’Malley, 
Rand Paul, Scott Walker); and the 1970s (Ted Cruz, 
Bobby Jindal, Marco Rubio, Paul Ryan). Hopes that 
the 1950s cohort will finally put a run on the board 
rest, precariously, on Jeb Bush, Mike Huckabee, 
Rick Perry, and Rick Santorum. 

If it turns out that the 1950s never produce a pres-
ident, it will be one of only three calendar decades in 
the nation’s history to share this dubious distinction. 
(The others were the 1810s and the 1930s, the latter 
of which had the good excuse of having a Baby Bust 
instead of a Boom.) Is America telling those born in 
the 1950s that for judgment and maturity it’s still a 
safer bet to rely on our older siblings, even as we’re 
now preparing to sign up for Medicare? But also that 
when boldness and vigor are called for, they want to 
see real athletes on the field, not a sad, embarrassing 
Old Timers’ Game?
It wasn’t supposed to work out this way. The genera-
tion of Americans that had all those babies back in 
the 1950s needed to think well of their big invest-
ment in the future. As a result, we grew up hearing 
endless, ruinous praise for our hypostasized wisdom 
and virtue. Time magazine’s “Man of the Year” in 
196edly saner, more unselfish” than their elders. 
The kindly, equitable, sane, and selfless 21st-century 
America we were supposed to deliver is adjacent to 
Brigadoon, but the Baby Boomers’ invincible self-
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Book Review by Cheryl Miller

Reading Is Fundamental
Why I Read: The Serious Pleasure of Books, by Wendy Lesser.

Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 240 pages, $25

Wendy lesser’s why i read: the 
Serious Pleasure of Books does not 
advertise itself as one of the recent 

spate of “save-the-humanities” books, but it 
fits the bill just the same. A meditation on a 
lifetime of reading, it’s also an attempt by one 
professional critic to reengage a distracted 
public and remind us why literature matters.

Although she is a Ph.D., Lesser has kept 
her distance from the academy, turned off by 
the “assaults of gender-based [and]…theory-
inspired criticism.” To satisfy her more ca-
pacious interests and tastes, she founded the 
respected literary magazine the Threepenny 
Review in 1980, and has since styled herself 
as “an eighteenth-century man of letters,” not 
a specialist or expert, but a booklover among 
other booklovers—an amateur (the title of her 
1999 literary memoir). As she explained in an 
interview, “[T]he normal reader out there in 
the world doesn’t need to be told that reading 
is about pleasure, because that’s the only rea-
son they read, probably. What academia often 
does is kill the pleasure of reading for people.”

Why I Read, as the subtitle suggests, is a 
tribute to readerly pleasure, at once high-brow 
and accessible. Lesser counts among her per-
sonal favorites many of the great writers of the 
Western canon, and her explorations of liter-
ary craft—divided into chapters on “Charac-
ter and Plot,” “Novelty,” “Authority,” “Gran-
deur and Intimacy”—abound with examples 

from Dostoevsky, Shakespeare, Milton, Dick-
ens, and, above all, Henry James, her favorite 
novelist. But she won’t have you think she’s 
a snob, and so she cops to a passion for sci-
ence fiction and murder mysteries—though 
her choices (Isaac Asimov, Patricia High-
smith, Scandinavian detective novelists) sug-
gest a certain hierarchy of tastes. Lesser is a 
broad-minded reader, but she won’t condone 

“trash reading.” “The kind of pleasure you can 
get from reading is like no other in the world. 
People even get pleasure out of reading bad 
books, and I deplore this,” she sniffs.

Lesser knows that part of the pleasure of 
reading is ranking writers and books, and de-
bating their merits with other readers. She’s 
not afraid to give her opinion, to go back and 
forth with her readers:

You are my silent partner in this enter-
prise. As I make observations and as-
sertions, you give your assent or with-
hold it, according to your own opinions. 
Sometimes I may persuade you, and 
sometimes you may resist.

Her voice is conversational and 
impressionistic, filled with digres-
sions, asides, anecdotes, musings, 

and confessions. At times, she sounds more 
like a chatty book club leader than a literary 
essayist. Ulysses, she declares, is a “novel that 

has always gotten on my nerves”; she “can’t 
stand” much of D.H. Lawrence’s writing, par-
ticularly his 1926 novel The Plumed Serpents, 
which always sends her into “disbelieving gig-
gles”; she praises Penelope Fitzgerald’s novels 
for not “let[ting] us off the emotional hook in 
any way.”

If you can forgive such informalities, many 
of Lesser’s observations are quite sharp. 
About the postmodernists, she writes, “An au-
thor who self-righteously proclaims that there 
is no real boundary between fact and fiction 
is not someone you should trust regarding 
either.” She raises an eyebrow at the cults 
around Don DeLillo and Thomas Pynchon: 

“Great satire, to last, needs to be offensive even 
to those who agree with it.” And there’s this 
bravura passage on the posturing of certain 
contemporary novelists (she doesn’t name 
names, but surely you can supply some):

There is a certain kind of writer who 
seems to feel that unless he is break-
ing apart everything that came before 
him, composing something that in his 
own view is astonishingly new, he is not 
writing great literature…his preferred 
mode of public address is sarcasm or 
heavy irony, both of which are meant 
to suggest his sophistication, his supe-
riority to banal questions about reality, 
authenticity, and truth. He has no in-
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terest in accurately representing human 
behavior, partly because he has no in-
terest in accuracy and partly because he 
has very little interest in other people; 
what concerns him most is the working 
of his own mind. He hates with a pas-
sion the realist novelists and formalist 
poets who came just before him, and 
he is convinced that only he, among all 
the writers who ever lived, is producing 
work that will matter to the future.

All of this is great fun. As a bonus, Lesser 
provides a list of “A hundred books to read for 
pleasure,” which includes some old standbys 
(Edith Wharton’s The House of Mirth, Jane 
Austen’s Persuasion, Charles Dickens’s David 
Copperfield) and some more unexpected choic-
es. One of the main pleasures of Why I Read 
is discovering new books and authors; Lesser 
seems to have read everything. I’ve already or-
dered Australian novelist David Malouf ’s Ran-
som, a reimagining of The Iliad; and The Maias, 
a 19th-century family saga by Portuguese au-
thor José Maria Eça de Queirós.

But lesser’s case for reading is 
more than that it’s just fun. Reading is 
a serious pleasure, a more elevated and 

elevating pastime than, say, playing Candy 
Crush on one’s iPhone. What makes litera-
ture worthy of our attention, according to 
Lesser, is its “truth-telling capacity.” She re-
turns to this theme throughout the book; it 
is her critical “touchstone.” Discussing Rus-
sian novels, she writes that “to tell the truth is 
literature’s highest calling,” and she reaffirms 
this belief in her conclusion:

I still think it’s possible…to make cer-
tain statements about literature that will 
hold true at least for a while, and one of 
these statements is about the truth. I 
hope it is clear to you by now how much 
this matters to me. If there is anything I 
hate when I am reading a book, it is the 
sense that I am being lied to.

It’s clear that Lesser’s belief in fiction’s 
truth is deeply felt. But strong as this con-

viction is, she is vague as to what truths can 
be found in her favorite books. She admits 
to being “elusive”: “The truths in literature 
are incidental and cumulative, not global 
and permanent. In some moods I think that 
those are the only kinds of truths that really 
matter.” Nonetheless, she does provide a few 
hints. A truth-telling book demonstrates 

“attentiveness to reality, or respect for the 
world outside oneself,” and thus “one of the 
most salutary things about reading” is that 
it forces the reader “to submit to a pattern 
set by someone else.” In broadening our un-
derstanding of human experience, literature 
broadens our moral understanding, with our 
new emphathetic knowledge instructing us 
as to “the innate value of an individual life, 
or the need for equality and justice, or the 
importance of art.” 

Why i read is ultimately an at-
tempt to revitalize this humanistic 
account of literature’s moral value 

and significance. Lesser wants to return to 
the wide-ranging, learned but not academic, 
and morally serious criticism exemplified 
by her favorite commentators: George Or-
well, William Empson, and, of course, Lio-
nel Trilling. But this purpose is at odds with 
Lesser’s own highly personalized discussion 
of reading. Far from submitting to a pat-
tern set by someone else, Lesser is focused 
almost entirely on her own responses to 
a work. Her responses are not uninterest-
ing—indeed, there is much to enjoy and to 
provoke—but too rarely is there the sort of 
sustained argument about a novel or poem 
that could deepen the reader’s understand-
ing of the work. Stray insights remain just 
that—underdeveloped and quickly tossed 
aside as Lesser moves on to the next topic. 
No book is discussed at any length, and 
even the authors she loves and cites most get 
strangely cursory treatment. We’re told that 
Dickens creates “humorously, exaggerated 
characters,” that the great Russian novels 
have a “philosophic intensity and melancholy 
humor” about them, and that the novels of 
Henry James can be enjoyed on an e-reader, 
but only if you’ve read them once before. At 

other times, she retreats back into a kind of 
literary obscurantism, faux profundities lit-
tering the text: “no analysis, no description, 
can ever do full justice to a work of litera-
ture. Only the thing itself, rendered in full, 
can serve as a satisfying example.” “When 
it comes to literature, we are all groping in 
the dark.” Typically, with books like this, it’s 
tough going in the sections about the books 
one hasn’t read, while the sections on more 
familiar works are engaging and enlighten-
ing. With Lesser, it’s the opposite; her breezy 
style and quick judgments are well suited to 
introducing lesser-known works, but leave 
something wanting when it comes to more 
familiar territory. 

It is perhaps unfair to criticize wen-
dy Lesser—the author of no fewer than 
three literary memoirs—for a self-involved 

approach to reading. One can hardly say one 
wasn’t warned. As she declared in her second 
memoir, Nothing Remains the Same: Rereading 
and Remembering (2002), she won’t apologize 
for being “both autobiographical and critical” 
because “what we read is an aspect of the life 
we have lived.” For her, life and literature are 
inseparably joined.

In her life as a reader and a critic, she has 
seen the humanities, if not decline, come at 
least to occupy a less central place in Ameri-
can life. Many of her fellow critics, especially 
those in the academy, seem to have given up 
trying to communicate with the general pub-
lic. Contemporary literary criticism has be-
come a conversation among a few specialists, 
conducted largely in an impenetrable, deliber-
ately obscure jargon. So wary is Lesser of kill-
ing the pleasure of reading that she is unwill-
ing to put forward any larger argument that 
would connect the scattered thoughts and 
impressions that make up Why I Read. The 
result is an uneven book—one that rightly in-
sists on the value of literature and the literary 
life, but fails to live up to the responsibility 
of careful reading and intellectual rigor they 
both require.

Cheryl Miller is a freelance writer living in 
Washington, D.C.
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LO CUS CLASSICUS

It took a month, but i finally turned 
the last page of Walden. It is not a jour-
ney I would eagerly repeat. The book has 

given the modern English-speaking world 
memorable sentences, like “The mass of men 
lead lives of quiet desperation” in the opening 
pages, and “If a man does not keep pace with 
his companions, perhaps it is because he hears 
a different drummer,” in the conclusion. But 
these sentences come along like clumps of ice 
on a slow-moving winter river. Between them 
are long, frigid currents of murky depth.

Henry David Thoreau’s Walden is un-
doubtedly an American classic, and, like many 
other classics, is more admired than read. 
Like most Americans of my generation, I read 
parts of it in high school. Some of them stuck. 
I vividly remembered Thoreau’s account of 
his venturing out on the ice-covered pond in 
the early months of 1846 with “compass and 
chain and sounding line” to refute the folk be-
lief that Walden was a bottomless hole. With 
his numerous soundings charted on a map, he 
found the pond at its deepest was 102 feet.

What kind of man goes crawling around 
on the winter ice with a plumb line to refute a 
manifestly silly story? A would-be scientist or 
someone who is seriously odd?

Near the end of the book, just after his 
famous aperçu about the different drummer, 
Thoreau retells a story from the Bhagavad-Gita 
(a source for many of his observations) about a 
man who sets out to carve the perfect staff. So 
great is his dedication to perfection, the carver 
becomes immune to the passage of time. Cities 
rise and fall; dynasties come and go; the pole 
star changes. But when he is finished, he dis-
covers he has conjured a whole new world.

Thoreau, who didn’t suffer from excess mod-
esty, offers the story of the wood-carver’s single-
minded pursuit of perfection as an emblem of 
what he has attempted in Walden. He knows 
he has delivered a book that is hard to read. 
But like many other writers who put obstacles 
before their readers, Thoreau declares that the 
difficulties he has posed are a virtue. Rather 
than wish for greater lucidity, he fears that his 

“expression may not be extra-vagant enough” 
and that he has failed to attain “to obscurity.” 
He prides himself on that wood-carver-like 
dedication to truth, for which no amount of 
extravagance or obscurity would be too much.

The truth is that Walden is in no way an 
obscure book or even an extravagant one. It is, 
however, tedious. Much of it consists of apho-
rism piled on aphorism. Sometimes Thoreau 

merely lists things, such as his expenditures for 
garden supplies (54 cents for a hoe). Frequently 
the connection between one sentence and the 
next is a cause of perplexity, only compounded 
by the one after that. The smoothest sailing oc-
curs in his descriptions of Walden Pond itself 
and of the wildlife he encounters in the vicinity, 
but it is a long hike through the woods with 
a misanthrope before we get to these passages.

A Classic?

I read walden out of a sense of duty. 
I am working on a project that explores 
the rise of the sustainability movement in 

the United States, and Walden is one of its 
deep sources. As it happens, the Library of 
America paperback edition I read is blurbed 
by Bill McKibben, the radical environmental-
ist and founder of 350.org who has called for 
drastic reduction in world population and is 
currently pressing colleges and universities to 
divest their holdings in fossil fuel companies. 
Writes McKibben:

Perhaps the most remarkable book in 
the American canon. As dense as scrip-
ture, crowded with aphorism, Walden 

Essay by Peter W. Wood

Thoreau on Ice
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is full enough of ideas for a score of 
ordinary books.

Walden indeed “is full enough of ideas for 
a score of ordinary books,” but those ideas 
expressed with greater clarity would appear 
unremarkable. It is Thoreau’s style, “dense as 
scripture,” that sets it apart. The content of 
Walden, in its irritable rejection of village life 
in mid-19th-century Concord, is humdrum. It 
wasn’t the first instance of an educated Amer-
ican sneering at his countrymen; and it was 
far from the last. There is nothing in Walden, 
from Thoreau’s proud petulance and conde-
scension toward his hardworking neighbors to 
his grandiosity about his lakeside shack, that 
today would be out of the ordinary. Within a 
mile or two of my house in Vermont, I have 
a dozen neighbors who are Thoreau’s living 
heirs: backwoods folks who thrive on com-
plaining that their neighbors are provincial.

When I say Walden is undoubtedly a classic, 
I am only admitting its current status. Does 
Walden on its own merits belong in the canon? 
If we rate a book according to its reputation 
and influence, of course, Walden is secure in 
its place. It wasn’t always so. Thoreau managed 
over five years to sell all 2,000 copies of his first 
1854 edition at $1.00 a piece. Ticknor & Fields 
reprinted it in 1862 (the year of Thoreau’s 
death) in an edition of only 280 copies. The 
book attracted some admirers, mainly among 
the Transcendentalists, but it was hardly a suc-
cess and gradually faded from view. By 1885, 
it was listed in a New York rare-book dealer’s 
catalogue for $4.25.

On its initial publication, Walden was re-
viewed in the North American Review by the 
judicious Reverend A.P. Peabody, who wrote 
that “the author’s life in the woods was on 
too narrow a scale to find imitators,” but that 
Thoreau says “many pithy and brilliant things.” 

Other contemporaries were not so gener-
ous. In an 1854 letter to the publisher James 
Thomas Fields, poet John Greenleaf Whittier 
mocked Walden as saying that “if a man is 
willing to sink himself into a woodchuck, he 
can live as cheaply as that quadruped.” Whit-
tier allowed that the book “is capital reading 
but very wicked and heathenish.”

A more serious take-down of Thoreau 
came from Robert Louis Stevenson in a two-
part essay published in Cornhill Magazine in 
1880, which dwelt at length on “the limita-
tions of his mind and character.” Stevenson 
writes of his “acid sharpness of insight, with 
his almost animal dexterity in act,” but ob-
serves a lack of “unconscious geniality,” and 

“[s]o many negative superiorities” that Thore-
au begins “to smack a little of the prig.” He is 
not an “ascetic” but an “Epicurean.” “Apt to be 

something unmanly.” “A skulker.” “[M]orbid 
even in the pursuit of health.” 

Stevenson’s damnation of Thoreau is com-
prehensive and psychologically acute, but he 
would hardly have wasted the effort on a writ-
er of no merit. What held his interest in Tho-
reau was “the freshness and surprising tren-
chancy of his intellect.” He sees Thoreau not 
as a nature writer but as someone whose “true 
subject was the pursuit of self-improvement 
combined with an unfriendly criticism of life 
as it goes on in our societies.” Even in this, 
Stevenson said, Thoreau butted up against 
his limits. He “could not clothe his opinions 
in the garment of art, for that was not his 
talent; but he sought to gain the same elbow-
room for himself, and to afford a similar relief 
to his readers, by mingling his thoughts with 
a record of experience.” Hence, the works of 
Thoreau that Stevenson deems worth reading 
are the collected letters, A Week on the Con-
cord and Merrimack Rivers, and Walden. 

Stevenson’s essay deserves to be read in 
full as perhaps the best—because it is the 
least sentimental and cultish—reflection on 
what both the man and his most famous book 
were about. He captures Thoreau’s coldness 
and immunity to the appeals of humanity. Of 
Walden he observes that Thoreau “does not 
give way to love any more than to hatred.” In 
his “near intimacies”—that is, the nearest he 
comes to intimacy of any sort—Thoreau seeks 
only “profit”—“moral profit certainly, but still 
profit to himself.” He treats friends as utilities, 

“as though a friend were a dictionary.” 
After Thoreau died, his friends and heirs 

kept his work from vanishing into obscuri-
ty. But it was not until the late 1930s when 
Henry Seidel Canby’s bestselling biography of 
Thoreau brought him into focus that Thoreau 
became an American staple. The Thoreau So-
ciety of America was organized in 1941. Writ-
ers as diverse as Robert Frost (in 1922) and 
John Updike (in 2004) extolled Walden. Six 
editions of Walden were published in 1948, 
and by the 1960s Thoreau’s reputation was 
soaring. In 1966, Princeton University Press 
undertook an NEH-funded effort to publish 
his collected works, anticipated to run to 30 
volumes. We now live in an age where it is dif-
ficult to see Walden for what it is behind all 
the clouds of incense.

Thoreau’s Politics

Thoreau has been conscripted over 
the years by various parties. He is seen 
by some as a font of libertarian thought 

and an anarchist avant la lettre. Others view 
his sometimes anarchic-sounding declarations 
as rhetorical flourishes that lead away from the 
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sober core of his views. Philosophy professor 
Rick Furtak, for example, argues that, “Al-
though at times it sounds as if Thoreau is ad-
vocating anarchy, what he demands is a better 
government.” Mostly, Thoreau is understood 
these days as embodying a political view that 
combines at least six things: hostility to pre-
vailing cultural norms; ardent support for the 
civil liberties of individuals; general skepticism 
towards commercial pursuits and the accumu-
lation of wealth; elevation of individual con-
science over the rule of law—and the correlate 
that dissent in the form of “civil disobedience” 
is a moral duty; insistence on the value of wil-
derness; and lack of confidence in representa-
tive government. 

All six are visible in Walden, but some of 
them are submerged beneath the ice of his 
misanthropy. Those become more fully vis-
ible in “Life without Principle,” an essay that 
started out as a lecture he gave in Providence 
in 1854, the year he published Walden. It be-
gins as a screed against “business,” and touch-
es on a telling image: “I am awaked almost 
every night by the panting of the locomotive.” 
Here the railroad is an intrusion on the right-
ful order of things, but Thoreau’s attitude to-
wards commerce and invention is complicated. 
In Walden the railroad that clips the pond 
awakens his thoughts about “the enterprise 
and bravery” of commerce and his admiration 
of businessmen who do not simply clasp their 
hands and “pray to Jupiter.” He compares the 
moving train to a comet and sees beauty in its 
steam cloud “like a banner streaming behind 
in golden and silver wreaths.” 

But in 1854, fugitive slave Anthony Burns 
was arrested in Boston and Thoreau, already 
an abolitionist, became further radicalized; 
ambiguous feelings towards free enterprise 
settled into unambiguous hostility. Thoreau, 
the one-time entrepreneur who dramatically 
improved the quality of pencil manufactur-
ing by mixing finely ground graphite with clay, 
found his way to contempt for the commercial 
republic in which he lived. 

In a key but often overlooked passage in 
Walden, Thoreau scorns an impoverished 
Irish immigrant, John Field, who declines 
Thoreau’s counsel that he adopt a vagabond 
life in America. To support his wife and chil-
dren, Field agreed to spade a farmer’s meadow 
for $10 an acre and the use of the land for one 
year. Thoreau judges this to be a bad bargain 
and thinks Field would be better off fishing 
and gathering berries. Field, he thinks, is 
stuck “thinking to live by some derivative old 
country mode in this primitive new country.” 
That is, Field reverts to being a peasant even 
though he could now be free of such social hi-
erarchy. As for Field’s family, Thoreau seems 

to think nothing of leaving them destitute, or 
expecting them also to live by foraging. 

In another telling image in “Life without 
Principle,” he admires a hard-working neigh-
bor hauling a heavy stone with a team of oxen: 

“Such is the labor which the American Con-
gress exists to protect,—honest, manly toil,—
honest as the day is long,—that makes his 
bread taste sweet, and keeps society sweet,—
which all men respect and have consecrated.” 
But then, upon finding that the stone is used 
merely as an ornament in a rich man’s garden, 

“dignity forthwith departed from the team-
ster’s labor, in my eyes.” 

These two cases illustrate something amiss 
in Thoreau’s judgment—his insouciance to-
wards Field’s sense of responsibility and his 
severe deprecation in both cases of the free 
choices of free men when those choices do 
not comport with his sense of the higher and 
best purposes of human labor. How far would 
Thoreau go, in principle, to enforce his judg-
ment of the best employments for his fellow 
citizens? These certainly don’t sound like the 
musings of a libertarian. 

Thoreau’s disapproval of the free choices 
made by the Americans of his day was wide 

superficiality of his countrymen’s enthusiasm 
for this exponent of liberal nationalism. “Sur-
face meets surface. When our life ceases to be 
inward and private, conversation degenerates 
into mere gossip.” 

“Life without Principle” builds to a crescendo 
of denunciation of America. “Even if we grant 
that the American has freed himself from a po-
litical tyrant, he is still the slave of an economi-
cal and moral tyrant.” Abolition was not the 
bottom of his complaint. Thoreau’s deepest at-
tack is on our provincialism, a term he invokes 
against those who neglect philosophy “by an 
exclusive devotion to trade and commerce and 
manufactures and agriculture.” He ends the 
essay with a seeming abjuration of everything 
political: “What is called politics is compara-
tively something so superficial and inhuman, 
that practically, I have never fairly recognized 
that it concerns me at all.”

What Walden Teaches

A man who is truly indifferent to 
politics or to the regime of his native 
land would not say that. Those are the 

words, rather, of the frustrated utopian look-
ing down on society as it is. “The poor Presi-
dent, what with preserving his popularity and 
doing his duty, is completely bewildered. The 
newspapers are the ruling power.”

Today, those who look to Thoreau for politi-
cal wisdom usually rely on his essay, “On Civil 
Disobedience,” which commences with his pro-
nouncement, “That government is best which 
governs least.” But Walden is rightly Thoreau’s 
best-known work and the one that most fully 
has entered into American thought. It is by no 
means a book aimed at formulating a political 
stance, but it has enough of a nascent political 
view in it that it has come to inform American 
political thinking in more subtle and profound 
ways than “On Civil Disobedience.” 

Walden is an extended lesson in the virtues 
of extremism. Thoreau is a man who hates 
compromise and, realizing that his views are 
unlikely to prevail in any near term, coun-
sels tactical retreat and patience. Patience is, 
in fact, the great theme of Walden. Thoreau 
does not extol the life of quiet observation, re-
flection, and self-denial for its own sake. That 
story of the man who spends an eternity carv-
ing a walking stick is at the heart of the mat-
ter. He is devoted to remaking the world in 
his own image. 

This political stance is, I think, an increas-
ingly familiar aspect of current political po-
larity. “Hope and Change” were the themes 
of a 2008 presidential campaign that depicted 
itself as the long-suffering sojourner in the 
wilderness at last coming to power. The con-

ranging. In the “Life without Principle” essay 
he condemns the participants in the Califor-
nia gold rush (“the greatest disgrace on man-
kind”) for their readiness to “live by luck” and 

“without contributing any value to society.” 
The 1848 gold rush that led to California’s as-
cension as a state in 1850 appears to Thoreau 
as a “startling” example of “the immorality of 
trade,” and he finds “[t]he philosophy and po-
etry and religion of such a mankind not worth 
the dust of a puffball.” 

His haughty derision also extends beyond 
the economic realm. He has contempt, for ex-
ample, for the enthusiastic reception among 
Americans of the Hungarian political leader 
Lajos Kossuth, who was received by President 
Millard Fillmore at the White House in 1852. 

“That excitement,” Thoreau says, was “super-
ficial,” and “only another kind of politics or 
dancing.” He takes the widespread admira-
tion of Kossuth across America as “the want 
of thought” among the multitude, with no 
greater consequence than the fashion it set for 

“the Kossuth hat.” 
Thoreau has nothing to say for or against 

Kossuth. He is, rather, contemptuous of the 

Thoreau is devoted
to remaking the world

in his own image.
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servative movement in America has its own 
version of this stubborn retreat to the wilder-
ness that will, in the fullness of time, end in 
restoration. It is an attitude that nurses griev-
ance, disdains compromise, relishes the in-
temperate for its purity, and views “politics” as 
a shabby activity engaged in by lesser lights. 

Surely Walden Pond is not the sole spring 
of this attitude in American political life, but 
Walden is there among the headwaters as 
a kind of Declaration of Independence for 
those who find the first one to be too mun-
dane: a declaration for those who luxuriate in 
their own stick-carving perfectionism, but are 
ready enough to impose their views on others 
given half a chance. 

Which takes us back to Bill McKibben, 
the environmental activist and one-time fel-
low traveler of the Earth First! eco-terrorist 
movement. McKibben is at the center of the 
campaign to prevent the building of the Key-
stone XL Pipeline and is a fervent exponent 
of the “local foods” movement. He personifies 
the environmental Left, which has outsized 
influence over the Obama Administration 
and the Democratic Party as a whole. To un-
derstand the influence of Walden on today’s 
politics look no further than McKibben, who 
a decade ago published Wandering Home, a 
Thoreau-esque account of his walk from his 
house in the Green Mountains of Vermont to 
his house in the Adirondacks. 

Thoreau’s counsel of immersion in the great 
breadth of time has its echoes in McKibben’s 
trek. But the impatient side of Walden is even 
more visible in McKibben, who voices the sus-
tainability movement’s urgent hurry. He sees 
the global warming apocalypse arriving over 
his shoulder and demands a kind of haste that 
deliberative republican self-government is ill 
suited to provide. McKibben’s newest book, 
Oil and Honey, channels two of Thoreau’s 
great themes: hatred of Western civilization 
and idealization of subsistence agriculture. 
For Thoreau, the symbol of Western com-
mercial culture was the coal-fired locomotive; 
for McKibben, it is the oil pipeline that fuels 
capitalist exploitation of the environment. 
Thoreau tended his beans; McKibben extols 
a neighbor’s bee hives. 

The environmental Left has many heroes, 
but it is hard to imagine its political success 
without Walden. The seeds of authoritarian 
rule planted in Thoreau’s garden flower in 
today’s EPA regulations, IPCC reports, and 
puritanical green reformers. 

Peter W. Wood is president of the National As-
sociation of Scholars (NAS) and co-author (with 
Michael Toscano) of the NAS report, “What 
Does Bowdoin Teach?” 
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Tolstoy in Texas

Several years ago, i spent the bet-
ter part of an evening arguing with a 
professor of literature about Tolstoy. My 

position was that Tolstoy is one of the great-
est novelists who ever lived; the professor’s was 
that Tolstoy’s works are sexist, classist, and 
outdated. Later that night I had a strange but 
memorable dream:

Drifting alone through a party full of peo-
ple I don’t know and don’t want to know, 
I am bored and ready to leave when sud-
denly I am accosted by the host, an impos-
ing, gimlet-eyed figure with a long beard. 

“You can’t go yet,” he booms, “you haven’t 
met everyone!” He then proceeds to intro-
duce me to every guest, cook, bartender, 
and server in the place, not just by telling 
me their names but by sketching, with a 
few Zen-like strokes, the moral trajectory 
of their lives. The effect is transformative: 
instead of being stuck in a crowd of tire-
some strangers, I am immersed in a sea of 
human souls as they must appear to the 
penetrating but compassionate eye of God. 
I stay at Tolstoy’s party as long as I can 
before waking up.

Today I rarely argue about Tolstoy. Most 
people I meet, including professors of lit-
erature, would rather argue about long-form 
television series. Indeed, it is now an article 
of faith among the educated literati that the 
long-form TV series is the modern equiva-
lent of the 19th-century novel. The trouble is, 
even the most celebrated of these series—The 
Sopranos, The Wire, Breaking Bad—cannot 
hold a candle to their great literary predeces-
sors. Their eye is not penetrating enough, and 
certainly not compassionate enough, to reveal 
the suffering and striving of every character. 

And their fascination with vice all but blinds 
them to virtue.

There is, however, one notable exception: 
Friday Night Lights, an unpretentious but ex-
cellent series about a Texas high-school foot-
ball team that aired on NBC between 2006 
and 2011. Friday Night Lights may not rank 
with Anna Karenina, but it does work a kind 
of Tolstoyan magic on the fictional town of 
Dillon.

Prose and Poetry

Before it was a tv series, friday 
Night Lights was a book, a 1990 nonfic-
tion bestseller by journalist H.G. Biss-

inger, about the Permian Panthers football 
team in Odessa, Texas. Fourteen years later 
it became a feature film, directed by Bissing-
er’s cousin Peter Berg, and starring Billy Bob 
Thornton as Gary Gaines, the real coach of 
the Permian Panthers. Then in 2006 Berg 
created the TV series, which departs quite 
dramatically from both the book and the film. 
The main departure is in the show’s attitude 
toward Texas. Bissinger’s book is highly criti-
cal of racism and sports-related corruption in 
the flat, unlovely oilfields of Odessa, so it has 
few admirers in that city today. The TV series, 
by contrast, is beloved not only in the bluer 
and more scenic precincts of Austin (where it 
was filmed), but in the state’s redder regions, 
too.

I hasten to add that this is not because 
Friday Night Lights avoids hard topics like 
racism and corruption. It does no such thing. 
In fact, it intertwines a great many hard top-
ics—including religion, class, feminism, fam-
ily dysfunction, and the war in Iraq—into the 
many stories it tells. And it does so more art-
fully than the book, which mostly alternates 
between dry reportage and blow-by-blow de-
scriptions of football games. This is not to dis-
parage the book. Without it, this series could 
never have been made. But the difference be-
tween them is the difference between prose 
and poetry.

Much of that poetry is cinematic, stem-
ming from Berg’s eschewal of the painstak-
ing blocking and lighting needed for flawless, 
high-definition “eye candy.” There’s plenty of 
visual beauty in Friday Night Lights, but no 

Friday Night Lights,
developed by Peter Berg.

NBC Universal Television.

You might ask how that is possible, given 
that Friday Night Lights is a network series, 
subject to old-fashioned censorship and punc-
tuated by commercials. To the first point, it 
is true that this series lacks the explicit sex, 
graphic violence, and profanity found in most 
cable series. But like Tolstoy’s novels, it man-
ages to do quite well without these ingre-
dients. To the second point, I agree that it 
would be painful to watch Friday Night Lights 
with commercials. But thanks to DVDs and 
streaming video, we don’t have to.

The biggest drawback of producing for the 
networks is their definition of ratings success. 
During the first season of Breaking Bad, which 
appeared on the cable channel AMC, the audi-
ence averaged 1.2 million viewers. Five seasons 
later, that number had climbed to 5.4 million, 
and Breaking Bad was declared a hit—and a 
major cultural phenomenon. By contrast, Fri-
day Night Lights was nearly canceled by NBC 
in 2008, because it was attracting a mere 6.2 
million viewers (out of a total of 100 million).
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eye candy. Likewise, the actors did not re-
hearse or perform countless “takes” for an 
editor to splice into scenes. Instead, they ran 
through each scene without stopping, while 
being filmed by three small mobile cameras. 
Often they did this several times, impro-
vising as they went. The best version was 
then given to the incomparable music direc-
tor, W.G. “Snuffy” Walden, to create the 
soundtrack. (If you’ve ever wondered who is 
the best at matching songs with moods, here 
is your answer.)

Fortunately, this way of working relies 
more on talent than on money, so Berg and 
company were able to sustain it all five seasons. 
The result is a momentum that starts two-
thirds of the way through the first episode and, 
like a rain-swollen Texas river, never quits.

Full confession: I am not a football fan. 
As the youngest and klutziest in a family of 
jocks, I rebelled early against sports in gen-
eral, and football in particular. To be sure, I 
felt a certain loyalty to my hometown team 
when my older brother was the star fullback. 
But I’ve never been able to summon loyalty 
to a college or professional team. Forgive 
the blasphemy, but why should I feel loyal 
to a bunch of guys who are basically out for 
themselves, and whose ties to my commu-
nity are tenuous at best? On a deeper level, 
why should any self-respecting community 

allow itself to be held hostage by mercenar-
ies whose arrogance and egotism often go to 
criminal extremes?

Why then do I and so many other non-
football fans admire Friday Night Lights? 
The stock answer is that the show is not re-
ally about football. But that’s too easy. It is 
about football. Indeed, it is about the con-
flict—a veritable Greek agon—between the 
two sides of football: the one that speaks to 
America’s dreams and the one that conjures 
its nightmares.

Adults in Charge

The dream side is the rise of the 
Dillon Panthers (and later the East 
Dillon Lions, a team from the wrong 

side of the tracks created as part of a school 
redistricting plan) from unpromising begin-
nings to glorious victories. The architect of 
these victories is Coach Eric Taylor (Kyle 
Chandler), the father of a bright but coddled 
daughter, Julie (Aimee Teagarden), and the 
surrogate father of several rough-edged foot-
ball players. Among the Panthers and Lions 
we get to know best, only two—Jason Street 
(Scott Porter) and Landry Clark (Jesse Ple-
mons)—have responsible, caring fathers. The 
other players’ fathers are either dead, absent, 
or unreliable. 

It is clear that without the intervention 
of Coach Taylor, many of these young men 
would lose their way. Here we encounter the 
nightmare side of football: the cutthroat col-
lege recruiters who play on the insecurities 
of low-income players and their families; the 
dashed hopes of the injured and those who 
despite years of hard work do not make the 
cut; the insufferable egotism of celebrity play-
ers spoiled by a winner-take-all system; and 
the relentless—at times merciless—pressure 
from the community to win at all costs.

In Friday Night Lights this pressure is ex-
pressed by talk-radio host “Slammin’ Sammy” 
(David Cowgill), whose constant patter is the 
Texas equivalent of a Greek chorus. It is also 
embodied in Buddy Garrity, the owner of 
a local car dealership who is the team’s big-
gest booster. Played by Brad Leland, who was 
raised in Plano and a member of the Plano 
Wildcats when they won the state champion-
ship in 1972, Buddy is about as Texas as you 
can get. He is also one of several characters 
who eventually learn the difference between 
(as one player puts it) “what’s right for the 
team and what’s right.”

Amid all this, Eric Taylor holds his own be-
cause he is that rarest of beasts in the menag-
erie of contemporary popular culture: a virtu-
ous white man who is neither a cartoon hero 
nor a parson of political correctness. Bless 
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We have this term now in cir-

culation: “the narrative.” It is one 

of those somewhat pretentious 

academic terms that has wormed its way into 

common speech, like “gender” or “significant 

other,” bringing hidden freight along with it. 

Everywhere you look, you find it being used, 

and by all kinds of people. Elite journalists, 

who are likely to be products of university life 

rather than years of shoe-leather reporting, 

are perhaps the most likely to employ it, as 

a way of indicating their intellectual sophis-

tication. But conservative populists like Rush 

Limbaugh and Sean Hannity are just as likely 

to use it too. Why is that so? What does this 

development mean?
I think the answer is clear. The ever more 

common use of “narrative” signifies the wide-

spread and growing skepticism about any and 

all of the general accounts of events that have 

been, and are being, provided to us. We are 

living in an era of pervasive genteel disbelief—

nothing so robust as relativism, but instead 

something more like a sustained “whatever”—

and the word “narrative” provides a way of 

talking neutrally about such accounts while 

distancing ourselves from a consideration of 

their truth. Narratives are understood to be 

“constructed,” and it is assumed that their con-

struction involves conscious or unconscious 

elements of selectivity—acts of suppression, 

inflation, and substitution, all meant to fash-

ion the sequencing and coloration of events 

into an instrument that conveys what the nar-

rator wants us to see and believe. These days, 

even your garage mechanic is likely to speak of 

the White House narrative, the mainstream-

media narrative, and indicate an awareness 

that political leaders try to influence the in-

terpretation of events at a given time, or seek 

to “change the narrative” when things are not 

turning out so well for them and there is a 

strongly felt need to change the subject. The 

language of “narrative” has become a common 

way of talking about such things.

One can regret the corrosive 

side effects of such skepticism, but 

there are good reasons for it. Half-

way through the first quarter of the 21st cen-

tury, we find ourselves saddled with accounts 

of our nation’s past, and of the trajectory of 

American history, that are demonstrably sus-

pect, and disabling in their effects. There is 

a view of America as an exceptionally guilty 

nation, the product of a poisonous mixture 

of territorial rapacity emboldened by racism, 

violence, and chauvinistic religious conviction, 

an exploiter of natural resources and despoiler 

of natural beauty and order such as the plan-

et has never seen. Coexisting with that dire 

view is a similarly exaggerated Whiggish pro-

gressivism, in which all of history is seen as 

a struggle toward the greater and greater lib-

eration of the individual, and the greater and 

greater integration of all governance in larger 

and larger units, administered by cadres of ex-

perts actuated by the public interest and by a 

highly developed sense of justice. The arc of 

history bends toward the latter view, although 

its progress is impeded by the malign effects 

of the former one. 
The standard accounts of the development 

of American liberalism nestle themselves into 

both of these narratives. Such liberalism be-
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The national football league, 
barely a decade old and barely solvent, 
saw three franchises disband before 

the start of the 1932 season. It added one 
more, for a total of eight, when the new Bos-
ton Braves took the same name as the major 
league baseball team with whom they shared 
a stadium, Braves Field. Because baseball was 
far more popular than professional football 
in the 1930s, NFL owners were not bashful 
about laying claim to a bit of the brand loy-
alty already enjoyed by baseball franchises. 
Other teams in the league that year includ-
ed: the New York Giants, who played in the 
Polo Grounds, home of the baseball Giants; 
the Brooklyn Dodgers, who shared Ebbets 
Field with their baseball counterpart; and the 
Chicago Bears, who played in Wrigley Field, 
where the Cubs played baseball and, after a 
fashion, still do.

When, before the 1933 season, the football 
Braves relocated one mile east to Fenway Park, 
the owners changed the name to the Boston 
Redskins, encouraging Red Sox fans to make 
a connection to Fenway’s more famous occu-
pant while obviating changes to the logo and 
uniforms. According to some accounts, the 
name was also an attempt to wring a market-
ing advantage from the fact that the coach, 

Lone Star Dietz, was part Sioux, or at least 
claimed to be.

The franchise remained the Redskins af-
ter relocating to Washington, D.C., in 1937, 
but the future use of that name is doubtful. 
Denunciations of it as an insult to Ameri-
can Indians reached a point during the 2013 
football season that an interviewer asked 
President Obama for his position on the 
controversy. He replied, cautiously, that an 
owner should “think about changing” a team 
name if it “was offending a sizeable group of 
people.” 

Of more importance to conservatives, col-
umnist Charles Krauthammer also endorsed 
dropping “Redskins”—not as a matter of 

“high principle,” but in order to adapt to “a 
change in linguistic nuance.” “Simple de-
cency,” he wrote, recommends discarding a 
term that has become an affront, even if it 
was used without a second thought or mali-
cious intent 80 years ago. A few days before 
Krauthammer’s column appeared, on NBC’s 

“Sunday Night Football,” the highest-rated 
TV show throughout the football season, 
studio host Bob Costas called for Washing-
ton to pick a different team name. “‘Redskins’ 
can’t possibly honor a heritage or a noble 
character trait,” he said, “nor can it possibly 

be considered a neutral term.” Rather, it’s “an 
insult” and “a slur.”

The New Republic and Slate are among 
several journals that no longer use the name 
in their articles. Few football fans rely heav-
ily on either publication, of course, but many 
of them read Gregg Easterbrook’s Tuesday 
Morning Quarterback column on ESPN.
com. By calling the team either the “Wash-
ington R*dsk*ns” or “Potomac Drainage Ba-
sin Indigenous Persons,” Easterbrook both 
observes and spoofs the growing de facto ban 
on “Redskins.”

Sadly, the republic faces challenges more 
dire than naming a sports team. This slight 
question, however, entails weightier ones 
about comity—how a diverse nation coheres; 
discourse—how Americans address one an-
other; and power—not only how we make de-
cisions, but how we decide what needs to be 
decided, and who will do the deciding. 

The Right Side of History

Krauthammer, costas, and many 
other “Redskins” critics contend that 
because sensibilities change, termi-

nology must follow. That seems undeniable 
as an abstract proposition, but doesn’t settle 

Essay by William Voegeli

The Redskins and Their Offense

I am one of the 4,017,000 americans 

born in 1954, who are in turn among 

the 39,964,000 born in the 1950s. My 

impending 60th birthday, in other words, 

is a drop in the ongoing flood of such an-

niversaries. The attendant individual assess-

ments are inseparable from collective ones 

since, as we’ve learned to say, the personal 

is sociological.
Those of us who arrived in the 1950s 

are the biggest part of the Baby Boom, the 

demographic bulge generally defined as 

comprising Americans born between 1946 

and 1964. We also, apparently, identify 

ourselves more strongly as Boomers than do 

those older and, especially, younger than we 

are. Barack Obama, though born in 1961, 

wrote in The Audacity of Hope that he con-

sidered the political turmoil under President 

Bill Clinton (born in 1946) and George W. 

Bush (also 1946, six weeks before Clinton) 

part of “the psychodrama of the baby-boom 

generation—a tale rooted in old grudges and 

revenge plots hatched on a handful of college 

campuses long ago.”
“Long ago.” That stings. So does the fact 

that the 15-year gap between the age of his 

two predecessors and the 44th president’s 

raises the strong possibility that out of al-

most 40 million prospects, not one American 

born in the 1950s will wind up in the Oval 

Office. The politicians most likely to contest 

the 2016 election include some born in the 

1940s (Joe Biden, Hillary Clinton, Mitt 

Romney, Elizabeth Warren, Jim Webb); 

the 1960s (Chris Christie, Martin O’Malley, 

Rand Paul, Scott Walker); and the 1970s 

(Ted Cruz, Bobby Jindal, Marco Rubio, Paul 

Ryan). Hopes that the 1950s cohort will fi-

nally put a run on the board rest, precariously, 

on Jeb Bush, Mike Huckabee, Rick Perry, 

and Rick Santorum. 
If it turns out that the 1950s never pro-

duce a president, it will be one of only three 

calendar decades in the nation’s history to 

share this dubious distinction. (The others 

were the 1810s and the 1930s, the latter of 

which had the good excuse of having a Baby 

Bust instead of a Boom.) Is America telling 

those born in the 1950s that for judgment 

and maturity it’s still a safer bet to rely on our 

older siblings, even as we’re now preparing to 

sign up for Medicare? But also that when 

boldness and vigor are called for, they want 

to see real athletes on the field, not a sad, 

embarrassing Old Timers’ Game?
It wasn’t supposed to work out this way. The 

generation of Americans that had all those 

babies back in the 1950s needed to think 

well of their big investment in the future. As 
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his bleeding liberal heart, Alan Alda would 
not be right for this role. Like his best play-
ers, Eric Taylor is fierce, proud, hot-tempered, 
and intensely competitive. Indeed, he embod-
ies that part of the human psyche known as 
thumos, or spiritedness. Yet unlike his players, 
Taylor understands that he must master his 
thumos, or else become its servant. In other 
words, he is an adult. 

So is his wife, Tami Taylor (Connie Brit-
ton). The New York Times film critic A.O. 
Scott wrote recently that in American cul-
ture “the supremacy of men can no longer 
be taken as a reflection of natural order or 
settled custom.” This is hardly news, but 
more striking is Scott’s next observation—
that “in doing away with patriarchal author-
ity, we have also, perhaps unwittingly, killed 
off all the grown-ups.” Needless to add, we 
have also killed off all the happily married 
couples, at least the heterosexual ones. At 
one point Friday Night Lights was reported 
to have more female fans than male. Given 
its portrait of a faithful, companionate mar-
riage that actually works, this should come 
as no surprise. 

Britton played the coach’s wife in the 2004 
film, a role that (in her words) consisted of 

“sitting on a hardwood bleacher getting splin-
ters in my ass and cheering.” So when Berg 
asked her to play Tami, her initial reaction 
was “You’re out of your mind.” But Berg re-
assured her: “We’ll create a character. We’ll 
give you a job. We’ll give you dimension.” 
And they did. As the guidance counselor 
and then principal of Dillon High, Tami 
focuses on the collateral damage caused by 
the town’s football obsession: the neglect of 
academics, the binge drinking, the exploita-
tion of young women. These may be preachy 
liberal causes, but when blended with Tami’s 
yellow-rose-of-Texas charm, they don’t come 
off that way.

Ill-Defined Ideals

Recently i tried to convince a 
group of college freshmen that Friday 
Night Lights is vastly superior to their 

favorite juvenile fare. Some agreed, but as they 
noted, what makes the series distinctive is its 
adult perspective. The Taylors are not the 
only ones trying to help the troubled youth of 
Dillon. When they succeed, it is also because 
of other adults, like Corrina Williams (Liz 
Mikel), the widowed nurse who is a moral an-
chor to her son, the gifted but volatile “Smash” 
(Gaius Charles); Billy Riggins (Derek Phil-
lips), the bumbler who struggles to protect 
his younger brother, the wayward but soulful 

Tim (Taylor Kitsch); and Lorraine Saracen 
(Louanne Stephens), the grandmother who 
raises shy, moody Matt (Zach Gilford) when 
his mother abandons him and his father goes 
off to fight in Iraq.

It is no accident that Matt Saracen is the 
one pondering the difference between “what’s 
right for the team and what’s right.” He is one 
of a handful of young characters who must 
grow up too fast, shouldering the burden of 
caring for adults who can no longer care for 
their young ones or themselves. In Matt’s 
case, his grandmother develops Alzheimer’s. 
In the case of Vince Howard (Michael B. Jor-
dan), a talented athlete in trouble with the 
law who joins the team in Season Four, his 
mother, Regina (Angela Rawna), a frail crack 
addict, needs his help.

Vince’s story grows even more poignant 
when his long-absent father, Ornette, gets 
out of prison and tries without success to as-
sume the paternal role. Played brilliantly by 
Cress Williams, this character is essential to 
the final two seasons. Yet in all the published 
chatter about Friday Night Lights, Ornette 
is almost never mentioned. I suspect this is 
because he is too real, and his floundering 
attempt to compete with Coach Taylor for 
Vince’s respect is too painful a reminder of 
the failure of countless American men, black 
and white, to fulfill their own ill-defined ide-
als of manhood. 

Ornette is not exactly redeemed in the 
end, but neither does the series give up 
on him. The butt-kicking skills he learned 
on the street and in prison come in handy 
when defending Vince from a murderous 
gang-banger; and the sharp racial edge of 
his resentment toward the coach is eventu-
ally blunted. Most amazing, the same TV 
series that invites our sympathy for this no-
account black convict also invites it for the 
biggest redneck in Dillon, Buddy Garrity. 

In the 2004 film, Brad Leland played a 
stereotypical booster, a type he himself calls 

“a total ass.” This changed when he joined the 
cast of the TV series, because, as he explains, 
nobody likes playing a stereotype. “From 
the very beginning,” he told an interviewer 
in 2011, “I knew that [Buddy] had been the 
quarterback at Dillon, and they won a state 
championship, and he grew up his whole life 
there, and he had established a good business, 
and he had a nice family and kids, so I knew 
that this guy isn’t some evil booster. This was 
a guy that really cared about the community 
and really cared about his family and just has 
weaknesses just like all of us do.”

If Tolstoy spoke Texan, that is how he 
would put it.
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by William Voegeli

The Six…Oh

I am one of the 4,017,000 americans born in 1954, who are 
in turn among the 39,964,000 born in the 1950s. My impending 
60th birthday, in other words, is a drop in the ongoing flood of 

such anniversaries. The attendant individual assessments are insepa-
rable from collective ones since, as we’ve learned to say, the personal 
is sociological.

Those of us who arrived in the 1950s are the biggest part of the 
Baby Boom, the demographic bulge generally defined as compris-
ing Americans born between 1946 and 1964. We also, apparently, 
identify ourselves more strongly as Boomers than do those older 
and, especially, younger than we are. Barack Obama, though born in 
1961, wrote in The Audacity of Hope that he considered the political 
turmoil under President Bill Clinton (born in 1946) and George W. 
Bush (also 1946, six weeks before Clinton) part of “the psychodrama 
of the baby-boom generation—a tale rooted in old grudges and re-
venge plots hatched on a handful of college campuses long ago.”

“Long ago.” That stings. So does the fact that the 15-year gap be-
tween the age of his two predecessors and the 44th president’s raises 
the strong possibility that out of almost 40 million prospects, not 
one American born in the 1950s will wind up in the Oval Office. The 
politicians most likely to contest the 2016 election include some born 
in the 1940s (Joe Biden, Hillary Clinton, Mitt Romney, Elizabeth 
Warren, Jim Webb); the 1960s (Chris Christie, Martin O’Malley, 
Rand Paul, Scott Walker); and the 1970s (Ted Cruz, Bobby Jindal, 
Marco Rubio, Paul Ryan). Hopes that the 1950s cohort will finally 
put a run on the board rest, precariously, on Jeb Bush, Mike Hucka-
bee, Rick Perry, and Rick Santorum. 

If it turns out that the 1950s never produce a president, it will be 
one of only three calendar decades in the nation’s history to share 
this dubious distinction. (The others were the 1810s and the 1930s, 
the latter of which had the good excuse of having a Baby Bust instead 
of a Boom.) Is America telling those born in the 1950s that for judg-
ment and maturity it’s still a safer bet to rely on our older siblings, 
even as we’re now preparing to sign up for Medicare? But also that 
when boldness and vigor are called for, they want to see real athletes 
on the field, not a sad, embarrassing Old Timers’ Game?

It wasn’t supposed to work out this way. The generation of Ameri-
cans that had all those babies back in the 1950s needed to think well 
of their big investment in the future. As a result, we grew up hear-
ing endless, ruinous praise for our hypostasized wisdom and virtue. 
Time magazine’s “Man of the Year” in 1966 was the entire generation 
of Americans under the age of 25, hailed for their “vast commitment 
toward a kindlier, more equitable society” and being “in many ways…
markedly saner, more unselfish” than their elders. The kindly, equi-

table, sane, and selfless 21st-century America we were supposed to 
deliver is adjacent to Brigadoon, but the Baby Boomers’ invincible 
self-regard goes on and on.

Sixty, though, means that that particular frug is just 
about up. By this point, whatever we’re going to do, we’ve pret-
ty much already done. And the list of things we haven’t done 

corresponds very closely to the list of ones we’re never going to do. 
People entering their seventh decade have faced this reality for the 
history of the species, of course, but it’s more jarring for those who 
heard so much about our youthful promise: years after we’ve stopped 
being youthful or promising, we still anticipate prodigious achieve-
ments over the horizon.

Against the burden of being born near the exact middle of the 
millions of underachievers who checked in during the 1950s, I take 
some private consolation from the belief that my hypochondria and 
morbid gloom—embarrassments decades ago—are finally becom-
ing age-appropriate. I like my favorite New Yorker cartoon better all 
the time—the one showing a man reading a newspaper’s obituary 
page, where we see all the articles’ headlines as he does: “Two Years 
Younger Than You.” “Exactly Your Age.” “Five Years Your Senior.” It 
turns out that the artist, Roz Chast, is five days younger than I am, 
and that her cartoon ran in 1993, when we were both 39. The misery 
that loves company, apparently, includes the type you go looking for 
as well as the misery that finds you.

Philip Larkin, by contrast, was a scamp of 55 when he wrote his 
last great poem, “Aubade.” It is a meditation on “unresting death”—

“the anaesthetic from which none come round”—being “a whole day 
nearer now.” The inescapable awareness of “what’s really always there” 
makes “all thought impossible but how and where and when I shall 
myself die.” For Larkin that turned out to be of esophageal cancer; 
in a hospital in Hull, the Yorkshire city where he resided nearly his 
entire adult life; at the age of 63.

What lies beyond the grave is scarcely more mysterious than what 
lies just before it. Did Larkin, in those last days, follow the course 
strongly suggested by “Aubade”? “Being brave lets no one off the grave. 
Death is no different whined at than withstood.” Or did he obey the 
subtler implication that being a coward lets no one off the grave, either?

Better, I think, to resist, as long and defiantly as possible. How 
else to enjoy these final chapters’ incongruities? To be 60 in 2014, 
and at sea about popular culture, is to sympathize deeply with the 
parents and grandparents baffled by the British invasion. Ariana 
Grande, it turns out, is a singer—news that saved me from ordering 
an Ariana Decaf at Starbucks.
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